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ERICAN
Thursday, September 4, 1986

Pan American University, Edinburg

35th Year No. 1

Uncertainties cloud
budget process
By John Speer
Staff Writer
Budget cut~ of 8.3 percent or nearly $1.25 million are the figures being used to plan the 1987 fiscal year
President Miguel Nevarez said last
week, but the numbers could change
any time.
"People are really going to feel it,
because it's not the first time we're
cutting. This is going to be a cut over
at least two other cuts," Nevarez
warned.
The projected figure is simply an
average between the Texas House Bill
I passed in special session August 15,
considered as the ceiling, and the
senate version approved last week,
the floor figure.
The two houses of congress are
working to meet a compromise before the special session called to confront Texas' current budget crunch
ends this week. The governor is empowered to call another session if
legislators stalemate on a budget
agreement.
Pan American should fare better
than other universities because of the
voluntary budget cuts adopted last
year. Administators met White's call
for retrenchment, while other
schools continued to spend. Universities will be credited for fiscal year
'86 savings on their '87 budgets.
Nevarez plans to continue triming
from university operating expenses,
"particularly travel." Thermostats
will continue to be turned up and the
four and one-half day week will persist. With a hiring freeze still in
place, only essential positions will be
refilled.
Summer budgets will come under
the knife. Council of Deans and Faculty Senate have discussed the possibility of setting a four-rank standard
pay scale for summer. Instead of basing pay on each professor's salary, all
instructors would receive one pay, all

associate professors another, all assistant professors would be on a third
rank, etc., Nevarez said.
Faculty here will receive a 4 percent pay raise, although the legislature will repeal a 3 percent raise promised to all state employees. Nevarez
said that last year the state approved
a 2.5 percent raise and faculty here
got 6 percent; this year the state will
offer nothing, but administrators will
honor their own 4 percent committment.

"People are really
going to feel it,
because it's not the
first time we're cutting. This is going to
be a cut over at
least two other cuts,"
Nevarez warned.
"I didn't want the faculty to be
concerned. about their pay or about
their jobs; I wanted them to be concerned about teaching students," said
the president. "I am trying to protect the teaching function."
Class sizes will increase this year,
but English composition and Freshman Studies classes will be held to
a minimum of 20 or 30 students.
Nevarez said that PAU is far behind
other universities in class size and
that he has seen no research that
shows that smaller classes enhance
learning capabilities.
House and senate committees are
deadlocked because the house refuses to consider a tax increase and
the senate will not pass budget cuts
without increased revenues.
House speaker Gib Lewis has
blocked discussion of a tax hike, but
allowed discussion of pari-mutuel
betting. House and senate have
agreed to allow voters to decide on
the betting issue. See page 3.

Yearbook format
on videotape
LIGHTS! CAMERA! YEARBOOK! This year the university will
produce a video rather than printed
momenta of the school year.
The video craze has become prevalent in many areas of life, most
notably in the area of home entertaiment. However, in recent years it has
become common for people to videotape everything from weddings to
births for posterity's sake. It was inevitable, therefore that someone
would come up with the idea of a
video yearbook.
Funding for "El Bronco", PAU's
print yearbook was cut last year in
an effort to tighten fiscal budgets. As
a result the University for the first
time faced a year without a record
of events.
The idea to have a video yearbook
here was first suggested by Media
Services photographer Jerry Whittaker. Media Specialist Ann Harwell

is producing, directing, and editing
the project.
"My first reaction when Jerry suggested it was that it would be too
much work," Harwell said. Later,
after viewing a video produced by
two Rutgers University students,
Harwell agreed to undertake the
project.
The actual videotaping is being
done by ·students on work study and
direct wage programs in the communications department.
In addition, the project is being
financed directly through student
purchases. Harwell was taking orders
for the video at registration. She said
that money earned there will be used to purchase a case of videotape.
"The only money that we have (for
a budget) is what we'll make from the
students," Harwell said. "This is a
studentsupported project all the way;
its success will depend on student enthusiasm for it." See page 3.

HI~ THE SPOT-Temperatures In th~ high 90:s have fo~eced Valley from Edinburg, is one of the lucky ones who found a quick and
residents to look for ways of cooling off. R1kko Alaniz, a toddler easy way in his own yard. (Photo by Delcia I. Lopez)

Regent replacement still undetermined
By Nora Lopez
Senior Reporter
Although Governor Mark White
withdrew his appointment of Ramon
Garcia to the Board of Regents late
last month, Garcia will remain on the
board until White appoints someone
else.
On Monday afternoon, Garcia said
White had not yet nominated anyone
else to fill his post and that he would
remain a regent until that time. >Je
said the Governor is under tJO time
limit to appoint someone to the
board.
Garcia re-appointment was withdrawn by White on August 19, following an announcement made by
Senator Hector Uribe that he would
block Garcia's re-appointment. Garcia was named regent in 1984 follow-

which go through the Nominations
committee before they are considered
by the Senate.
Uribe said Garcia"s actions had the
effect of rejecting his support.
The appointment was..§_u.Qi_e ct to
"I had no recourse other than to
Senatorial confirmation which Uribe ask the governor to withdraw his appointment or to use senatorial courdenied in late August.
Uribe said he would not support tesy," Uribe said.
Garcia, an Edinburg attorney, beUnder senatorial courtesy, the full
cause he had received information
thafGarcia had •ried _to get Rep. Juan Senate will follow the directives of
Hinojosa to run against him in the the senator from the appointee's dissenatorial race. Uribe said he had trict.
Concerning Uribe's allegation,
promised Garcia his confirmation as
long as he had the attorney's support, Garcia confirmed that there had been
but the week of August 15, he caus- a committment between the two.
" If I did not run for the Senate, he
ed Garcia's appointment to be stalled in the Senate Nominations Com- could confirm me," Garcia said. "I
honored my commitment, apparentmittee.
The Senate has confirmation po- ly the Senator did not honor his."
Garcia said in April 1985, he and
wer over gubernatorial appointments,
ing the resignation of Ricardo Hinojosa. In February, White re-appointed Garcia to a term extending to Aug.
31. 1991.

Rep. Hinojosa also talked about the
possiblity of the representative running for Senator.
"He (Hinojosa) and I talked about
it," Garcia said. "(But) The commitment the Senator and I made was in
September, three months after.
Nothing occured between September
and the filing deadline."
Uribe said in September 1985 he
had informed the governor's office he
would clear Garcia on the condition
that he not run against him .
"Subsequent to that clearing I
learned Ramon (Garcia) tried to find
an opponent to run against me,"
Uribe said. "If there is a fact issue,
and I don't think there is . . . the
issue has been resolved against
Ramon and in favor of Mr. Hinojosa."

Nevarez will meet students
University Program Board's annual "Meet The President" forum
has been scheduled for Sept. 18 in
the south half of the. Ballroom during Activity Period.
The meeting is open to anyone in
the university community wishing to
voice their concerns directly to President Nevarez over university and student matters.
Sonia def Angel, coordinator of
student activities, hopes this will
"allow students the opportunity to
meet the president and ask about
issues important to them."

Nevarez is a nativeValleyite receiving his bachelor's degree in agriculture from Texas A&l University
in 1954 and a master's degree in
elementary education from Michigan
State University in 1968. Nevarez
continued his studies in science
education at New York University
where he received his Ph.D.
In 1967, after serving as farm field
representative of the Texas Employment Commission, Nevarez became
an elementary teacher at Navarro
Elementary School in McAllen.
Nevarez became assistant principal

to Navarro Elementary School in
1969. Nevarez advanced to Associate
Dean of Men at Pan American in
1971 and continued to advance in
1973 as Co-director for Basic Institutional Development Program and as
associate professor of elementary
education.
Nevarez became president of the
university only after serving as vice
president for student affairs for eight
years.
Nevarez's experiences have taken
him throughout the U. S. in conventions and conferences as a panelist,

reader and participant; the Bi-Regional Hispanic Educational Conference in San Antonio, The Eighties-Issues and Answers Conference,
sponsored by the Texas Association
for Institutional Research in Austin,
Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE) Southwest District IV Annual Conferences, National Annual Conferences
and Federal Relations Conference in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, Corpus
Christi, San Francisco, New Orleans, Detroit, Washington, D.C.,
and New York City.

Regents OK budget,
alterations eminent

4, 3, 2, 1-TAKEOFF-A helicopter at the G.I. Joe's Jubilee sponsored by ROTC gets reaay for takeoff.
The helicopter was on disploy Tuesday. (Photo by Delcia I. Lopez)

A budget for the 1987 fiscal year
totalling $32.8 million was approved during the summer by the Board
of Regents for both the Edinburg and
Brownsville campuses.
For the Edinburg campus, the
regents approved a budget of $29.7
million and for Brownsville $3.1
million. These budgets however have
suffered budget cuts already. (See
related story elsewhere on this page.)
The regents also approved changes
in policies regarding eligibility for
the tuition installment payment plan,
the emergency fund for payment of
tuition and fees, and the Texas Public
Education Grant. The changes require students to be enrolled for at
least six hours to be eligible for the
loan and installment plans and open
the TPEG grant program to graduate
students.
A special admissions category for
non-degree students was also approved. This category is intended to
benefit persons who are interested in

for the American Humanics protaking courses but not in pursuing a
gram.
degree to be admitted to the univer• Approved grants totalling $24,126
sity and to enroll in classes.
for eight special projects. The grant
Over the summer the regents also
money was given to the university by
approved the purchase of equipment
the Pan American University Founfor the university's new Health and
dation for special projects "that
Physical Education Building. The
enhance the quality" of the univerequipment, totalling $232,597, will
sity.
furnish classrooms, faculty offices,
a weight room, a human perfor- . • Approved a policy regarding faculty teaching assignments during the
mance and physiology laboratory, a
summer. The chairman of the Faculgymnasium, and dance studios.
ty Senate, Dr. Kevin Morse, said the
Work on the new building is exSenate opposed the policy because it
pected to be c:>mpleted by January.
gave academic administrators too
The board decided to explore later
much discretion in summer school
in the year the possibility of contracassignments.
ting operation of the University
• Approved salary supplements for
Bookstore to the private sector and
the presidents of both campuses.
to refer the question to a subcommitNevarez will receive an increase of
tee of the board.
5,000 to his supplement , to a total
In other business, the regents:
of $30,000; Pena will receive an in• Denied the grievance appeal and
crease of $2,500 to a total of $7,500.
the tenure appeal of librarian Stanley
• Approved bids totalling $260,160
Shabowich.
for renovation of an equipment for
• Accepted a donation of $15,000
Southwick Hall.
from the Houston Endowment, Inc.
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PAUSA
moves
.

to control
.
newspaper

SPEER ATTIC /

JOHN SPEER

New winds stirring
We all would like to start the semester right.
Each of us probably has that little vow ticking away: 'TH keep up with my reading," "No
drops or incompletes this time," "Research
will begin weeks in advance," and so on. Or,
for professors: ''I'll update those old lectures,
get the students' papers graded promptly; I
won't slander my colleagues during class
time." (Nah, that last one was too far-fetched.)
It's a time for reflection, a time for reordering our lives, redefining our intents and purposes, changing majors again.

As we begin a new school year one thing
that seems to remain the same is the continuing effort of the Student Association to exercise control over thi:-. newspaper. This summer PAUSA appointed a committee to look at
the proposed new Publications Handbook.
The Publications Handbook, among other
things, specifics the number of committee
members to serve on the Student Publications
Administrators are trying to start the
Committee. This committee appoints the editors of The Pm1 American and Rio and is sup- semester with some semblance of continuity
posed to help ensure that a free press is main- despite the chaos created by the budgetcutting
axe about to fall on the university. Texas House
tained on campw,.
leaders blocking a tax hike have really screwWhen the proposed handbook was drafted,
the Puhlications Committee decided that the ed higher education. They need to hear from
composition of the committee should be some 3tudents. Administrators won't scream
changed. Currently two administrators, two very loudly at the legislature, even if they feel
faculty members and four students appointed inclined to do so. Remember the Hatch Act.
by the PAUSA president serve as voting
members.
State employees have sworn not to engage in
The proposed handbook would change the politicking on behalf of their . baliwiks. I
student membership on the committee. Instead wonder if they could bust me for that? (My
of all four students being appointed by the FBI-induced paranoia is showing. More about
PAUSA president, two members would be ap- that another time.)
pointed by the president with the approval of
the senate, and two members would be elected
It will be interesting to see which budgets
by the Student Publications Association, an in- suffer here when the administration un.dependent student organization with open sheathes its own scalpel. More interesting still
membership. In addition, the editors of The will be to witness who makes the most noise
Pan American and Riomagazinc would be able about the cuts. I'm predicting some delightful
to vote on policy matters, but not on selection conflict (everybody knows how sensationalist
of editors.
journalists thrive on conflict) and we might
The reasoning behind the proposed change
is that currently the PAUSA executive has too
much power over the newspaper. Since one of
the two administrators has been serving as
chairman, and consequently not voted, that
leaves open the potential for PAUSA to select
the editor of student publications.
• Another reason for the change was to make
: the student publications more self-governing.
We feel that it is more proper for student
publications to gov_ern itself than for PAUSA
to do so. After all, virtually all of the
grievances filed against the paper have come HELP! The opinion page needs your
. from student government.
input.
Since it is the newspaper's responsibility to
critically examine the actions of PAUSA for
The Pan American needs your com. the student body, there will almost surely be ments to fill the letters to editor col: conflicts arising between these two bodies.
umn or to run as guest columns.
While we encourage a critical examination of
We believe that the letters to editor
· our paper by anyone, including student
column is the heart of this newspaper
government, we feel that they should divest
: themselves of any powers that could be used and our readership surveys have shown
that it is one of the most read sections
to govern these publications.
of
the newspaper. As a member of the
However, PAUSA sees their role as guaruniversity community you have the
. dian of the student body. For that reason they
: !eel they should be able appoint at least two right to have your voice heard in this
: members to the Publications Committee.
forum.
We would much rather listen to the voice
: of the common university student. than the
But before you dust off the old
: demands of an elite group such as PAUSA.
• The First Amendment protects this paper, typewriter please take note of these
· just like any public newspaper, from control guidelines:
by the government. We intend to protect our • Letters to the editor must be typed,
rights to a free press.
double-spaced.
Both the newspaper and magazine are totally
• Limit letters to 250 words or less.
student-run publications. All editorial deci• Letters must be signed, but names
sions are made by the editors and their staff.
Even most business-related decision are made will be held on request.
Also include your major and classiwith student input.
Although the newspaper did not take a pub- fication.
lic stance on the issue of the composition of • Letters will not be edited without
the Publications Committee before it was ap- · the writer's consent, so include a
proved last spring, now in light of the recent phone number.
developments we feel compelled to make a • Libelous letters will .not be printed.
suggestion: Have no student members ap- • The editorial board of this newspointed by student government and have the paper reserves the right to refuse to
student committee members elected by the stu- print any letter.
dent body and/or the Student Publications
Association.
Letters may be on any subject, naEven if the PAUSA president is able to appoint every single member of the Publications tional, state, local or campus.
Guest columns by students or faculty
Committee. the staff of this paper pledges to
protect the paper and the student body from are also available some weeks. If inPAUSA.
terested please contact the editor.

Wanted:
Reader
opinions

THE WILD SIDE /

It will be curious to watch student government under the new leadership of young
Ramon Richie Jr. Campuses around the nation are coming out of hibernation: declaring
their schools sanctuaries for Central American
refugees, harassing their administrations about
investments in South Africa, forming neoNazi
groups, monitoring profs. But it would be
premature to anticipate student government
taking a militant stance here. The "governing"
body seems to have identified itself as much
with administrators as with students in recent
years. There is also cause to doubt the prospects for forceful leadership on the part of
Richie. His election bid in the Pan American
called for nothing more controversial or
political than the improvement of student
newspaper/government relations, the promotion of the university's reputation and the promise to address the school emblem and flag
issue that surely weighs heavily on all of our
minds. If the paper perceives that Richie and
Co. are serving student ipterests, our relations
will be rosey. If not, the natural role of the
paper is antagonistic.
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the writer.
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FRED WHITE

sheer living Hell. Like going back to school
isn't bad enough. they have to add insult to
injury by putting you through that ordeal.
Which wouldn't bother me nearly as much if
it werea·t for the fact that it's only going to
get worse once the semester starts.
~ rm just not ready to deal with it. School.
Life. Reality. The whole bit. I should probably
just face up to it like a responsible adult. but
to Hell with it. rm not going without a fight.
But before they drag me, kicking and screaming, to my first class. rd like to propose a toast
(or ninety) to the Summer of 1986. The Summer That Was:
To Ice cream and Bar-be-que. Each great
by themselves. Even better mixed .
To Corona and Miller Draft. Two friends
I won't get to see much during school. Except
maybe on weekends and holidays.
To the T-bird's and Peter Gabriel. 'Sledgehammer'. Loud. Real Loud. And Solid Gold
Saturday Night on K-Lite. More than just
Oldies. The Greatest Music-Eve r.
To staying up all night. sleeping past noon.
and just generally relaxing.

QT:

In any event, now that this grand process
we call education is underway again, it's time
to renew our efforts, figure out who are the
friends of learning, and act accordingly.

Ode to summer past
The sky has turned gray. Tall. forboding
rnmmulus clouds march over the flat land in
an unrelenting vanguard spanning the horizon .
A hard wind bearing the smell of rain cuts
across the campus. bending the tall palms.
whipping the grass. and scattering the carelessly discarded Fall Class Schedules like so
many paper tumbleweeds. The sun. it seems.
has left. never to return. There is a certain
something in the air. A palpable. evil
something riding on the wind: hanging in the
sky. as dark and ominous as the monstrous
hulk of the CAS building. The foul. rank.
hideous. bonechilling stench of ... School.
O.K .. so you think rm exaggerating. You
think rm a bum. You think School ain't so
bad. Of course you·re entitled to your opinion.
but lefs not forget. rm writing this column.
And the w-.iy I see it. anyone who likes school
has gotta be into Sor M. Depending on which
~idc of the podium thcy ·re on.
rm sorry, I shouldn"t have snapped at you.
Something ju:-.t came over me. rm not teeling well right now. Yi.m sec. I just came from
rcgi\tration. ced I say more? Three hours of

OPINION

even see some students organizing, as unlikely as that may seem considering how quiet this
place has been for many years.

To the gang. An odd bunch of crazies bonded by friendship and a passionate lust for life.
To the Boston Red Sox. For reasons even
I don't know.
To the Beach. More than a place. More a
State of Mind. The very quintessence of Summer. To the surf. the sand. the seagulls, and
most of all . . .
To Summertime Girls. Like the song says.
·Ifs like poetry in motion, against the hot summer sky.' To the ones I met and the ones I
would like to have met. Even the ones who
shot me down. To Summer Romance. that's
always too good to last.
The leaves will start to turn brown soon.
Fall will come and go with winter not far
behind. And soon we'll all be truding around
campus under a wet sky of slate-gray, backs
bowed under the weight of books, our hearts.
minds. and souls heavy with the burden of
schoolwork. But long after our tans have faded and short.sand I-shirts have given way to
pants. sweaters and jackets. we ·11 sti II have our
memories of Summer.
And School. The Ultimate Reason to Party.
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Rio in running for award
Rio, the new student magazine, is
vying for a Silver Crown Award from
the Columbia Scholastic Press
As sociation after receiving a
Medalist rating last month.
A medalist rating is given to the
top 10 percent of the magazines submitted for competition to CSPA Contest/Critique at New York\ Columbia University. Both of Rio's first Fall
and Spring issues were submitted for
competition.
The CSPA reviewer writes, " I am
impressed with Rio . In your first
year of publication you have produced a magazine that is visually arresting and contains some very interesting writing."
The top I percent of the CSPA entries will receive a Gold Crown
Award , and the next 3 to 4 percent
will contend for a Silver Crown
Award in January.
Student Publications Adviser Joyce
Prock is pleased with the results.

Bobby Falcon Annabelle Garcia
Joe Falcon
Norma De Leon
Omar Falcon

'Tm delighted that we've received the Medalist rating. specially
since it's our first year!" Prock said.
The student-staffed Rio. which
began publication in the fall of 1985.
is the university's first general interest magazine.
In spite of the success of the first
two issues, Elva Salazar, current Rio
editor, feels that improvements can
be made in the overall appearance
and content of the publication.
"I am very proud of Rio's achievement , but the highest complement
our magazine can achieve is a strong
readership," Salazar said. "That's
what our staff is striving for by
focusing on the heart of our campus:
our students."
The 1986 Spring issue of Rio will
go on sale again in the next two
weeks throughout campus, but copies
are always available in Emilia Hall,
Rm. 100 for $1.

Annual Luau plqns announced

ICE CREAM BREAK-Several university students took time off Tuesday to enjoy c::ake and ice cream at an ice cream social sponsored by Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship Organization. Afterwards, they played volleyball and listened to a live band. (Photo
by ,Janie Cantu)

All organizations may pick up the
required Student Organization Information Form, the Financial Report
Form and the Information Release
Form at UC 205 and turn in no later
than Thursday, September 25 by 5
p.m . along with their keys issued in
the past for consideration of an
office.
A report must also be filed with
UC 205 listing five or more major
activities from the past year not in-

Rape series scheduled

A workshop to recognize an issue
called "Acquaintance Rape" will be
offered to students as a two-part
series on Tuesday and Wednesday at
the UC Ballroom.
The informative part of the
seminar begins on Sept. 9 from 7-9
with Abby Fernandez, a night manager representing Mujeres Unidas as
the informant . The second part
begins on Sept. 10 from 7-10. Participants of the second session are
asked to wear something comfortable
enabling them to move hands and feet
without difficulty.
Information will focus on the
myths behind rape: "Date Rape : It
Can Happen To Anyone." the three
main stages of acquaintance rape;
"Even Among Friends." statistics of
college women raped , society's role
Drama major Susan Taylor has the
on rape situations and tips on
lead role. The rest of the cast conavoiding attacks; "Emotional Reacsists of Sylvia Benbow, Cathy
tions to Acquaintance Rape," comPrather, Brian Warren, Frank
mon fears of the victim and psychological impact of rape or sexual
Doyno, Carter Robinson , Rudy
abuse; and "Assertiveness-The Key
Pena, Derek Adams, Joe Scholl,
Mike Garza, Mark Walters, and
To Avoidance Against Acquaintance
,Rape," definition of assertiveness,
Dennis Gilpatrick.
Tickets are $7 for general admiseveryone's bill of assertive rights and
sion and $6 for students and senior
assertive behavior.
citizens and may be purchased from'"' •
Aft~r topics have been thoroughly
members of the Ladies of Camelot.
discussed, McAllen P.O. Public Information Officer Art Hushen will
explain what to expect with the
police department when a report is
ft led against rapist.
eluding general meetings, bake sales
The second session deals with
or car washes which will be verified
basic self-defense training in case of
to the organizations green and yellow
an attack. Conducting the training in
forms on file.
this session will be U. S. probation
Criteria will consist of review over
officer Paul Browne, a certified
all documents turned in accordingly.
karate instructor, and Hushen.
Once offices have been awarded to
the chosen organizations, a drawing
The training is in procession of
will be held on Thursday, October 2
hands and feet used as weapons in
at 4 p. m. to designate an office to an
order to ward off the offender.
organization.
For organizations not applying for
office space, deadline for the 1986-87
Maintenance of Good Standing
CPA review course for candidates
which recognizes the student organiof the November 1986 CPA examinazations to maintain active standing
falls on October I and may be turntion is being offered at the Brownsville campus this semester.
ed in to the Office of Student
Development.
Classes will be held through Nov.

380-1140

Gas & Diesel Repair

383-bb:,J

According to the Women Together
Foundation Inc. report. acquaintance
rape or date rape is becoming a hot
issue with television shows "Cagney
and Lacey .. and 'The Phil Donahue
Show .. along with magazines such
as Ms .. Newsweek. and Women·s
Day."
The Texas Association Against
Sexual Assault held a conference in
San Antonio during the summer with
Mujeres Unidas attending as members of this state-wide organization.
The conference stressed more programs being developed on college
campuses making women aware of
the poss ibilities of becoming a
victim.
"Survey of students on campus.
locally, is 200 people in a year and
one-half w ith one-tenth being actual
rapes and 5 percent to 10 percent are
of college age," said Isabel Caro.
coordinator for Rape Crisis Center
for Mujcrcs Unidas/Women Together.
Caro says it is happe ning at Pan
American and is usually someone the
victim is dating, yet nobody speaks
f
up.
Although the self-defense training
is not extensive, it offers enough time
fodne victim to _n::act and escape as
quickly as possible.
"Statistics also show that the majority of women who have escaped
from a rapist reacted immediately
and forcefully when attacked," Caro
said.
The program is sponsored by
UPB, Alpha Phi Omega and Mujeres
Unidas/Women Together organizations. Admittance is free.

Cummins gave three reasons for
the change.
"First of all it increases the
number of seats available to PAU
students and faculty; secondly, it will
increase our revenue at the box office; and finally, it simplifies our box
office reconciliation process."
Cummins stated that the University Theater may have to revise this
new policy if there are any unforseen
problems.
"If. for example, the two nights
slated for PAU performances fill up
on a regular basis. However. I think
it will be better than in the past."

What, Where,
& When
THU

Advertising Club will meet Activity Period in the Media
Theatre.

TUES

Art Club will meet during Activity Period in the Art Annex lobby.

WED
Pan Am Christian Fellowship will present a talk In Womens'
Dorms from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m . Title: Transition Do or Die.

Mon. • S.11.
8:00 · 6:00
Sunday
For lniorm,1tion
or ,ippointments
FREE Pick-up
and Delivery

---

Monte Cristo Rd.

~

Russell Rd.

~

i

Schunior

:::-

P.A.U.

:t

0-

Hwy. 1 7

Complete hair styling for women and
men
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NOW OFFERING A 15% DISCOUNT ON ANY
SERVICE WITH THIS COUPON DURING
SEPTEMBER

J

:
1
I

I
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I

For appointments call · 383-9133
6 p.m.

8 a.m. -

2002 W.

Come Join the Fun ...
we're at

Exercise
M/T/Th 6-7 p.m.

Valley Downs Village

Kat~~::i~::H~.281 1~~

Wed. 5:~0-6:30

~

Certified Instructor
Res: 631-853 1

LM~C

'

-al

IValllJ - IIJ

J

PROBLEMS?
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY SERVICES

Offers individual, marriage, and tam ily
psychotherapy
by appointment only

Gina Mendoza Sellner M.A.
psychotherapist

All services strictly confidential
Affordable fees
4307 N. 10th St.

Located in the Professional Plaza
Suite G-6
McAllen, Tx. 78504
phone 682-6707

ft t

t

··Pilot Pen
has something
even smoother
· than this.

I, on Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
For further information contact
Lorenzo Sanchez at the PAU-B department of business administration.

YEARBOOK

Harwell is planning 60 minutes total time for the video, but that is subject to change. She said that some of
the features of a traditional yearbook
are not viable for a video yearbook,
for example, student photographs.
However, other areas of campus life
such as the dorms, games, sports, acti vities, classes, homecoming. and
clubs will be included.
Any club wishing to participate in
the video can arrange to have a camera person record them "however
they want to be remembered, saying
what they want to say'' for a fee.
They have not yet determined how

much time each club will be allotted. Valley-area merchants wishing to
salute the class of '87 are also being
solicited.
Harwell said she would like to
feature slides by any amateur photographers on campus who wish to
contribute their work. In addition, a
free video yearbook is being offered
to anyone who comes up with a suitable name for the project.
The actual process of making the
video consists of shooting on threequarter inch tape, dubbing down to
a master, and copying it down to Beta
or VHS. It will be available on both
formats.
"We will be shooting unti l
February and then we'll go into
editing, just like a regular yearbooks." Harwell said. "The video
will be available before the end of the
spring semester. It will sell for $19.95
and anyone interested in placing an
order can do so in Room 116 of the
LRC."

BUDGET
Nevarez said that Texas has to expand its tax base if education standards are to remain constant, but the
university has no official position on
the workings of the legislature.
State Comptroller Bob Bullock estimates that a state lottery could bring
$88.8 million in revenues to the state
in its first year of operation.
Sen. Hector Uribe. sponsor of the
lottery bill. said that a state lottery

couid reduce cuts to higher education. He said that new revenues could
restore some 1,250 staff positions
that would fall to budget cuts and
"ensure continuation of research programs."
"A cut in state services will severely affect the citizens of this state."
Uribe said. "A state lottery can go
a long way toward reinstating essential services."

I

'

Bring this ad for 1 free class!

FROMPAGE ONE
According to Harwell , not all of
the decisions have been made as to
content , format, and presentation.
"We're playing it by ear, making
up the rules as we go along," Harwell
said. "Student input is very critical
at this point; we have an idea for a
video yearbook and we want to know
what the students want."

I
I

University

·~--------------------------------~

CPA classes offered at PAU-B

Theater policy changes
There has been a change in the
University Theater's ticket policy.
Beginning this season. the Tuesday
and Wednesday night performances
of every show are to be reserved for
PAU students, faculty. staff. and their
guests.
,•
"On those nights tickets will not
be sold and the public is not invited,"
said University Theater Managing
Director Doug Cummins. "These
arc full-fledged performances." he
added.
Audiences for the Thursday
through Satu_rday night performances
of every show must pay full price.
There will be no free admittance
with I.D.

Silve,tre

.---------------------------------1
:I
HAIR MASTERS
-:
.I
1

UC to award office space
Student offices for the 1986-87
academic year will be available to
student organizations wit~ the first
thirteen applicants who meet the requirements and criteria to be chosen
on Wednesday, October I .

Russell's Garage

Brakes
Tune-up
Electrical-work
Overhaul
Diesel or Gas
Carburator

VIP play raises issues

The play is being produced by the
Valley 4nternational Players and is
co-sponsored by the Ladies of
Camelot. Communications instructor Jan Courtney is directing.

Horacio

Air Condit ioning Senic-e

Alcoholic beverages will be sold
This year's Hawaiian style Luau is
scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 13 with new drinking age of 21 in effect.
from 8-12 p.m. at the P.E. Complex. Guidelines are expected to be followA variety of tropical fruit dishes, ed for those drinking.
drinks, contests and music will be
According to Sonia del Angel,
provided for the 7th annual event.
coordinator of student activities, the
A contract is pending with KRIX
luau is expected to draw a good
for music entertainment. Top forty
crowd this year.
hits and beach music are scheduled
to be played aong with KRIX ad"We expect a good turn out, just
ministering several of the contests.
as
many as last year." There is no adPrizes will be given away to
mission charge. The Luau is sponcontestants.
sored by University Program Board
Games are still pending with a
as an entertainment event for
decision from the intramurals direcstudents.
tor expected soon.

"The Queen and the Rebels" a
two-act play dealing with revolution
and political intrigue will run from
Sept. 18-20 and 25-27 in the
Memorial High School Auditorium.

520 E. University
Edinburg 383-9012

A feeling . .. beyond smoothness.,.

Pilot's new Brougham is
smoother and more comfortable than
any rolling ball pen you've ever used.
A gutsy claim but true. Buy a new Pilot
Brougham and prove it to yourself. Send us
the coupon, proof-of~purchase (a receipt
will do) and $4.95. Check or money order
only. You'll get a "What's Smoother" tee
shirt (an $11.00 value) and a FREE Pilot
Spotliter highlighting marker. A total value of $11.79
for only $4.95. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

~------------------------~

I PIiot Tee Shirt Offer,
P.O. Box 4760,
I Waterbury, er 06704
I Yes, I want to prove it.
I I've enclosed a check
for_
$,__
_ __
__
(no.)
I for
I tee shirt(s) and
I free Spotliter(s).

I
I
Mdress - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
I
s1a1e _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __ _
College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
_ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Name

.

D MEDIUMD LARGE D EXTRA-LARGE

L - - - • One proof-of-purchase is required for each tee shirt order. Void where prohibited.

•---J

University Bookstore
University at Fourth St.
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Key to car upkeep:
attentive attitude
By Leonid Ellis
Staff Writer

Do the blinking lights on your
dashboard make you feel like you're
being catapulted into the Twilight
• Zone? If so, you're probably a victim of automobilus neglectus.
• Though this disease is running rampant around campus, there is hope!
· By simply attending to a few areas
: of your car, you can cure the symptoms and prevent further damage.
Joe Botello of JB Automotive in
: Edinburg prescribes a routine check. up of the car's oil and coolant, also
known as water, every 200 to 300
miles as the most important step. A
car that runs "with a fever" wears
much faster than a car which is
well-maintained.
: The oil in a car should be chang, cd every 3,000 to 4,000 miles and the
: chassis should be lubricated every
· 6,000 miles or 6 months.
The number one cause of poor gas
mileage is low air pressure in the
tires. Monitoring air pressure about
· every 1,000 miles will help produce
· expected gas mileage. Regulating levels of brake fluid, power steering
lluid, and battery water for other
than maintenance free batteries can
save even more time and money.
A home remedy for dirty battery
cables is some detergent or baking
soda, water from a garden hose, a
brush, and some elbow grease. According to Botello, dirty battery
cables are a leading cause of leaving
a person "stranded on a dark night!"
Any belt with a "boo boo" tear
one-eighth of an inch or longer needs
to be replaced. Hoses with "hives,"
bulges or bubbles should be handed
a pink slip.
·
Although parking on campus can
make you feel like you should be in
a straight jacket, it's a good idea to
keep in mind the following points.
Try to park under a shelter or in

.. I

MOVE OVER MR. GOODWRENCH-Freshman Genelle Prado
does a quick maintenance check on her car. She's checking
for leaks in thA water hoses.
(Photo by Michael Huerta.)
the shade. Windshield sunglasses,
the latest auto accessory fad, may do
wonders to keep a car interior cooler,
but the engine ought to be the primary concern. Parking with the engine away from the wind can result
in a 15 degree Fahrenheit temperature difference, making the car easier
to start during the colder months.
The more humidity in a engine, the
more sluggish it will be starting.
The most important thing to do
when leaving a parking place is to
scan the surface underneath the
engine for leaks. Botello suggests
sliding a sheet of non-porous plastic
or tile on the ground below the en-

gine right after parking. If anything
leaks, it's easier to pinpoint a problem by examining the sheet.
"Always take note of your car," advises Botello. The vibrations and
noises will tell you what's going on
95 percent of the time. Don't neglect
a noise!"
Some may recognize these "vibrations and noises" as rattles and pings,
but if you know how the car sounds
when it is running well, you'll have
an easier time figuring out what's
wrong. A few simple steps will insure your car's working longer and
more efficiently. Don't hasten the
demise of your car by neglecting it."

Building
repairs THE CUE FOUR!
:ongoing 1615 W. University, Edinburg, TeJias
•

: Military Science has moved to the
: university Center pending the com: Pletion of Southwick Hall.
: Changes for Southwick include re:coating the roof, upgrading the air:conditioning system and controls,
: replacing the exit doors, modifying
:the entrance, and adding a confer:ence room on the first floor, accor~ing to Bill Chess. director of the
:,Physical plant.

..

"
~

: Other cosmetic repairs include the
: replacement of floor and ceiling tile,
:addition of new shelving, and an in~terior repainting. The project is ex: pected to be completed by January.
:. Major renovation of Emilia Hall
• will not begin until Spring, but a new
; polyurethane foam roof was added in
: August. Other plans for Emilia Hall
.include a new air-conditioning sys·tem. and a remodelled interior.
Chess said work will include remov:ing shelving and some walls that
~were useful only for the original dor:mitory concept.

COLDEST BEER IN TOWN
Open Sunday-Friday 2 p.m. 12 a.m., Sat. 2 p.m.-1 a.m.

Pool Tables and Much More!!!
381-0624

Equivalency Program and Upward
Bound are housed in Emilia Hall.
. New tenants in Emilia Hall follow• ing the renovation may include
: several new programs in health
: related professions that are current: ly housed in the Nursing Building.
: Plans for Emilia Hall should be
.completed and bids received during
:1hc Fall semester, and construction
:.!should be complete in the Spring
~!semester. C hess said.

The play will also be the University Theater·s official entry in the
American College Theater Festival.
The festival. which takes place Nov.
5-8. will be hosted by PAU for the
fourth consecutive year.
The University Theater will also
present the musical "Carnival" this
season. It is directed by University
Theater Managing Director Doug
Cummins and will be presented Dec.
4-6.

Cummins is especially interested
in casting anyone who does a carnival act. I would love to have someone who swallows swords or fire.
They wouidn 't even have to know
how to sing or dance. I'd also like to
talk to any incipient musicians-guitar
players or percussionists."
The musical is being co-produced
by the Concert Dance Ensemble and
dance instructor Laura Mieslc will he
choreographing the show.
··carnival" was first presented on
Auditions will be held Sept. 14 at Broadway in 1961 where it was a ma7:30 p.m. and Sept. 15 at 2 p.m. in jor hit. It takes place in a 19th Centhe Studio Theater. "People wishing tury carnival where Lily, a young orto audition must have a prepared phaned girl goes to look for work.
number:· Cummins said. ··1t must be She falls in love with a magician and
memorized. there will be no music ihen with a puppeteer. Cummins
allowed. We will provide the accom- calls it a "typical fun Broadway
paniment ...
musical: ifs a tinnily show...
Although Cummins says there is
He said that he is casting the show
no experience necessary. he does early so that they can rehearse
want everyone in the cast to be able around the scheduled testival.
to sing. He will be casting six prin"We're really excited about our
ciple roles and as many members of new season and about working in the
the carnival as he can. "It depends University Theater again." Mol')ta
on the auditions," he said.
.said.

Kiddie plays will make
elementary school circuit
The University Theater and Curtain Call Players are coproducing two
children's plays that will tour public
and private schools in the Valley.
"Little Red Riding Hood," the first
show, will be ready for bookings as
of September 28. The cast consists
of Frank Doyno as Ruben, Valente

Rodriguez as the Big Bad Wolf. Mara
Rowin as Red, Jamie Javier Mancha
as the Ancient Oak, and Sativa Perskin as Grandma. All are PAU students.
The play is directed by Mayo Caceres, a PAU alumnus who teaches
~rama at Edcouch-Elsa High School.

Auditions for "Cinderella·· will be
held in January with performances in
the spring.
"This is the first year of what we
hope will be a wonderful relationship
between the University Theater and
the Curtain Call Players." said
Managing Director Doug Cummins.

Aid check distribution begins Sept. 24
Disbursement of financial aid
checks has been scheduled by the
financial aid office for September
24-25 at Student Service Building,
Room 115.
Students with last names starting
with A-L can pick up their checks
Septemb.~r 24 between 8:30-noon .

Students with last names M-Z may
pick up their checks also on the same
day but from 1:004:00 p.m.
On September 25, all students can
pick up their checks between
8:30-noon or 1:00-4:00 p.m. Evening students may pick up their checks
also on September 25 but from

5:00-7:00 p.m.
Picture identification must be
presented before checks are released. Questions about disbursement or
financial aid may be answered by
calling the financial aid office at
381-2501.

WELCOME

Right across from Pan Am Drive Inn

Wed. PAU night

90¢ beer with I.D.

Tues - Unescorted Ladies 80¢ beer 90¢ wine coolers

MR.ALBERTS
DISCOUNT HAIR CENTER
Perms 13.00
Haircut 5.00
Womens Regular Haircut 3.50
Mens Regular Haircut 3.00

BACK

Open Mon. - Sat. 8 a. m - 6p. m
Sun. 1p.m - 4p.m
1021 East University

383 • 9472 OR 381 • 0660
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STUDENTS

~1r

PREVENTION
Tuesday, September 9
Lecture:
Location:
Time:

'SEXUAL ASSAULT
AWARENESS PROGRAM'
BALLROOM

7:00 •• 9:00 P.M.

Currently Student Health Services.

· Student Publications, High School

George Bernard Shaw's comedy
··Arms and the Man" will open the
University Theater's Fall Season on
Oct. 23-25.
The play is directed by University
Theater Artistic Director Marian
Monta. She will hold auditions Sept.
8 at 7:30 p.m. and Sept. 9 at 2 p.m.
in the Studio Theater (CAS 107). Auditions are open to everyone and
copies of the script are available in
any library.
"All parts are eminently castable
with college students. Although
some characters are older. there's
nothing a college student can't do:·
Monta said.
The play, which takes place in 1896, will be presented in modern
dress. "It's a contemporary play."
Monta said. "We won't even have to
change any of the lines. There's
nothing out-dated in this show. which
is quite an interesting thing in itself."
Monta characterizes the play as "a
delightfully funny show about what
a hero really is."

SHOOT STRAIGHT
FOB

Renovation of two of the oldest
buildings on campus, Southwick Hall
and Emilia Hall. has begun, causing
'. the relocation of several departments.
'·
• Faculty from the mathematics de~ partment that were formerly in
; Southwick Hall are now sharing of: fices with other departments in
• various buildings, including the
~: Communications Arts and Sciences,
~ Liberal Arts and Mathematics build~ ings. Approximately 13 math instruc:. tors have been displaced by the
: renovation.

Fall opener casting next week

Wednesday, September
Workshop:
Location:
Time:

10

}!le

'BASIC SELF
DEFENSE CLASS'
BALLROOM

7:00 -- 10:00 P.M.
Sponsored By:

Alpha Phi Omega
University Program Board
Mujeres Unidas / Women Together

I.OWENBRAU

SPORTS
10 KIiometer blazers

Men wanted
Camp prepares cheerleaders
Coming back with a high overall
placing at summer camp, the cheerleading squad hopes to promote spirit
at athletic events and get everybody
involved at different activities
throughout the year, according to
head cheerleader Lucy Perez.
Placing third overall, the squad attended the Universal Association
Cheerleading Camp in August at
Southwest Texas State in San Marcos. The groupcompetcd inthefirst
division with squads from the Univcr~ity of Texas at Arlington , Texas
Christian University and many other
big group schools including the
home town Wildcats.
The cheerleaders were judged in
the categories of fight song, a cheer
and a chant that were taught at the
camp. The group was also evaluated
during the week.

"This year we are going to get involved in any school function and activities," Perez said.
This year's cheerleaders will be attending both female and male athletic
events and are going to try to get people to go to not only male but also
female games, said Perez.
The women on the squad are Cris
Cantu from Weslaco, Rachel Castillo
from Mercedes, Melissa Cortez from
McAllen, Lisa Lopez from San Isidro, Perez and Barbera Silva both
from Edinburg.
This year's men are Carlos
Caceres from Alamo, Mike Farias
from Edinburg and David Juarez
from Weslaco.
After the tryouts in the Spring,
there were five men on the squad but
because of work and cheerleading
activity schedule conflicts, two had
to quite the group.
The cheerleaders are looking for
three interested, dedicated men to
join the group, said Perez. Men interested should contact Perez or
cheerleader sponsor Linda Moralez
during Activity Period on Tuesdays
and Thursdays in the Fieldhouse.

Sports
Digest
Volleyball
The vollcyhall team will be in action Satur<.lay in the Ficl<.lhnu,e agaimt the Texas A&I
Javalina, at 7 p.m.
A<.lmis,ion is free to stu<.lcnt, with a v<1li<.latcu

Announcement
4-6 p.m .

Friday closed .

Saturday and Sunday 1-5

Women : 2 miles
Men: 3 miles

Women: 2 miles
Men: 4 miles

5 p.m.

Texas Invitational
Georgetown, Texas

Women: 5,000 meters
Men: 5 miles

Oct. 10
4 p.m.

North Texas State Invite
Denton, Texas

Women: 5,000 meters
Men: 10,000 meters

Oct. 23
5 p.m.

Texas A&I Invintational
College Station, Texas

Women: 5,000 meters
Men: 5 miles

Oct. 31
5 p.m.

UTSA Roadrunner Meet
San Antonio, Texas

Women: 3 miles
Men: 6 miles

Nov. 15
11 a.m.

District VI Championships
Georgetown, Texas

Women: 5,000 meters
Men: 10,000 meters

Nov. 24
11 a .m.

NCAA-I Championships
Tucson, Arizona

Women: 5,000 meters
Men 10,000 meters

p.m.
Oct. 3

Friday closed.

p.m.

Tennis Courts
Monday-Thursday 4 p.m.-sundown
Saturday and Sunday-daylight
hours.

Track
Daily 6-9

The fourth annual Border Blazer
Run in which the proceeds go to help
the track program. attracted 400 persons to McAllen this past Saturday
from throughout the State of Texas
and Mexico.
Kathy Cavazos from Lyford. finished first in the women"s category
with a time of 39:12 breaking the old
record set by Lourdes Cervantes in
1984, with a time of 40:09.
The men's overall winner was Modesto H . Gomez of Veracruz. Mexico who finished with a 31:43.18
time. The men's record was set by
Mark Nenow with a time of28:50.03
in last year's race .
Starting on Tamarack Street heading west to 23rd street, the runners
then headed north toward Nolana.
Once on Nolana. the pack headed
cast toward Bicentennial and then ran
south back to Tamarack.
After another time around, the
runners headed into the McAllen
Memorial Stadium for the last 300
meters.
The cross-country team placed

Pan American University
at Texas A&I University
Kingsville, Texas

Sept. 19

6 p.m.

Gymnasium

6-8

Sports Director

Edinburg, Texas

Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.

Monday-Thursday

By Eloy Saenz

Sept. 12 Pan American University
6 p.m.
vs UTSA and Texas A&I

Pool Hours
Monday-Thursday

Record set in women's division

1986 BRONC AND LADY BRONC
CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE

I.D.

p.m.

Enter thru west gate.

Racquetball Courts
Open 24 hours daily-first
come first serve basis.

Broncs
We Want You!

Support
Our
Advertisers

EL BOSQUE
APARTMENTS

RIIIARCH PIPERS
18,278 to choose from-all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO

■M•
aq"q:,~~J;,9]2622
Or, rush $2.00 to: AeNarch Aulatance

No Deposit- We Pa_y It For You
Free Rent Dec. 15 Thru Jan 16

11322 loahOAlll!. #206-SN. Los Angeles. CA!nl25

Custom research also available-all levels

l!llllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!

I
i

ALMA'S
'His
-nHers'

I

I·

422 1/2 E_ University
Edinburg

Walking Distance To Pau !
2 Sparkling Pools ,Cabana ,
2 Lighted Courts, Bbq Pits .
1, 2, And 3 Bedrooms Apts
1609 W. SCHUNIOR 383-8382

WELCOME BACK TO CAMPUS

383-9035

ffiilllllllllllllllllllllllllflflfllllllllllllll/llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllB

PATOS
Back to School
Special

Two Beef Palos, Spanish
Rice, Ranchero Beans, and
a 12oz. Coke®.

We are ready to supply you with all your claa needs

Only $2.59
For faster service call
In an order 383-0725,

across from Pan Am.
Eat at El Palo Valleywide.
6 locations--McAllen,
Mission, Edinburg,
Harlingen, Brownsville
and Weslaco.
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UNMQ~ITY
BOOK~TOQI
UNIVERSITY AT 4TH STREET

some of their runners in the top three
of three age groups.
Rudy Lopez won the 19 and under
division with a time of 33:09. Francis Nabity who comes from Phoenix.
Arizona had a time of 32:49 in the
age group of 20-24 behind former
Bronc Hernan Figueroa who is still
training with the team. Figueroa had
a time of 32: 14. Bronc Richard
Yracheta came in third with a Jj,04
timing.
From the women's team, Veronica
Guerra won the 20-24 division with
a 40:27 time. Shanna Hale took second in the 19 and under division.
After the race. all the times were
put on two big wooden boards in the
order of the age group.
Out of the 400 entrants in the !Ok
run (6.2 miles). 347 finished the
race. About 100 of the racers came
from Mexico with most of them
coming from Monterrey and the farthest coming from Mexico City.
The rest of the entrants came from
the Valley. San Antonio. Austin. northern parts of the state. Arizona and
Oklahoma.
The oldest person entering the race
was Ralph Ozborn who was 73 years
old and the youngest person was
Leslie Crismer at the age of 4.
Two of the participants were
overheated after the run.
Rogelio Rivera had to be given oxygen twice by Joe Cordero, a Texas
Department of Health medical technician with the Catalina Ambulance
service.
"The man was just tired ... he'll
get over it," said Cordero.

track program:· Coach Reid Harter
said .
The entrants were given T-shirts.
certi ticates and race results. The
overall male and tcmale winners. the
youngest and oldest and first throu!!h
third~places in each age group we~re
awarded trophies.

About 50 other people pankipateu
by helping out with the registration.
dri\·ing the race car. helping out with
the water. split timing and the ambulance.
·A lot of work was put mtn thts .
.. a rombined dti.irt of a lot of people_·· Harter said.

1
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After running all the 6.2 miles
Rivera was helped by Maximiliano
Hernandez of Monterrey. Hernandez
walked around with Rivera before he
had to be given oxygen_
After half an hour, Rivera was
taken to the Medical Center in
McAllen.
A young girl was also overheated
after the race but did not need
oxygen.
All the proceeds from the race
went to the track program and the
McAllen Independent School District.
"The race was a financial success
. . . we raised some money for the
l"

-r

HOLD IT RIGHT THERE-Track team freshman Amy Clark marks
down the finished p lace on one of the participants for the onemile run at the fourth annual Border Blazer Run. The event was
one of the two races that attracted 400 people at the McAlle
Memorial Stadium this past Saturday. (Photo by Eloy Saenz.)
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Summer regent business New computer
group forming
includes new faculty hires
The Board of Regent~ approved the
hiring of 12 new members to the
University faculty and granted
· tenure, leaves of absence , and promotions to )>everal current members
of the Edinburg and Brownsville
staffs during the summer of 1986.
The new faculty approved by the
regents are: Rajesh Aggarwal M.S.,
University of Texas, Arlington, assistant professor, department of management and computer information
~ystems; Diana Delgado, M .S. N.,
University of Texas, instructor in
nursing education; Bruce Wilson ,
M .S. N., University of Texas Health
Science Center, San Antonio, assistant professor in nursing education;
and Kay Hofer Ph .D. University of
Nebraska, Lincoln, assistant professor in political science.
Also, Landon Curry, Jr., Ph.D.,
University of California, Berkeley,
instructor of political science; Gloria
Lesson, M.A., University of Wisconsin at Milwdukee, instructor in
the department of criminal justice;
Joe Edwdrd Wilkinson, M.Ed., University of Texas, Austin, assistant
professor in the new physical therapy
assistant program; Max Stacy, Ph.D.,
University of Arkansas, associate
profess·or in the School of Business
Administration; Edwin Leach,
Ph.D., University of Knasas,
associate professor of speech pathology and audiology and director of
the Speech and Hearing Center; Cei1ia Martin, M.S., University of
Maryland, assistant professor of
dietetics; Hilda Medrano, Ph .D.,
Univesity of Texas, assistant professor of curriculum and instruction;
and Monty Taylor, doctoral candidate, Unversity of Houston, instructor of mathematics. The board also
approved the hiring of Dr. Bill
Wilkinson as assistant professor of
criminal justice for the Brownsville
campus, a position he has held in
Edinburg since 1983.
Faculty members receiving promotions were Dr. Samuel Freeman,
political science, to associate protcssor; Richard Hyslin, art, to
associate professor; Dr. George
McLemore, communications, to
~1ssistant professor; Susan Jarvis,
business law, to associate professor;
Dr. Pamela Anderson-Mejias, to
associate professor; Dr. Robert
Guinn, education, to professor.
Faculty members on the Brownsville
campus receiving merit increases include: Lorenzo Sanchez, business
administration, to assistant professor;
Dr. Norman Binder, arts and science,
associate professor; Dr. Emmette
Hutto, education , associate prot¢ssor; Dr. Wayne Lewis, arts and
science, assistant professor; Dr.
l:lilda Medrano. education, assistant
professor; Charles Patton, business
administration , assistant professor;
and Dr. Milo Kearney, arts and science, professor.
Granted tenure status effective
September 1987 were Dr. Roberto
Salmon , history; Dr. Ed Heckler,
English : Dr. Pamela AndersonMejias, English; Dr. Beatrice
Mendez-Egle, English; Dr. Jo Ann
Burns, education; and Dr. Lee
Hamilton, English .
The regents granted six faculty
members leaves of absence without
pay. They are: Dr. Kenneth Bain,
protessor of history, for the 1986-87

academic year to work on two research projects; Ruth Crews, instructor of English, for the 1986-87
academic year to serve as executive
director of The South Texas Symphony Association; Dr. Patricia De.
La Fuente, professor of English, for
the Fall semester, 1986, to do post
graduate study at Texas A&M
University; Dr. John McBride,
associate professor of education, to
spend the year teaching on the
Hawaii campus of Brigham Young
University; Dr. Dorothy Schmidt,
associate professor of English, oneyear extension of current leave to
write a book and work with the
Wimberley (TX) Independent School
District; and Dr. Sherrill Kendrick,
assistant professor of psychology, an
extension of current leave.
In other personnel actions during
the summer the board denied the
grievance and tenure appeals of
librarian Stanley Shabowich and ap-

The student book exchange will
continue accepting and selling books
through next Thursday. The exchange, sponsored by PAUSA, is
located at the University Center
Overflow next to the Snack Bar.
Business hours are 8:30-6:30 p.m.
through today. Next week it will open

from 8:30-5:30 p.m. except on Friday when it will open from 8:3012:30 p.m.
Deadline for collecting money or
unsold books is Sept. 26. For more
information call 381-2260 or 381-

2517.

The most exciting
fewhours
you'll spend all week.
Run. Climb. Rappel. Navigate. Lead.
And develop the confidence and
skills you won't get from a textbook.
Enroll in Armv ROTC
s one of your electives. Get the facts
oday. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

~~~~~~~E;~E~~E
-

,

1H1-1&00

TEMPORARY
UNIVERSITY CENTER
Room # 108

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAININC CORPS

QUESTION #1.

WHAT IS THE RIGHT CHOICE
FOR MOST COLLEGE STUDENTS?
a) AT&T-for everyday discounts of 40% to over
50% off weekday rates on out-of-state calls.

b) Short bursts of intense study followed by
hours of frantic: partying.

c) AT&T-for exceptional value and high quality
•
service.

d) AT&T-for collect, third-party and operatorassisted long distance calls.

e) Any class that does not conflict with "The Love
Connection:'
If you picked A, C and D, you're destined for great things.
Like AT&r Long Distance Service. AT&r offers so many terrific
values. Like a 40% to over 50% discount off our day rate on night,
evening, and weekend out-of-state calls.
Imagine what you'll do with the money you could save.
Imagine what your parents would do if they found out.
Of course, you can count on AT&r for clear long distance
connections any place you call. And AT&r gives you
immediate credit for wrong numbers.
To find out more about why you
should choose AT&r, give us a call.
_And if you picked B and E, call anyway. You could probably use someone
to talk to.
Call toll-free today, at

Services
Language-assisted Typing for
better grades l Retired English teacher.
383-2066.

For Rent
$225
Call

2 bedrooms, laundromat, pool,
tennis, nearby jogging trail, just 6
mi./1 0 min. from PAU, far north
McAllen .
Parkland Apartments.
631 -0017 .

Roomate Wanted

I 1 soo 222-0aoo.

Looking for a mature, independent
adult, male or female to share a brand
new two bedroom furnished apartment.
Apartment is located on University
Drive, Gastel Circle, West of drive in
theatre. Rent $137.50 plus electricity.
(no pets) Other requirements are to be
discussed when inquiring.
Contact
Ricardo at 380-0236

Classified rate is $2 for the first l 0
words and .10 per word thereafter. There
is a 10 word minimum. Deadline is
Friday Noon prior to publication on
Thursday.
Bring ad copy to The Pan American,
Emilia Hall 100. Classified ads must be
paid in advance.
For display advertising rates call
381 -2S4S or 381 -2541.

Elsewhere, the regents approved
professor emeritus status for Dr.
Porter Stratton, retired professor of
history, and approved a resolution
declaring Dr. Ralph Penington a
"founding chief executive officer and
first professor emeritus" of the
Brownsville campus. Penington
established and directed the upperlevel division of Pan American at
Brownsville and was a member of the
faculty and administration for ten
years until his retirement in 1978.

Book Swap in Overflow til Tues.

[. CLASSIFIEDS

One duplex 2 bedroom
monthlty.
$100 deposit.
781-3830.

proved a settlement with Dr. Peter
Garcia. former dean of the School of
Education, which extends his employment for two years. As part of
the agreement, Garcia submitted a
letter of resignation effective in 1988.
The board also approved the request
of Dr. Amilda Thomas that she continue to serve as chair of the department of health, physical education
and recreation until her retirement
December 31.

A student chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery has
been established on campus.
The organization is for students
and faculty interested in the advancement of the computer sciences.
The goals of the organization are:
to promote an increased knowledge
of the computing sciences: to promote a greater interest in computing
machinery and its application: to
provide a means of communication
between persons having an interest
in computing; and to promote the
development and enrichment of the
Computer Science department on
campus.
A.C.M. plans to accomplish its
goals by giving lectures on computers and applications, hosting a
computer day, holding a programming contest. attending a computer
conference. and other special projects.
"Joining A.C.M. will keep you
abreast of computer-related issues
and help you understand them better through the sharing of information between members" said President Doug Timmer on the benefit of
joining.
Membership is open to any student
or faculty interested in computers.
Dues are $5 a semester.
Interested persons can contact
chapter advisor Dr. Henji Chi at
381-3633 or president Doug Timmer
at 687-1910.
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City Ordinance changes
area parking regulations

Towing begins
next Sunday
By Fred White
Staff Writer

Beginning next week, the
Edinburg Police Department will
begin towing vehicles parked on
Van Week St. in the area between
Fifth St. and Lamar Elementary
School.
In its regular meeting Sept. 2,
the Edinburg City Commission
passed an ordinance changing
that portion of Van Week from a
no parking area to a two-away
zone effective Sept. 21.
The commision took action on
No Parking?---Yes, but not for tong. Starting Sept. 21, Van Week St. from Fifth St: to Lam~u the matter
in response to
Elementary School will become a tow away zone. The change was made by the Edinburg C:11}
numeroous
complaints
from
Commission last week following repeated complaints from residents along the street bordennt
residents of Van Week St. who
the university. (Photo by Janie Cantu.)
said the vehicles create a traffic
hazard and make it difficult to get
in and out of their driveways.
Virtually all of those vehicles
belong to university students who
are unable to find parking in the

north and west parking lots.
Because of the concentration of
class buildings on the northwest
comer of campus and the large
number of people taking classes
there, the four parking lots
nearest those buildings have been
quickly filling to capacity every
morning witl;l a great deal of
spill-over into the surrounding
streets.
Edinburg Police Chief A. C.
Gonzalez and the Chief of the
University Traffic and Security
Department Greg Salazar both
attended the meeting and gave
their support to the measure.
Each cited the availability of
parking spaces in Lois F and G
on the east side of campus near
the Fieldhouse and the Fine Arts
Complex.
"The University community;
justifies parking illegally by
saying that they can't find a
space, the problem could be

' Still others are coping wiLh
the situation as best they can.
"It's great," said Mac Powell, a
McAllen freshman, between
breaths after a cross-campus trek
from the Gym parking lot to the
CAS Building,"if you're training
to be a sprinter ....otherwisc it
sucks.

the task force began researching.
analyzing and discussing key issues
that will affect Mexican-American
students in higher ed ucation.

American population declines at a
higher level of education and continues to drop even further at the
post-graduate level.

The report will go over the conditions of Mexican-American Texans in
··areas critical in any assessment of
existing educational opportunity."
The analysis also lists statistics of
the average grade level of MexicanAmerican Texans. completion of a
post-secondary education and a college education in comparison to the
Anglo population .
Accumulated data discovered that

Studies indicate that education
"continues to be a primary avenue to
a better life" for Mexican-Americans.

avoided if s(udents would only;
schedule themselves so they
would have plenty of time to find
these parking spaces," Salazar
said.
He also pointed out that even
more parking should become
available in Lot F once the new
Gym is finished.
Many students, however,
disagree saying that parking
should be where the classes arc.
Said McAllen sophomore
George Water," I think they
should build parking areas
somewhere."

Numbers increase here,
Nevarez addresses higher ed
drop at PAU-B
needs-i.......Austin tom·orrow
By Mary Mendez
Staff Writer

The Public Information office
reported PAU -Edinburg campus enrollment increased by 7.5 percent
while PAU-Brownsville campus
dropped by 4.1 percent for the fall
semester.
With last year\ recorded figures of
8.329, Edinburg campus enrollment
increased by 628 students.
According to Bruce Erickson. director of Public Information. it wds
doubtful whether or not there would
be an increase in enrollment with the
increase of tuition rates and mandatory testing for student teachers.
··we really were surprised with the
increase in enrollment figures this
year." Erickson said.
Erickson went on to say that administrator\ teared increased tuition
rates would be a major factor for a
possible drop in enrollment. along
wi1h changes for eligibility criteria
ltir financial aid.
For this semester beginning freshmen totaled 1.512. regular freshmen.
2 .076: sophomores. 1.592: _juniors.
1.127: seniors. 1.416: special student:-.. 510: :-.pecial graduates. 197:
and special freshmen. 18.
Siatistics also show a higher inn-c.1:-.e nf women enrol led with 5.194
compared to the men's figure of
3.763.

Brownsville campus reported a
drop of 51 from last year's 1,244.
Juniors totaled 269; seniors, 403;
special students, 186; special
graduates. 86; and graduates, 249.
Female students enrolled was 753
with 440 men.
Erickson said this year is considered a base year which determines
appropriations for financial aid and
academic program funds.
··The biggest factor in the (biennium) formula is enrollment.'"
Erikson said.
Although there was a drop in
enrollment on Edinburg campus for
the summer session, this should not
significantly affect appropriations for
the future.
First summer session enrollment
increased .4 percent with 5,323 over
last summer·s 5.302. Special
freshmen and seniors were a major
contribution to this figure.
Second summer session dropped
5.38 percent with 3,782 students to
last year's 3.997.
Still . Erikson is optimistic of an increase in future enrollment. According to forecasts by the Coordinating
Board of Texas College and University System. Pan American University may be the fastest growing university in Texas over the next fifteen
years.
Statistics predict. based on fall
headcount reports taken every two
years. that by the year 1990 enrollment should be at 9.332: 1995. 10.836
and the year 2000. 12.567.

President Miguel A. Nevarez will
discuss the quality and future needs
of higher education before the governor's Select Committee on Higher
Education in Austin tomorrow at I
p.m.
Nevarez , chairperson of the Mexican-American Task Foce on Higher
Education , will deliver a report
which focuses on two main concerns:
··The quality of and access to higher
education in the state of Texas," and
what will it take to prepare Texas
higher education for the year 2000 ...
Re omm n
·

mittee is considering include
possibly closing or merging some institutions and reclassifying or restru.:turing some educational governing systems.
These issues have drawn fire from
the Task force .
Formed in the fall of 1985 by Anglo and Mexican-American educators, the force seeks to improve the
"recruitment, retention and academic success of Mexican-American
students in post secondary education.
In light of SCOHE's proposed re-

.

.

Nevarez will make recommendations covering aspects of higher
education for Mexican-American:-. in
South Texas which will oner "the
most beneficial results for the
Mexican-American community of
Texas. and for the state a, a whole:·

Dean hits issues
By Beng Leong Lim
Staff Writer

Only two weeks into his new role
a:- <lean of education. Dr. Ernest

O'Neil al read)' talks as if Texas was
his home. He looks forward to
a:-.:-.isting the School of Education in
the 4uest for excellence.
A!-. the ne\\ dean of education.
O" eil has high hopes for the universit). Commenting on the role of the
unin:rsity in the Valley. the new dean
said the school has a great deal of
potential and believe:-. it has contributed much to the Valley and
bevond . He went on to say that pcopl~ \\ ho han~ been educated here
ha, e had succe,s in the prolcssional
\\Orld .
()''\;eil feels that the recent
dian!!e, 111 Texa, education arc going 11; Ix: benelirn1l to the educational
field and :-.chool ') stem:-. Change:-.
he belie, e,. mu,t come not for 1he
s.1k~· of chanl,!lllg hut for a purpmc

and with understanding.
··Even the best of plans need to be
modified as they are implemented:·
O'Neil said. He said there is a need
to evaluate programs to see if they are
doing what they are intended to do.
--rf we manage it right. yes.
reforms and the reforms o the Texas
public and higher education will
result in an improved educational
system:· he said.
Speaking on House Bill 72. O'Neil
said there are certain facets of it that
will help and some that won't. He
believes that the outcome of the bill
depends on the emphases and modifications. In an overal view he sees
the bill as having a positive impact.
On the issue of the Texas Examination of Current Administrators and
Teachers (TECAT). o·Ncil points
out the need to be critical because the
testing costs a lot. He is uncertain
whether the method of testing was
the best way to do it .
~
..Maybe the money could have

See Dean, page 4

,
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School Showers--A young Edinburg child on her way to
school Monday stops to play in a puddle of water. The City 01
Edinburg Water Plant recorded 1.39 inches of rain during
Monday mornings sudden showers. Today's weather coils fo1

partly cloudy skies with widely scattered thunder showers
through tomorrow. Temperatures will reach the mid 90's with
lows in the mid 70's according to the National Weather Service
in Brownsville. (Photo by Delcia ltzel.)
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Campus wrong for
currentwar on drugs
The recent growing interest on the
so-called ··war on drugs .. has unfortunately emerged at the university
level .
The U.S. House of Representatives.
for example, voted to empower the
U.S. Department of Education to
withhold funds from colleges that do
not have a drug abuse prevention
program.
The House Education and Labor
Committee voted to send $350 million
to states to help fight student drug
abuse. The White House also announced that it might favor spending $100
million to eradicate abuse in the nation's schools.
The college scene is the wrong place
to try to eradicate the drug abuse
problem .
•To start with a university's main goal
is to educate; it should Pot be concerned with problem it can certainly do
very little about. Universities across
t~e nation have more pressig problems
"!hich should take priority over this

Another reason for not fighting the
problem on the campus scene is that
in the long run it will probably be
futile. The problem eventually saves
itself at the college campus since
heavy drug users will eventually be
sifted from the rest of the student
body. A student whose drug addiction
negatively affects his or her performance at the university will not survive the demands of the university for
long.
There is also very little that the
university can do to help a drug addict. Institutions that arc set up for the
purpose of rehabilitating an addict have
problems themselves in getting the addicts are close to none.
If there is not other place where an
addict can receive medical attention.
then and only then should the university try to eradicate the problem. The
reality is that if someone really wants
to kick the habit they can receive help
from these outside institutions. Anybody who truly wants to kick the habit
OJlC.
can walk in at any time to the emer, One example of a more pressing
gency room of any hospital and could
problem is the future of funding for
be given the name of at least five inhigher education. At the present time.
stitutions that could help him or her.
universities arc facing up to the fact
Trying to eradicate the drug problem
that they will be getting a smaller and
on the college campus should be the
smaller share of the pie. Education
last resort. Money that would be used
budgets arc being slashed as a result of to this should really be spent on
the present economic conditions.
education.

I SAY, I SAY, I SAY /

Hijack:
The more I think of it the less I think !know
of human nature. I am talking about the recent hijad;in,! of the P-,m Am jumbo jct in
Karachi . P.1~ . Whoever or whatever those hij.ickers were I frankly, I don't want to know).
they don·t deserve residence on this planet. I
mc:m like. how much lower can humans go
d~1wn than the taking of innocent lives.
· Forget ahout what the Ten Commandments
!>:1y on rhc s.icrcdness of life. I don·t need to
he .ind certainly all of us don·t have to be. particularly religious to respect the absolute right
to living. Who the hell do those four peoplcno. that"s too good a word. call them barbari, .~ls- think they arc'! What gave them the right
t~, put their personal or whatever dissatisfaction onto the lives of others'! I still think bar-
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor
Things don't alwdys go as planned. This is
a frustrating. yet unavoidable fact of lite. You
may spend hours preparing your class schedule in order to make the most efficient use
of your oncampus time. Then. you may wait

LIM BENG LEONG

moral outrage

patiently in line with hundreds of other
students attempting to obtain those highly
sought and often elusive class labels during
registration. only to have to add or drop these
same courses when they don·t "make". or arc
cancelled.
Even so. students have long since accepted
these inconveniences as rites that all students
must survive. We accept this because it cftccts
us all. No one is exempt. we all suffer equally. Adversity is bonding. Through the many
trials of education we are made stronger.
together.
lt was during one of these strengthening experiences that I found myself in a situation that
I could not accept, one that was not shared
equally by all.

UPB NOTES/

If I had lived all my lite in Michigan. on
the Canadian border. I may \'Cry wdl ha\'c
picked up some French and ma} be. ~,en
enough to hold a semi-intelligent convcrl>atlon.
Yet. wouldn·t claim to be a native-speaker
of the French language. not even if my name
was Jean Jacques Rousseau.
Am I wrong to believe this'? One Pan
American Univ~rsity prolcssor very obviously
thinks so. After the first session of his beginning Spanish class ti.1r nonspeaking sllldcnts.
this protcssor went down the roll. calling out
all those students with Hil>panic surnames. We
were asked to stay while everyone else was
dismissed.
He then proceeded to remind us that this
class was strictly for non-Spanish speak ing
students only. and further notified us that
anyone found to have prior knowledge of the
language would no receive credit for the
course. He also told us that the truth would
become evident in just a !cw.days since ninety percent of the classwork would be pmctical.
H~ then questioned u~ individually about or
abtl1ty. or lack thereof. to speak Spam~h. a~d
,suggest~d- w~ drop 1~01 ~-n d replace _11 with
1303, beginning Spamsh tor native-speakers.

I

Although I am Hispanic. I was not reared
barian is too mild a description of the hitell a sad story but more because it is about speaking Spanish. It is not something I am exjackers· nationality.
More than anything else I ask this: Where time a new meaning is given to the value of tremely Proud Of. ·t
l 1·5 mere! y a f:act . I never
were their teelings? How they could have lite. I am not suggesting that age-old punish- spoke Spanish in my home. I am not totally
substituted human lives as that of a forum for ment of an eye for an eye. It serves no pur- without knowledge of the language however.
their grievances is absolutely beyond my com- pose in the extinguishing of a life that has I have picked up a good deal of rough Spanish
prehension. I am sure I am not alone in say- already taken another. This kind of remedy in the streets and from other students. friends
ing this: that the killing of one person, will only lead us to all-out barbarianism.
and coworkers. But, anyone growing up in th~ ..
But please do not misinterpret my stance. Valley can say the same. Still, I would hardly
however dignified he or she was. does not
mean any less in c:omparison to a hundred. Just because I am not advocating capital call myself fluent or a native-speaker.
Now. this is what I don't undcrstand:..how punishment does no any less relieve me of my
can the hijackers equate killing with achiev- responsibility as an inhabitant of this planet.
ing their objectives-whatever they might have I am a believer in life and I Wdnt to see that
been. Anyway one sees it. there can be no all species live to a ripe old age. My purpose
higher objective in lite than the preservation is not to pass judgment-I leave that to Youofit. Eighteen lives were lost and 127 injured. Know-Who but to aw.tke in jill of us the apThese figures I quote not only because they preciative quality of the sacredness of-ltfo.

See Letters, page 3
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SANDY RODRIGUEZ

Plans outlined,

1fHE WILD S IDE /

ideas requested

FRED WHITE

.

Close
encounter
.
!...of the weird kind
..

··rn~

THE. FIRJT ONE.

SPECIAL SESSION...

I

I fJCl

::r: 8LEPT THROUG~

CAN ~IT THROUGH ANOTHER

.+

: A funny thing happened on my way to the
fkrking lot the other day . . .
~ Actually I wasn·t on my way to the parking
lot. I Wds walking to my car. which was parked somewhere in north Hidalgo County. I had
_jµst stopped for a minute in the LA Building
ip fill my canteen and stock my backpack with
rmvisions frrn~l the c~_ndy machine for the
1,1urney. I had Just stutted the last Baby Ruth
into my pencil pouch and walked out the northeast door when there rang out a voice. from
~m high.
: .. Freeze. Earthling! ..
i • Aw. crap. what nowT I thought as I stopped dead in my tracks and slowly began to turn
tmund.
~ ··Go ahead Interior Lite-form. make my
{nillenium." The voice hissed from the general
aircction of the third floor.
: Too nasal to be The Almighty. but I wasn't
k1king any chances.
: ..Arc you talking to me?.. I said in the
~cncral direction ol°the third floor. It Wds get!ing dark and I couldn't see very well.
• ··No. rm talking to the sidewalk. Or I might
~s well be:· Who. or whatever it was hissed
~s it climbed down from the building. "What's
chat in your pocket'?"'
•
: "This'?"' I said r~aching into my pants pocket
}'nd pulling out a mushy Three Musketeers
i,ar.
i "Don·t shoot! Please. don·t shoot! I didn't
)ncan it! I was just trying to get your atten!ion! Really! Oh please. please!'"
! ··Don·t worry. it's not loaded ... Finally my
•yes adjusted to the darkness and I could begin
o make out the thing's ti.irm . It looked kind
' if like one of my wei;d Drama-major friends.
t.. You got my attention all right:·
~
sorry. really. I just didn"t know if you
~vould be friendly or not. For all I knew you
it:ould have been a wrestler. 'rbu·re not a
•>wrestler. arc you'!..
: .. Hardly. I'm a student. if that's any consola)ion:· He was a lot shorter than he looked up
~m the side of the building. In fact he looked
:pretty small and helplcl>s.
• " Wha- 1 mean . who arc you any way'?"'
" Mc'! Oh. rm sorry. How rude of me. I'm

;Tu.ST Do WHAT

I DON'T THINK I

Skudzar 458 from the planet Vo. But you can
call me Skud-4."
Skudzar 458 from the planet Vo. What a
relief. For a minute I thought he was going
to turn out to be some kind of weirdo.
"Nice to meet you Skud. My name's Fred."
His hand felt small and kind of sweaty when
I shook it. ..So, uh, what brings you here to
Earth. business or pleasure?"
"Pleasure? Oh. business rm afraid. rve
been sent _to study your planet. You see, our
scientists have been combing the Galaxy tor
years looking for a planet with lifeforms as
similar to us as possible. And it seems that
of all the creatures in our Galaxy. you Earthlings are most like us Voians:·
"Whoa. You gotta be kidding." I didn"t want
to hurt the guy's feelings. but he wasn't exactly what you'd call GQ material. Not that I am
either. but at least rm not 3 feet tall. with
olive-green skin. five eyes. and a mouth on
the side of my head. "I mean we don·t exactly look like brothers."
··No we·re not much alike anymore. thank
goodness. You see. ours is a case of divergent
evolution. That means that at some point in
our development both of our species were profoundly similar if not virtually identical.
Which is not unusual considering the similarity of our planets. But somehow, someway, we
began to evolve differently. You all grew taller
and we got shorter: you kept two eyes while
we added three: you eat with the your mouth
while we use our- well. you get the idea. And
so on. and so on. But what caused this
divergent evolution'? That is what we would
like to know. That is the reason I am here. Do
you understand'?"'
··11 has something to do with chromozoids
and DNAs. right? Or something like that'?"
I w.is so embarrassed. And I just took biology
last semester. "So that"s it'? You·re just here
to find out why we diverged'!"'
--well. yes and no. That is to say it'~ more
than just idle curiosity that has brought me
here. 'rbu see. my species is in trouble. In fact.
we' re dying out as we speak. We' re not
reproducing. and we·rc dying younger and in
greate r number. It's as if we're under a curse

of some sort. Yet 'your people thrive. Your
species population continues to grow at a
phenomenal rate in spite of unfavorable circumstances. Why? That is what I must find
out. I must discover your secret or my species
will perish. You·re our only hope."
I looked at the little guy and saw the
desperation and longing in his eyes. Maybe
it was all the more touching because he had
five of them. Whatever it was. I felt a lump
rise in my throat.
··Jf there's anything I can do to help you.
just name it."
"Oh thank you. Earthling Fred. You are so
kind and hospitable. As a matter of fact, I do
need your assistance. I need someone to show
me around the planet and help me with my
research. Sort of a guide and interpreter. if you

Well, we're finally into the second week of
school and hopefully we've gotten over the
headaches that come with registration problems and schedule changes. Presently I'm
heading the University Program Board (otherwise known as U.P.B.) and I'd like to take this
time to explain the important role it plays in
every student's college career.
If you attended PAU last year you will be
familiar with such events as the Luau. Carnival of the Great Pumpkin, Rocky Horror
Picture Show, Bronc-0-Lympics, and the
Chaka Kahn concert to name just a few. All
these and others were coordinated by the five
different committees that comprise U.P.B.
Each of the committees is headed by students
like yourself. Membership to U.P.B. is open
to all PAU students, there are no dues, initiation rites or pledging periods to contend with.
You may think this sounds just fine for someone else, but you just don't have the time.
I am a full-time sllldent and I also work up

Year

Pan American University

E.dinbul'l!. Te"8s

Brad Nibert
Editor

"It would be a privilege and an honor but

To be continued.
Next week. Fred and Skud-4 hit The Big
Apple. Literally.

Another reason this organization is important to all PAU students can be expressed in
three word_s -Student Service Fees. You paid
t~em, I paid them and so did the student sitting next to you in class. The Program Board
is allocat~d approximately 3 percent of the student service fees collected to provide programmg for PAU _st udents. Therefore, if you'd like
to hav~ an input on how these monies arc
spent, JOin the University Program Board. If
you have a?y_sugg~~tions or ideas drop by U.C.
116 or put II in wnung and send it to the same
place. We're always open to suggestions from
the student body.

The Pan American
~d.th

wm:·

I just remembered. my car"s parked about
twenty miles from here:·
..That's okay. We can take mine:·
··Yours? Where did you park?"'
How I missed his machine I'll never know.
since it was chained to the bicycle rack right
by the door. It looked like a cross between a
skateboard. an upright vacuum cleaner. and
a pontoon boat.
"Not bad. But how does she run?"'
··About 8 in the quarter."
··Heck, my ·77 Olds'II do that."
··Quarter Light Year:·
.. Holy Sheeze:·
.. Hop in. You can drive if you want. I want
to hit New York City."
So I hopped in and fired it up. and we
blasted off in the general direction of New
York City with the force of about 12 Nuclear
explosions.
What he forgot to tell me was his brakes
needed work and you had to pump ·em about
four or five times whenever you wanted to
stop.

to 30 hours per week . As a full -time working
student I value my spare time. but I also
understand the importance of extra-curricular
activities. It is a great way to develop leadership and management skills. However. an added bonus is that it is also a great way to make
new friends and meet new people.

Porfirio Villarreal

John Speer
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Letters

News Briefs
Aid applications due Oct. 1

Continued from page 2

Deadline for turning in the Gencrc1l this school year may receive S645
Application for Financial Aid in or- per semester and half of that amount
der to qualify for the spring semester for half-time students.
is Oct. I.
Eligibility will be determined on
The application i!-. used by students Student Aid Reports (SARs). Stufor consideration for the College dents may take their completed
Work Study program, the National SAR\ and income documentation up
Direct Student Loan (NDSL), and until the last day of the semester and
the Hinson-Hazlewood Student still be able to receive the Pell grant.
Loan. Students eligible for these proDeadline for the GSL is Sept. 30.
grams will also be considered for Undergraduate students may borrow
Supplemental Educational Opportu- up to $2,500 for an II-month period.
nity Grants (SEOG) and Texas Edu- They may borrow additional money
cation Grants (TPEG).
as they advance from grade levels if
Due to an increased demand for there is unmet financial need for the
the College Work Study Program, school year. Graduate students may
there will be no new work study borrow up to $5,000 per year.
awards. In addition, only previous
Students need to be enrolled at
borrowers will be eligible for the least half-time to receive the loan .
NDSL.
Undergraduates must first apply for
Students already enrolled this the Pell grant and have a detetminasemester may still apply for the Pell rion of eligibility or ineligibility
grant and the Guarateed Student before their GSL is processed.
Loan (GSL).
Applications for these aid proIn order to qualify for the Pell grams are available at the Financial
grant, students must be enrolled at Aid Office. SS 186. Questions about
least half time. Commuter students financial aid may be answered by
clgiiblc for the maximum amounts calling 381-2501.

Financial aid disbursement set
On Sept. 25, all students can pick
up their checks between 8:30 a.m.noon or I -4 p.m. Evening students
may pick up their checks also on
Sept. 25 but from 5 -7 p.m.
Students with last names starting
Picture identification must be
with A-L can pick up their checks presented before checks are releasScpt. 24 between 8:30 a.m.-noon. ed. Questions about disbursement or
S~udcnts with last names M-Z may ,. financial aid may be answered by
pick up their checks also on the same calling the financial aid office at
381-2501.
day but from I 4 p.m.

Disbursement of financial aid
·hecks has been sccduled by th financial aid office for Sept. 24-25 at SS
Bldg., Room 115.

Business scholarship available
P.ctrker Seal, a manufacturer of a according to Dr. Walter Greene,
variety of rubber seals and gaskets in associate professor of business.
the McAllen Industrial P-c1rk, is ofTo apply, students should submit
foring a $1,000 scholarship through to Green a resume, a copy of their
the P.c1n American University School transcipts, and a letter explaining
of Business to a business major for their interest in the scholarship.
the current school year.
For more information, call Greene
Business majors enrolled shoudl
apply for the scholarship by Sept. 25, at 3813353.

In all fairness, he did explain to us
that for those who did indeed speak
some Spanish, 1301 would quickly
become tedious and boring. These
students tended to slack off from studying simplistic lessons, lose interest
and consequently, not get the most
out of their everincreasing number of
tuition dollars.
This point is well taken and I am
grateful for this attempt at guidance.
However, I can not more strongly
disagree with the method through
which this benevolence was made
available to me.
The fact that he singled us out
simply because of our Hispanic surnames is completely unacceptable to
me, especially in a learning institution, where professors become mentors and are emulated. This kind of
act, unfortunately reinforces the fact
that racial stereotyping continues to
infest our society, and like parasites
must be repelled at every opportunity. Thus this letter.
I am not writing to agitate, but
rather, to educate. I'm not looking for
trouble or to give anyone problems
they don't need. No names have been
mentioned. I want fairness and
equality, an equal opportunity. Would
you expect Sean McDonald to speak
Irish or Susan Frankhauser to speak
German only because of their surnames? What about those students
with Smith, and whose mother's
maiden name had been Gonzalez or
Rodriguez?
Finally, my point is that we all
must and have a right to be treated
fairly, equally and as individuals, not
by social status, race or religion.
True equality among men and women may never be a war that is won,
but the battles must continue.
Whether it be a major confrontation
such as the conflict of apartheid in
South Africa or something as trivial
as getting dropped from a college
course, the fight must go on.

J. Ed Cantu Jr
TQ. the Editor

Last days for book exchange

MON

I am really concerned about how
separated we all are. Throughout
campus, many of us seem to be involved in what Dr. Albert Schweizer
poignantly stressed, in his book
"Light Within Us", when he said that
modern man is so much a part of a
crowd that he is dying of a personal
loneliness.
Unfortunately, it's as if,-we don't
know how to reach out to each other,
to hold each other, to call each other,
to build bridges. There are a lot of
us wanting to be with someone, yet
none of us knowing how to break the
walls. Far worse, the fear of aloneness and lack of love is so great in
most of us that we can become a
slave to this fear.
For the sake of all of us, we have
to learn to reach out and build
bridges. Personally, I am sick of the
kind of approach to life that's so
centered on "I" and "me". Well , I
don't want to be a part of that world.
I want to create a different kind of
worldand we can do it together.
That's the wondrous thing!
Think about it, wouldn't it be nice
if we started using "us" and "we"
for a change. "I" is important, but
imagine the strength that comes from
"us" and "we". You and I together
are much stronger than you and I
alone. And I like to think that when
we get together, I'm not only giving,
I'm getting. I will now have two different worlds, your world and my
world.
One last thing, I really have
nothing to sell; I , like many of us,
have a lot to share. And I'm positive
that if we could relate, we could give
each other some ideas of how we can
improve ourselves interpersonally, by
recognizing that we can't survive
alone and that aloneness and ego involvement lead to death and destruction. After all , our greatest responsibility is to become everything that
we are, not only for your benefit, but
for mine.

Science Bldg. Room 103.

Sincerely,

Today will be the last day the student book exchange will accept ·
books. It will open today from 8:30
a.m.-6:30 p.m. Selling, however,
will continue until 12:30 p.m .
tomorrow.
The exchange is located at the
University Center Overflow next to

New activities, tradition
on slate for Sat. Luau

the Snack Bar. It is being sponsored
by PAUSA, Ladies of Camelot,
Cheerleaders, Intercollegiate Knights
and Alpha Phi Omega.
Deadline for collecting money or
unsold books is Sept. 26 For more
information call 381-2260 or
381-2517.

What, Where,
& When·
THU
Executive Council meeting will be held from 10:35 to 11:50
a .m. in UC 306.
lntervarsity Christian Fellowship will hold a prayer meeting
in the Pan Am Chapel from 10:35 a.m. to 11:25 a.m.
United Methodist Campus Ministry will have Bible study from
10:35 a.m.-11:50 a.m. in UC 305.
Baptist Student Union will hold Bible studies from 10:45
a .m.-11:45 a.m. In the Baptist Student Center.
Baptist Student Union will present Children's Missions from
4-5:30 p.m. in the Baptist Student Center.

FRI
Baptist Student Union will conduct evangelism training from
11:45 a .m.-12:45 p.m. in the Baptist Student Center.
Native Plant Project of the lower Rio Grand$ Valley wi II meet
at 7:30 p.m. at La Lomita Farms, 4 miles south Conway, south

of Mission. Two individuals from the San Antonio Botanical
Gardens, Paul Cox, supervisor, and Patty Leslie, horticulturalist
in charge of native plants, will present a program entitled
"San Antonio Botanical Gardens-Dream to Reality." Phone
number is 581-2725.

SAT

University Program Board will be sponsoring a 8:00 p.m.-12

midnight in the P.E. courtyard.

Geology Club will meet at 12:00 p.m. (noon) in the Physical
Rolando Vela

TUE

PAU Graduate

Placement, Testing [ Cooperative Education will sponsor a
recruitment session from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. in front of the Snack

Bar. Speakers will be from the San Antonio Police Dept.
PAU Cheerleaders will meet at 10:35 a.m.-11:50 a.m. In UC
306.
lnterVarslty Christian Fellowship will present a talk in Women's
Dorms lobby from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
lnterVarslty Christian Fellowship will present a book table
from 10 a .m .-1 p.m. outside the Snack Bar.
Latin American Studies will meet at 10:30 a .m. In LA
Auditorium 101 for interested students and faculty.
French Club will have its first meeting at 10:30 a.m.11:30 a.m.
in C/.S 341 .
Pan Am Christian Fellowship will present a talk In Women's
Dorms from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. Title: The Meaning of Life.

..

0

Open letter to students:
For all you new students and old
ones as well. this letter serves to say
.. welcome•· from El Sol. After
reading the opening statement. many
of you are probably wondering what
the hell is El Sol. Well, it doesn't
mean the hot sun outside. El Sol is
your local Chicano campus organization that speaks out on issues concerning the Chicano community here in
the Valley and the entire southwest
U.S.A.
To us, the southwest is Aztlan, the
birthplace of our ancestors "Los
Aztecas." Today in our homeland. we
are no longer the owners of "La
Tierra." We have been reduced to
minority status, meaning we are
subordinate to a dominant group. In
our case, subordinate to EnglishAmericans. You need not go to far
to see we tell the truth . Just look at
the statistics percentage-wise. Students with Spanish surnames are in
the majority here at PAU, but professors and much less department
heads with Spansh surnames are in
the minority. On the other hand,
students with English surnames are
in the minority but English surname
professors and department heads are
in the majority. Does this smell of
apartheid or institutional discrimination? You be the judge.
Anyway, El Sol is a sanctioned student oganization. If we are not visible it is because someone or somebodies don't want you to notice us.
Our planned activities for the fall
and spring semesters are to present
"Los Vendidos," a play written by
Luis Valdez. Luis Valdez is a Chicano playwrite. He directed and produced the movie "Zoot Suit". We
will be needing actors and production people and, of course, access to
the new theatre to present this important play to the students here at PAU.
Also, we will be publishing our tabloid, El Sol, at least twice this
semester. We welcome reporters,
photographers, artists, advertising
representatives, and students with
typing skills. r
El Sol is made up of,"'bt1t" ht,t
limited to, social science and communications majors and minors. We
feel as Chicanos that we have not
_QeeA-<able to communicate our ideas
because we are -bilingual and bicultural. Our English-speaking
counterparts enjoy expressing their
ideas without any barriers because
the whole system of education here
at PAU is geared for them and not us,
La Raza. Before you label "La Raza"
a racist slogan allow me to inform
you that "La Raza" means "El
Pueblo" in spanish.

Translated to the English it means
"the people". It doesn't mean the
"rac;e". Such was the ploy used to
destroy "La Raza Unida Party."
As Chicanos we don't need to be
accepted, we need to change the
social structure here at PAU and all
of Aztlan to insure the equal development of all ideas to free the mind and
spirit to provide leadership in the
realizations of Chicano Majority
Rule.
Hasta La Victoria.
We are El Sol...
We are Aztlan . ..
Our first fall semester meeting will
be this Friday at 1 p.m. in our offices
located on the third floor room "'303
of the University Center. If you have
any questions concerning our organization feel free to call me Jorge
Lopez, editor, at 6306580.

(Editor's Note: According to El Sol
Adviser Dr. Raul Solis, Mr. Lopez,
who was editor of the publication
last year, is not currently a
spokesperson for the group. Solis
requested that the letter not be
published. We are running the letter since it is our policy to run all
letters received; however; if this letter does not speak for the feelings
of all El Sol members, we welcome
them to make their opinions
known
in
our
paper.

Respected music prof dies
Long-time music professor Dr.
John Anderson died this summer. He
was 66.
Dr. Anderson began teaching at
the university in 1965. He chaired the
music department until 1976. In addition . he was instrumental in the
planning of the Fine Arts facilities
which are recognized as some of the
tinest in the Southwest.
Dr, Anderson, who taught up lln•

Luau party plans ar(' und('rway ment of other acti\·ities. A \'Olledi:1II
continuing the annual tradition of tl1urnament i!'I al!',n induded w ith a
contests. prizes. food and music standing trnph~ awarding the
!'ICheduled for Saturday. Sept. 13 winners .
from 8 p.m. to midnight at the P.E .
KRIX has agreed to proYide mu~k '
Complex.
for the e\·ent keeping the traditinn ·
A new comest will be introdm:ed aliYe and \\di.
:•
to couples with the best luau
Sinl·e akoholk hevera!!cs will he
costume. The winning couple will ser\'Cd within the lua~ , ·icinit,·. •
receive a gift certificate for two to rcstridions arc as foll\ms:
·
dine at the Tiki Restaurant in
o It must he purdiased from one ,
McAllen.
of the \·endors only. (Two booths will ·..
There will be plenty of fun food he set up. )
·
with veggie trays. chip!'> and dips.
• It will not he allo\\'ed out of the •:
fruit drinks and a canoe full of fresh l·nurtyard. (Securit~ \\·ill he pnwidfruit to enjoy and pick from until cd for this ocrnsinn.)
midnight.
• 1.0. will be required. (MunBut the night is not over vet. If the _dator~ age of 21 is requ ired in •
fr1od is not e'rmugh for you.· UPB has order to purchase and L·nnsumc hccr
also got games lined up throughout on school premisl' durirll! this e\ ent. l
the night. There is the tug-of-war.
• No other akohol ~aside fnim
limbo. jalapcno. jump and an assort- hccr will he sold.

tit the spring semester of this year.
earned his Ph .D. from George Peabody College in Nashville.
"He was revered by his students
and admired by his colleagues," said
Dr. Carl Seal, chairman of the music
department.
Dr. Anderson is survived by his
wife Yvonne Anderson. son Thomas
Anderson. daughters Elaine Bolding
and Jeannette l..qqf!1mis. and two
grandchildren . .'
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FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER

428•6242

2220 HAINE

SUITE 35

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN. CORPUS. EL PASO. SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FALLS

Horacio

Russell's Garage

Silvestre

380-1140

Gas & Diesel Repair

383-6653

Air Conditioning Service
Mon. • S,1t.
Brakes
Tune-up
Electrical-work
Overhaul
Diesel or Gas
Carburator
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Monte Cristo l!d.
Russell l!d.
g

Sehunlor

P.A.U.
Hwy.
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8:00 - 6:00

Sunday
For Information
or appointments
FREE Pick-up
and Delivery

MR.ALBERTS
DISCOUNT HAIR CENTER
Haircut 5.00
Perms 13.00
Womens Regular Haircut 3.50
Mens Regular Haircut 3.00
,·, .. ,...
Open Mon. - Sat. 8 a. m - 6p. m .
..

~

.

Sun. 1p.m - 4p.m

1021 East University

383 - 9472 OR 381 - 0660

Broncs
We Want You!

EL BOSQUE
APARTMENTS
No Deposit- We Pay It For You
Free Rent Dec. 15 Thru Jan 16
Walking Distance To Pao !
2 Sparkling Pools ,Cabana ,
2 Lighted Courts, Bbq Pits .
1, 2, And 3 Bedrooms Apts
1609 W. SCHUNIOR 383-8382
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Music class recognizes artistic validity of rock music
By Rose Marie Herbert
Staff Writer
Since its beginnings in the early
1950's, rock and roll music has been
a continuous source of controversy.
The music has caused dissention between authority figures and the young
people who have traditionally made
up the majority of rock's audience.
Over the years parents, educators,
clergy and government leaders have
spoken out against it. Most recently
groups such as the Moral Majority
and the PMRC have made headlines
and headway in their efforts to
monitor and even ban rock and roll.
Despite all of this, however, rock
and roll music has become recognized as a legitimate art form . This year
for the first time the PAU music department is offering a class on the art
of rock.
Titled the History of Rock and
Roll, it is a sophomore level course
that may be taken to fulfill the music
appreciation requirement. It is taught

by Dahlia Guerra. Guerra is a piano
teacher with a bachelor's from PAU
in applied piano and master's in applied piano and piano pedagogy from
SMU.
Although there has been a section
o pop music taught in another class
in the department. a class on rock
and roll has never been offered here
at the university. Guerra said the idea
came up at a staff meeting.
"We want to introduce various
styles and forms of music to the students," she said. "We were interested
in a class that would attract students
to the Music Department and stir
their inerest in other types of music
and to get them over here and let
them see what we're doing."

music that they can apply to other
types of music such as classical and
also that will help them be better
listeners," Guerra said .
"The class will cover all types of
music, from jazz through the 50's,
60's. up to the present. I want to
relate the music to what was happening in society at the time, such as the
Vietnam War and so on."
Guerra herself is a fan of rock.
"I've always been interested in rock
and roll, even though I'm a classically trained musician. I just enjoy listening. I can still remember when the
Beatles came out on the Ed Sullivan
show. I was young but I have older
brothers so there was always rock
music in the house," she said.

Guerra said that the class will
wver two areas-the historical development of rock and analyses of individual pieces of music. "We're approaching the class with two objectives; first , a general historical
survey of rock and roll from its roots,
and secondly. I want to introduce the
students to a method of analyzing

Guerra was surprised by student
response to the class. It was listed in
the fall schedule only as "Music Appreciation". Guerra then made up
posters announcing the class and
distributed them around campus. The
response was overwhelming. Guerra
expected about 30 students to sign
up, 120 did. "The response was very

good . I'm very thrilled:· she said.
What do the students themselves
expect to get out of the class? In addition to the usual "I just wanted an
easy A" or 'Tm just fulfilling my
music requirement". there are some
moe serious reasons such as career
application and simple love of the
music.
Ricky Salinas. a junior majoring
in political science and English is
taking the class to expand on the
musical knowledge that he already
has. "I play with a band. Since I'm
already familiar with music, I'd like
to learn some of the history behind
it."
Bobby Joel is a senior mass communications major. He is employed
by a local radio station. 'Tm most
interested in (the class) because I'm
going into the music business and before I dive into it, I'd like to be as
prepared as possible," he said. "This
course is a step in that direction."
Joel hopes to "get an appreciation
for the entire history of rock and roll
as well as musical knowledge need-

Lunch offerings vary in price, style
on your budget. A 6piece shrimp
plate with fries. toast, and salad costs
$2.99. A hamburger or two chalupas
with chicken or beef will run just
over $1. They serve daily specials as
well as their standard special: a hamburger, fries, and a scoop of ice
cream for $1.65. The atmosphere is
quiet enough to read a newspaper
during breakfast or to chat with
friends about an upcoming doozy exam. Hours are 7 a.m.4:30 p.m.
Monday through Saturday.

By Leonid Ellis
Staff Writer

Pizza Hut's salad bar provides a
variety of nutritional lunchtime
goodies for $2.39 from 11 a.m.4 p.m.

The Personal Pan Pizza ranges from
$1.59 to $2.09; Calizza Italian Turnovers are $2 .49. Salad bar with
either of these two items is $1 .69. The
traditional buffet is • unveiled from
11:30 a.m.1:30 p.m. Monday throu!!h
Sunday and on Tuesdays from 6
p.m. at a cost of $3.79 each.
The new Western Sizzlin Steak
House has a large salad and hot food
bar including fresh vegetables,
At Mazzio's, you· can take in your
soups, and dishes like broccoli with
favorite soap opera long with a mini
cheese for $4. 29. Salad alone is
pizza for just $1.69 from II a.m.2
under $3 and soup is about $1. The
p.m. Spaghetti with salad bar is
potato
bar, $1.49, allows you to stuff
$3.29. Salad bar and either a mini
a baked potato with butter, sour
pizza with any toppings or a sandcream, chives, cheese, and bacon
wich (submarine, ham and cheddar,
bits. For meetings, three private
barbeque beef) or baked lasagne
rooms are available. A tasty breakfast
totals to $3.49. If you buy a Mazzio's
Free Fill Cup for 69 cents. refills are · is served from 6:3010:30 a.m.; lunch
and dinner specials are served-from
free for a year with any food
II a.m.11 p.m.
purchase.
The acclaimed La Casa Del Taco
delivers Mexican delights ranging

Are you "chicken" to cross tne
road to get lunch near campus? If you
know what you want. there's no
reason to hesitate. The restaurant~
close to campus have a variety of
things to offer.
Triple T Restaurant showcases
homccookcd food and tantalizing
pies like strawberry and sour cream
lemon. Entrccs such as roast beef,
chicken fried steak, meatloaf or catfish which arc served on the $3. 95
daily lunch special will tell you that
their food has a southern flair. This
is probably one of the last local
restaurants that serve~ REAL Cherry
Coke (for a dime extra). Breakfast is
served from 611 a. m. They usually
close around 2 p.m.
A meal at Kilroy's Cate will be soft

i 0%
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· from $2 .75 to $6. 95. Highlighting the
menu are the Tacos de Fajita, Bistek
(steak), or Chuleta (pork) at $3.50
for one person . Three guacamole
chalupas cost under $3. Breakfast
starts at 8:30 a.m.
Taqueria Pepe's features wellmatched table settings and fast "To Go"
service. Three fajita tacos will run
about $3 and a botana for one about
$5. For $2.50, you can get three beef
or chicken tlautas with a salad. Hamburgers sell under $1. Daily specials
are at even better prices. Pepe's is
usally open from 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
El P-ato showcases their tortillas in
patos filled with an array of goodies
for breakfast, lunch, or dinner. Monthly specials attract a big crowd, so
try to c~l in your order if possible.
Platefstart at $2.
Finding decent food, even good
food, around campus isn't hard once
you get the hang of it. Try to be
adventuresome.

wotth tthis ad.
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Sept. 12 -18

Wild in the Streets
Cousin Betty
Big Watermelons

EDINBURG
1520 W . Univ.
380-6651

''VIDEO RENTALS & PHOTO PROCESSING"

1. Quality Photo Developing

2. One Day Service Mon. - Thur.
3. Drive Thru Convenience

Sept. 19 - 25

All at a low price

The Color Black
Swedish Erotica vol. 66
Wet Nipples

(Film sizes: 110, 126, 35mm)

Next to Pizza Hut

Sept. 26 - Oct. 2

Baby Face
Swedish Erotica vol. 67
Black Bartender

!
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LATE SHOW

leXAs

ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Rated

7

FRIDAY
SATURDAY

Star1s

ONLY

10at30

VI DEO ~

(SALES & RENTALS)

**

BE ST S ELECTION
IN

VHS & BET A

160 TITLES & MORE TO COME!!
THE BEST IN -ESSEX- VIDEO CLASSICS - 4-PLAY
• AMERICAN ADULT VIDEOS - SWEDISH EROTICA

Buy,
Sel I,
Trade ...
in the
·classifieds.

GRENADA. WEST INDIES
St. George's University School of Medicine, with more than 1050 graduates licensed in 33 states,
offers a rigorous, nine-semester program leading to the degree of Doctor of Medicine.
In January 1985, The Journal of the American Medical Association published a report
which ranked St. George's number one of all major foreign medical schools in the initial pass
rate on the ECFMG Exam.
70 medical schools in the United States have accepted over 630 SI. George's students
with advanced standing.
St. George's has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships in New
Jersey subject to regulations of the State Board of Examiners.
A Loan Program for Entering Students has been instituted for a limited number of qualified
applicants.
For information, please contact the Office of Admissions:
St. George's University School of Medicine
r;, The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
One East Main Street, Bay Shore, N.Y. 11706, Dept. C-2
(516) 665-8500

Meet the
President

ed to dissect music from a technical/
production angle."
"It realy comes down to it being
one of my requirements, but there is
some interest in it," said freshman
Ronnie Garcia. a physical education
major. She would like to be able to
"listen to music in the proper way
and distinguish the hits from flops."
Freshman P-at Petrie is a business
major satisfying her music requirement. In addition. she is taking the
class for the enjoyment. "Since I
grew up in the 60's, I am a rock and
roll fan and I really enjoy the music,"
Petrie said. "The first day here when
I hear the Madonna tape, I knew I
was in the right place. Hopefully, I'll
'learn more about the academics of

music. I don't know anything about
reading notes. I only know I like the
music. It's nice to have at least one
•fun class."
Guerra has encouraged the class to
bring in current recordings for the
class to listen to and analyze. In addition she will have guest speakers
from local radio stations and visiting
bands.
"I hope the biggest benefit the students get from the class is to learn
how to listen and be able to difterentiate what is good and what isn't: to
become moe aware of the elements
of music as they listen." she said.
·Tm enjoying the class and I hope
the students are. too. I'd like to teach
it again."

L.A. Studies reorganizes
requirements, lectures
Revision of major requirements
and continuation of established activities will be the focus of the
restructured Latin American Studies
Program under the new direction of
Dr. Mark Glazer, assistant dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Mexican independence day. Tuesday Sept. 16, was chosen for an in. troductory meeting in LA Auditorium 101 at Activity Period. Students
and faculty are invited.
Dr. Lino Garcia of the foreign
languages faculty and Dr. Jose Hinojosa of the political science faculty
will address the significance of the
day. Committees and committee assignments will be announced. Faculty input will be requested.
Formerly under the direction of
Dr. Gilbert Cardenas of the economics faculty, LASP funding was
cut, work study positions terminated,
and-office space was withdrawn last
year.
Glazer of the anthropology faculty specializes in Latin American
folklore and will operate the program
from his administrative office. He
seeks to design strategies to deal with
the absence of monies for lecture.
printing and travel.

December Posadas and P.an American Week will continue in the tradition of the organization. Glazer said.
He said that a different approach
to lectures will include reactions to
current event utilizing local talent.
Dr. Jim Maloney of the foreign languages faculty will be in charge of
lectures.
Hinojosa will work on restructur·ing requirements for the inter-disciplinary Mexican-American Heritage major.
Cardenas will rewrite Latin American Studies major requirements and
Dr. Sylvia Dominguez of foreign
languages will spearhead the Las
Posadas project.
Dr. Roberto Salmon of the history
faculty will apply for a grant to fund
the Second Annual Mexican-American Heritage Conference which will
serve as the core of P.dn American
Days.
"Initially the impression (for the
program's future) was pessimistic,"
Glazer said, "but I am personally optimistic. We are not giving up on the
program or the center."
Glazer said that because of his assistant dean position he may be able
to access resources for the program.

Dean, continued from page
been used to purchase more
classrooms or pay teachers better
salaries," O'Neil said.
Still, the dean believes the testing
gave the teaching profession further
credibility. Texas teachers fared well
in the test, which evaluated a
teacher's basic skills.
On the Pre Professional Skills Test
(PPST), O'Neil hopes prospective
teachers taking the test in November
will fare even better. The PPST is an
entry-level test for the teaching profession in all teacher education programs. The injunction that was enforced last year has been lifted, so
all students new to teacher education
need to take that before they can
beyond six hours. Anyone who was
enrolled in education classes this
summer or earlier needs to take the
test before they can continue to take
any more course work beyond six
hours. O'Neil advises students with
any questions regarding the PPST to
contact the Education Office.
Commenting on the Examination
for the Certification of Educators in
Texa~ (ExCET), which is the initial
testing for teachers for a provisional
certificate, O'Neil favors the adoption of it. He is of the opinion that

teachers should know the subjects
they teach.
"Different people are going to look
at it in different ways, but in the long
run the test will help lift teaching to
a higher level as a profession,"
O'Neil said.
On the recent budget crisis, the
dean thinks it will have an unhealthy
impact on higher education. Education, he believes, can prevent problems. To cut back on education and
on the money, O'Neil said there will
have ill effects on the educational
system. However, O'Neil hopes that
there will be increasing budgets in
the future.
"If we can't provide the services
that are needed, then it is going to
be disastrous," the dean lamented.
Born, raised and schooled in
Binghamton, New York, O'Neil
earned his bachelor's degree in
mathematics from St. Bonaventure
University in Olean, New York. He
received his master's degree in
education from State University of
New York at Albany, and his doctoral
degree in international development
education from University of
Pittsburg.

Wanted

Call 381-2541.
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Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez
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September 18
Activity Period
University Ballroom

in October
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The Pan American
Introduces
A Comic Strip

.,.,_.,,"

'

Sponsored. by t he Unive rsity Progr am Boar d

Be the first to know what's happening on campus.
Paid and volunteer staff positions are available on
the newspaper and magazine staffs. Paid positions
include Ad Representative, Staff Writer and
Sports Writer.

For more information come by Emilia Hall 100
or call Brad Nibert at 381-2541.
..,.
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VB squad beats
challenger 3 of 4

J,.

JI:

Swedish golfers
make all-star
Two golf player~ have been elected
to the 1986 Golf Coache~ Association of America Academic AllAmerican Team.
Seniors Bcrtil Marge and Lars
Tamen were nominated this past
Spring and elected to the team this
past summer.
"Berti! Marge and Lars Tamen
have been an asset to Pan American
fi>r four years," said Coach . Oton
(Tony) Guerrero Jr. "They have been
good goiters and gentlemen, and it
is a pleasure to have worked with
Lars and Berti I."
To be nominated. a golfer must
have an overall grade-point average
above 3.0 on a 4.0 scale, be a junior
or a senior, and have an average
hclow 78 strokes in NCAA competition.

Marge, a communications major
from Malmo. Sweden. had an average of 3.15 and his golf average was
76. 91 strokes. His top finish was a
fourth in the San Antonio Tournament at Pecan Valley.
Tamen, who i~ an assistant coach
for the team is from Trelleborg.
Sweden. Ta men had a 3.81 average
and his golf average was 75. 91
strokes. Tamen finished among the
top five at three bronc tournaments.
In the United States. only three
other colleges had two players on the
All-American team. The other universities were the University of
Southern California. Stanford University of California and Ball State
University of Indiana.

The Lady Bronc volleyball team
beat long-time rival Texas A&I in
three games out of four Saturday
night at the Field House.
The game scores were 15 to 4. 15
to 10. 8 to 15. and 15 to JO.
The top scorer in game one wds
Elizabeth Avelar with II point!>.
Gloria Vela had nine points in game
two. In game three. Norma Herrera
had five points. Melissa Garcia had
four points. and Letty Cantu had
three points.
"They played very well. they
worked together and communicated
well" said Coach Becky de los Santos of the team performance.
The victory was sweet because it
marked the second time in four

seasons that the Broncs have beaten
the Javelinas.
This year's squad consists of seven
.. intcnse. ficsty. and tigerish" ladies
as they have been characterized by
Coach de los Santos. They are
Elizabeth Avelar. Brownsville: Letty Cantu and Gloria Vela. Pharr:
Melissa Garcia. Harlingen: Norma
Herrera. Port Isabel: Lorene Lara,
Roma: and Lisa McCall. Goodland.
Kansas.
The Broncs travel to San Antonio
this weekend to compete in the River
City Tournament. The rest of their
21 game schedule will be on the
road. According to De Los Santos.
inadequate facilities was the reason
for the heavy road schedule.

Study will make financial
recommendations
University President Miguel
Nevarez has asked for a study to
determine whether Pan American
should stay in Division I of the
NCAA, and whether dropping to a
lower division would save money.
Regent Homer Scott of Mission is
chairing the committee that will
make the study. Scott. an area
businessman. joined the board last
spring.
Also on the committee are regent
Charles Villasenor of Austin; Dr.
Roland Lyford. chairman of the University Athletic Council; Richard
Vaughn, president of the Rio Grande
Valley Chamber of Commerce; Jerry

Barth. president of the Bronc Athletic Club: Judy Vinson. dean of
students: Ramon Richie. PAUSA president: Debbie de los Santos. student
athlete: Dr. Ronald Applbaum. vice
president for academic affairs and
faculty representative to the NCAA:
and Carol Rausch. administrative
assistant to the president.
The 1986-87 fiscal year budget for
intercollegiate athletics is $934,740.
down 4.2 percent from last year. The
budget covers 14 men's and women·s
sports. About 150 students receive
full or partial scholarships.
The largest source of revenue for
the budget is student service fee
income.

SHOOUN'S Music
STEAK. DOUSE

~Jj-

Tlle 011.ly lapaaese Restaaraat T.
111. De l'alley.
~ ,..
Prepared before your own eyes

Lunehee■

Speeia

Volleyball action begins--Norma Herrera concentrates on
the ball as she gets ready to return it while teamate Elizabeth
Avelar looks on. The Lady Broncs beat Texas A&I 15-4, 15-lC
15-10 in the best of five played at the Field House Saturday
(Photo by Delcia ltzel.) .
.

WELCOME BACK TO CAMPUS
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MON .-FRI. 11 :30 • 2:30

SERVING DINNER
MON.•THURS. S:00■ 10:30
FRI.-SAT. 5:00°11:00
SAT. & SUN. 12:00.3:00
& 5:00-10:00

All you need is your PAU ID
Check out your favorite
sounds at the
U.C. Recreation Room

• Banquet Facilities
• Lounge
(
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• Private Party
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.
• Traditional
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McAllen

Newspaper
readers get al I
the FACTS.

RISIARCH PAPERS

·~ .

CADET OF THE
WEEK

16,278 to choose from-all subjects

Order Catalog TOday With Visa/MC or COD

Nliil sq"~=,~~l;;~~2622

Or. rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #200-SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also available- all levels

WNITEfLOUI

PATOS
Back to School
Special

Two Beef Palos, Spanish
Rice, Ranchero Beans, and
a 12oz. Coke®.

Only $2.59
For faster service call
in an order 383-0725,

across from Pan Am.
Eat at El Palo Valleywide.
6 locations--McAllen,
Mission, Edinburg,
Harlingen, Brownsville
and Weslaco.

We are ready to 1upply you with all your clau needa

Deptartment of Military
Science Temporarily in

ARoom108.

Rock, Jazz, Country
and Spanish selections
Cadet Major Maricela Garcia
recently returned from R.O.T.C.
Advanced Camp at Ft. Riley.Kansas.
Her training there included rapelling,
tactics, weapons, water survival
training, land navigation, drill and
ceremony, and leadership skills.
Garcia was rated as "outstanding•
by her officer-evaluators, and was
given the highest numerical score by
any cadet at Pan American University
to date. After Advanced Camp, Garcia
attended Airborne School at Ft.
Benning,Georgia,for three additional
weeks, where she learned the skills
needed to jump from an aircraft and
control her parachute safely to the
ground. Garcia is currently enrolled
at Pan American University as a
senior. Garcia is majoring in physical
education and is minoring in math.
Upon recieving her commission as an
Army Second Lieutenant in May of
1987, Garcia plans on serving in the
Active Army as a commissioned officer
in the Army Military Intelligence branch
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Vicente Garcia of Lyford.
As Pan Am's Bronc Corps Commander,
Cdt. Maj. Garcia has chosen for her
staff, the following individuals: Cdt. Cpt.
Juan de los Santos.Exec. Officer;Cdt.
1Lt. Heber Olguin, Adjutant; Cdt. 2Lt.
Danny Alaniz, Assist. Adjutant; Cdt. Cpl.
Devin Shelby, Training Officer; Cdt. 2Lt.
Rene Jackson, Training Assist.; Cd!. 1Lt.
Ramon Becerra.Logistics; Cd!. Cpl. J.
Mark Rocha, Public Affairs Officer;
Cdt. 2Lt. Bradley Garza, Public Affairs
Assist.;Cdt. 2Lt. Joe Cadriel, Company
Cmdr.; Cd!. CSM Jose Luis Garcia;
Cdt. 1Sg. Rosbell Barrera.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

UNMR~ITY
BOOKt%TORt:
UNIVERSITY AT 4TH STREET

RESEARCH ASSISTANT POSITION IN BIOLOGY,
PSYCHLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY
BIOWGY
TOXICOWGY AND PHARMACOWGY OF
METHACRYWNITRILE

Graduate and Undergraduate position
Description of Work: The Research project involves investigations in the toxicology of a widely used industrial
chemical methacrylonitrile. The experiments in this project include oral administration of radioactive methacrylonitrile to rats and determination of fate of this chemical and its molecular interactions with macromolecules.

Qualifications: I) Earned Bachelor's degree in biology or any health related field ; 2) should have completed courses
in biolchemistry or organic chemistry; 3) working knowledge of preparation and use of chemical solution; 4)
knowledge of radioisotopes; 5) experience in animal handling, especially rats.
PSYCHOWGY
PHYSICAL DISABILITY, REHABILITATION, AND THE FAMILY: Two undergraduates. Junior or
sophomore studying with background in behavioral sciences. Contact Dr. Bill Arnold, NIHR Field Initiated Research
Project, (LA 348) at 381-3528.
SOCIOWGY
HEALTH STATUS NEEDS AND SERVICES UTILIZATION OF THE ELDERLY

Project Description:
Comprehensive assessment of health status, health needs and health services utilization of Hispanic, non-Hispanic
white and Black elderly utilizing data from the National and Hispanic Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys.
A representative sample of issues includes: prevelance of diagnosed and undiagnosed chronic illnesses, evaluation
of unmet rural health needs, sociocultural factors in services utilization, and treatment regimen compliance among
the elderly.
Qua! ifications:
Full-time undergraduate majors in Sociology with sophomore standing or higher having an interest in gerontology
and/or medical sociology. Preference given to candidates with 2 .75 GPA or better and interest in pursuing graduate
studies upon completion of baccalaureate. Prefer candidates who have had or are currently enrolled in research
methods and/or social statistics courses.
Please contact either Dr. Rumaldo Z. Juarez (LA 344) at 381-3321 or Dr. Manuel M. Lopez (LA 337) at 381-3339.

For positions in all areas, undergraduates receive $4.16 per hour for up to 15 hours per week during the academic
year and full time for two summer months. Graduate support includes $5. 92 per hour plus tuition. All applicants
must be full-time PAU students, and either American citizens or residents. For further information contact faculty
member listed above or Gloria Gilpatrick, Minority Biomedical Research Support Program, LA 358, 381-3546.
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Distance runners face competitors
from favored Texas track teams
The cross-country team will go up
against some tough competition this
weekend after coming off a successful Border Blazer Run where
some of the runners on the team
placed.
On Friday, the pack will compete
with teams from the University of
Texas at San Antonio and Texas A&I .
The run will start with the women
running at 6 p.m. and followed by the
men at 6:30 p.m.
The men will be running four
miles and the women will run two.
The event will be at Edinburg High
School where it will start at the

Talent returns
to soccer team
Valley talent will dominate this
year's soccer team. Five of the
members arc returning from last
year.
Coach Reggie Tredaway, who has
been with the team for 13 years, is
"very optimistic," about his team that
went 9-4 last year. "We have to play
one game at a time and see what happens," Tredaway said.
The five returning players arc
Manny Garcia, Hugo Lopez, Jesse
Murgia and Jose Salinas, all from
McA llen.
The fifth veteran , Babatope
Osunro is from Nigeria, Africa.
The first four games are on the
road for the team. The first team will
be against St. Edwdrd's University in
Austin this Saturday. Seven of the last
ten games are at home with the opener on Oct. 4 against Sam Houston
State.
Basically this season's new philosophy is to start developing more
local talent to help spark fan interest
Trcdaway said.
Out of the 16 players from last
year's team, 14 graduated from valley
high schools.
Team members include Amado
Balderas from Edinburg; A rmando
Canales from La Joya; Tomas
Gallegos from McAllen; Francisco
Garcia from McAllen; Garcia from
McAllen; Salvador Garcia from
Brownsville; Fernando Guajardo
from McAllen; Carlos Juvera from
McAllen; Victor Longoria from
Brownsville; Lopez from McAllen;
Murguia from McAllen; Homer
ortcgon from McAllen; Osunro
1
from Nigeria, Africa; Carlos Salinas
from Pharr and Salinas from McAllen.

athletic field and go around the
drainage pond.
"We just hope we can be competitive," said Coach Reid Harter.
Texas A&I is favored in the men's
division and UTSA is favored in the
women's.
This year's men's team includes
Frank Arriola from El Paso; Robert
Barron from Corpus Christi; Jesse
Castro from Lockney, Tx.; Dallas
Childers from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Ramon Garza from Hebbronville, Tx.; Thomas King from Houston; Daniel Lopez from El Paso;
Rudy Lopez from Cameron; John
Martinez from Corpus Christi;
Fracis Nabity from Phoenix, Ari-

SPORTS
Tennis tourney

zona: Abelardo Pereida from
Brownsville: Mitch Porter from
Houston: Roberto Ramirez from
Laredo: Lamar Williams from Corpus Christi and Richard Yracheta
from Edinburg.
The women's team includes Amy
Clark from Dallas; Debra De Los
Santos from Harlingen: Diana Garcia from Brownsville: Guadalupe
Gomez from El Paso: Shanna Hale
from Stanton. Tx.; Susana Ibarra
from Eagle Pass; Jule Kilburn from
Pittsburg, Tx.; Alicia McKinnis from
Laredo; Nancy Mireles from Ingleside: Thelma Morales from Santa
Maria; Norma Salazar from Edinburg and Maria Ramirez from El
Paso.

PAU at St . Edward's University
PAU at Texas Lutheran College
PAU at St. Mary's University
PAU at University of Texas at San Antonio
San Houston at PAU
University of Texas at San Antonio at PAU
St. Edward's University at PAU
PAU Tourney
PAU at Trinity
St. Mary's at PAU
Texas Lutheran College at PAU
Incarnate Word at PAU
PAU at Incarnate Word
Trinity University at PAU

By Eloy Saenz
Sports Director

The sand. the sun. the ocean. the
tennis. the money! The Lee Inhofe
Invitational Round Robin Doubles
Tennis Tournament was held at the
South Padre Island Hilton Resort this
past weekend.
The tournament helps the tennis
team financially for the year. The
money that was made from the event
goes towards scholarships. equipment. and travel.
Fifty-two persons entered the
three-day event at the island. A large
number of participants were from
Oklahoma as well as from the Rio
Grande Valley and other parts of the

1986 SOCCER SCHEDULE
Sept. 13
Sept. 14
Sept. 20
Sept. 21
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 12
Oct . 18-19
Oct. 22
Oct . 24
Oct . 25
Oct . 26
Nov. l
Nov. 8

Broncs take top trophies

3 p.m.
ll a.m.
3 p. m.
noon
noon
2 p.m.
1 p.m.
TBA
6 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
l p.m.
I p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.

State.

Two Bronc players. Udo Graf.
from Porto. Portugal. and Michael
Collins, from Onigar. England. won
the Men's A division by winning 54
games.
In order for the team to win, the
team had to play everybody once and
the team with the most wins came
out the victor. The matches were six .
game sets.
In the Women's Pro-Am division.
Debbie Carven and Lady Bronc

Mary Jane Mayer. from Raymondville won with 48 games. one more
game than the second place team.
In the Men's division two other
Broncs-Brad Melville from West
Kempsey: New South Wales. Austr.i1ia and Abraham Padron from Mission-reached second place with a
total of 47 games.
Third place went to a team composed of one Bronc and a former
Bronc. Tony Fink from Mexico City
and Agustin Salazar from Durango.
Mexico captured the place by winning 46 games.
The women's second place team in
the tournament was Monica Silenzi
from Calgary. Canada. and M. Romaine. The twosome came up with
47 games.
In third place. Rosie De La Fuente
from Mercedes and Pauly Martinez
from Brownsville. won with 37
games.
The men's next open will be in
Harlingen at the Pendleton Park in
Harlingen on Saturday 8:30 a .m .
The women will participate in
various open tournaments duing the
fall .
"On this year's team. we have the
largest participants on the men's

The other men on the team arc
Danny Espinosa from Browns\'ille:
Olaf Haerens from Brussels. Bel-•
gium: Zia Khan from London. Ontario: Wes Lincoln from Ringwood.
Tx.: P,wl Puz from umdon. Ontario:
Eddie Rodriguez from Corpus Christi: Homer Salinas from Alamo: Dino
Villarreal from La Feria: Brvan
Weseman from McAllen and Sc~gio
uiya from Edinburg.
~
"This year's women's team is a
much more experienced team as
compared to the all freshman team
last year:· Cross said.
The women's roster indudcs Lisa
Calzada from Sharyland: Rosa Cantu from Kingsville: Lcttie Garcia
from Brownsville: Jill Jackard from
Kansas City. Missouri: Yvette ulpez
from Edinburg and Chris Reetz from
West Germany.
With the a~dition of more players
to the teams and with the experience
of both the men and the W()men.
other universities· tennis programs
better be ready for some tough
competition.

QUESTION #3.

WHAT EXACTLY IS
AT&T'S ''REACH OUT.lMERICA''?a) A long distance calling plan that lets you make an
1,our's worth of calls to any other state in America for
iust$10.15 a month.

b) A 90-minute special starring "Up With People:'

Golfers tee off
south of border
Five goiters will be on their way
to Mexico next Thursday to play in
the Club Campcstre Tournament.
The golf team has been invited to
Monterrey by the board of directors
of the annual invitational.
Members going to the 72-hold
tournament will be: Michael Brisky.
wi nner of several tournaments this
summer; Berti I Marje. just elected to
the Golf Coaches Association of
America Academic All-American
team: and Jose DiBildoux, winner of
tournaments in San Luis, Mexico and
Mexicali. Mexico. Also, Enrique
Reyes, freshman from Guadalajara,
Mexico and David White, a transfer
student, will join the rest of the men
on the trip.
"The players going to this tournament arc not new to the winning cirde," Coach Tony Guererro Jr. said.
"[ expect they will do well."

c)

A great deal, because the second hour costs even
less.

d)

If you'd read the chapter on Manifest Destiny, you'd
know.

e)

Too good to pass up, because it lets you save 15% off
AT&T's already discounted evening rates.
If you can guess the answers to this quiz, you could save on your
long distance phone bill, with AT&r's~Reach Out Americl long
distance calling plan. If you live off cam~u~ It lets you
ea
full hour's worth of c'alls to any other s ate in Americaincluding Alaska, Hawaii, ~qe.r.to.Ri~d the U.S.
Virgin Islands-for ju~0.!.§-~~-~
.
All you have to do Is can weekends,
, , /.
11pm Friday until 5pm Sunday, and
~
:·· .~ -.~
every night from 11pm to 8am. Save
t ·.:. ',
(!'5'!Poff our already discounted evening
·'
,,..
rates by calling between 5pm and 11pm
.
Sunday through Friday. The money you
could save will be easy to get used to.
To find more about ~ach Out America)
or to order the service, ca toll free
today at 1 800 CALL ATI,
that is 1800 225-5288.

ma

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent
2 bedrooms, laundromat, pool,
tennis, nearby jogging trail, just 6
mi./10 min. from PAU, far north
McAllen.
Parkland Apartments.
631 -0017.

'

/

Beautifully furnished 1 bedroom, 2
bath near PAU, 1601 W. McIntyre.
Adults 383-7806, 381-9553.

Classified rate is $2 for the first 10
words and .10 per word thereafter. There
is a 10 word minimum. Deadline is
Friday Noon prior to publication on
Thursday.
Bring ad copy to The Pan American,
Emilia Hall 100. Classified ads must be
?aid in advance.
For display advertising rates call
181 -2545 or 381 -2541.

Dcn' t miss it !

The Queen & the Rebels
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spine chilling drama by the
alley International Players
featu ring some of Pan Am's
st acting and directing
ent.
Thurs. - Sat. at 8 p.m.
Sunday at 2 p.m.
Memorial High School
uditorlum Theatre, McAllen
pedal price for students $6
all 686-2156 for reservations.

team." Coach Dave Cross saio. ··we
ha\'e 15 members from sewn diftcrcnt countries with a large number
from the Rio Grande Valley as well."
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Key issue causes conflict
$10,000

equipment theft

By John Speer
Staff Writer

_____________
Repercussions following a
$10,000 theft at the psychology
department have extended well
beyond the simple loss of
property, resulting in an overhaul
.of security me,asures at the
Liberal Arts Building, <;tiscontent
amorig faculty, and charges of
administrative negligence.
..Faculty meiµ1:)ers with offices
jrl the LA Btlilding no tonger
have keys eriter' the building or
department offices following
changes of these locks. To gain
access to their offices faculty
members must contact a Traffic
and Security officer.
Twenty-seven f.aculty members
have signed a petition protesting
the action. (See box on this
page.)
In .an unrelated measure,
teachers from the LA Building
· now teach night classes in the
CAS Building. After these
classes dismiss, instructors have
found it inconvenient to enter
their offices to drop off materials
or audio-visual equipment
In an effort to remedy this
inconvenience, Assistant Dean of
Schwarzenegger In the maklng?--An unidentified student strains the College of Arts and Sciences
while · attempting to bench press 100 pounds. State-of-the-art weight Paul Mitchell ordered a new door
training facilities will be one of the features of the new H&PE II Buildinf for the north end of the building
that "will invariably lock" behind
when it opens in the spring. (Photo by Janie Cantu)

to

the user. The door is priced near
$1,000, Mitchell said. Faculty
will be allowed to check out keys
for the new door.
The psychology department
was robbed between 7 p.m.
Friday, Aug. 8 and Saturday
afternoon, Aug 9.
Nearly
$10,000 of equipment was
stolen.
Dr.. Rodolfo Abella of the
psychology faculty lost an Epson
Equity computer with printer.
Missing,PAU equipment included
an Apple II Due Disk monitor
with printer, graphics and micro
modem; 20 to 30 software disks,
a telephone, calculator, radio and
cassettes.
"It appears that the break-in
was primarily for harassment
value," said Dr. Wendy Aldridge,
psychology department chair.
(The affected) "professbrs were
all teaching summer school.
None that were not teaching had
their offices touched."
Aldridge said that with the
exception of Abella's equipment
the items taken were of little
value. Pencils and tobacco pipes
were m1ssmg. Thousands of
dollars worth of computers and
new printers stacked in boxes
were not stolen. She said the
stolen Apple computer was
obsolete and the printer, "cheap."
Traffic and Security is handling
the investigation. Chief Gregorio

has ripple effect
Salazar said that because of
missing keys "all of the building
was exposed."
"I don't think it was a pro,"
Salazar said. "It was someone
very familiar with the operation."
One month before the robbery a
complete set of keys turned up
missing from the psychology
office. Aldridge said the keys
were reported missing the next
day. Locks remained unchanged
until after the break-in one month
later.
Salazar said everyone with
access to the keys is a suspect.
Funds for lock changes
normally come from departmental
operating budgets. The psychology budget '!Vas overspent,
with $13,000 to $14,000 in
phone and copier bills that could
not be paid, according to
Mitchell.
Juanita Garza of the history
faculty said the administration
was negligent to leave the locks
unchanged for one month.
"It could have been solved
without all this rigamarole,"
G¥za said.
"To change the locks (before
the robbery) would not have been
fiscally responsible," Aldridge
said. "People frequently misplace keys; this doesn't reflect
badly on the building supervisor
(Mitchell) or anybody here."
Mitchell said the first

impression was that a faculty
member used the keys and
misplaced them. He said that he
heard nothing more until after the
theft.
"Don't confuse the issue of
having to change the locks with
the issue of taking away our
keys," said Dr. David Alvirez of
the sociology faculty. "The
decision was made unilaterally.
Such a decision should not have
been made without consulting
the affected people."
Alvirez said the policy tends to
penalize those who often times
arc working to do things that the
administration is encouraging
them t(') do. He said that he
works in his office on weekends.
but has not come to campus for
the last two weekends because of
the inconvenience.
Dr. Samuel Freeman of the
political science faculty said that
the administration is preventing
the faculty from teaching, "because they don't want us to
teach."
It reflects a "suburban
mentality" to have to call Traffic
and Security to enter offices,
Aldridge said.
"I took an extreme position,"
Mitchell said. "Since we couldn't
determine what keys were stolen,
See KEYS continued on
page 4.

Educational changes suggested
for Mexican-American regions
Several recommendations to
improve the status of higher
education in regions with large
concentrations of MexicanAmericans were presented to the
Select Committee on Higher ·
Education (SCORE) by President
Miguel A. Nevarez in Austin
Friday.
SCORE will make its own
recommendations to the Texas
Legislature on how to improve
the recruitment, retention and
academic success of MexicanAmerican students in college and
universities. These recommendations are made taking into
consideration
the
recommendations of several
groups concerned with higher
education.
Nevarez, chairperson for the
Mexican-American Higher
Education Task Force, describes
in his presentation the devotion of
the Task Force in collecting and
researching the material in
preparing the recommendation.
with statistics, detailed and critical information on conditions of
Mexican-Americans in higher
education.

The Task Force recommends:
• the preserving of open admissions campuses that are now
present, but opposes the closing,
merging or reclassifying of any
of the higher education institutions in South Texas, El Paso,
or San Antonio that would lead to
a reduction or elimination of education opportunities for Mexican-Americans.
• that formulas for institutional
funding be revised to include a
weighting factor based on each
institutions numerical and proportional enrollment of MexicanAmerican students and students
from other under-represented
groups, both as an incentive to
increase the enrollment of such
students _and as equitable compensation to institutions which
presently and historically enroll
large numbers of minority students.

for Mexican-Americans and other
under represented groups.
• that the legislature establish _in..- •
centives for institutions ofhigher
education to allocate more of their
general financial aid to such
groups.
• that the establishment of a
state-funded work study program, as well as a feasibility
study of annuity plan, whereby
the state of texas would purchase
low-cost annuities for Mexican-American and other minority
school children which at maturity
would provide the funds to
subsidize their college education.

• that the programs offerings of
institutions of higher education
serving San Antonio, El Paso,
and South Texas be expanded so
·that a sufficiently broad mix of
degree opportunities, both in a
variety of discipline fields and of
• that these programs should be degree levels is made available to
regularly monitored for effect- the citizens of the areas menivcness and progress.
- tioned. Special emphasis in re• that the level of financial aid in gard should be given to prothe form of scholarships and grams in law, medicine, vetergrants be specifically designated inary medicine, optometry, phar-

macy, and international business,
and economic development.
• that any reorgarµzation of public
higher education in Texas require
the presence in the South Texas
region of a fully supported comprehensive university, to provide
genuine and equitable access to
the full scope of higher education
to the citizens of that region.
• that the regional demarcation of
South Texas be formally adopted
by the legislature and the coordinating board with respect to
the formulation and implementation of state higher education policy.
As a result from the research,
the document reveals a pattern of
neglect and disadvantage factors
with respect to higher education
opportunity
for
Mexican-Americans in texas.
Nevarez completed the
document by requesting that the
legislature consider the information presented to them with the
recommendation that would make
a big difference on the improvement of quality and access
of institutions.
___,_
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Activity Period change
troubles student groups ·

It is only the third week of the
semester and student organizations are feeling the effects of
the absence of Activity Period.
In previous years, most organizations scheduled their meetings
during Activity Period. Now
some of these organizations have
had to change their meetings to
some other time.
Marty Pereyra, treasurer of the
business fraternity Alpha Kappa
Psi, has already seen the difficulties their meeting change has
created.
"It is more work and is also
· very hard to get everyone there,"
Pereyra said. "We are trying to
have as few meetings as we can
• and get as much work done in
these meetings."
Alpha Kappa Psi has had to
change their meetings to Sunday
evening. In addition, they now
must use the library, unlike last
year when they could have access to their office in the Business Administration Building for
their meetings.
According to University
Life Is a Bench--A sunny Edinburg park ofers a diversion from the Temperatures will range from a high in the mid-90s to a low in the 70s, Program Board President Sandy
routine of retirement. Today's weather forecast calls for partly cloudy according to the National Weather Service in Brownsville. (Photo by Rodriguez, her organization also
skies with a 30 percent chance of showers through Friday. Delcia ltzel Lopez)
contemplated having their meet-

ings on Sunday, but decided
against this because some members live as far as Mercedes or La
Joya.
"It would have meant
commuting one more day to
school," Rodriguez said.
Another organization that
changed its meeting time from
Activity Period was the Data
Processing Management Association. According to Vice President Jacqueline Ashby they now
have to notify individuals, unlike
before when members knew
meetings were going to be during
Activity Period.
The change in meeting times
has indirectly affected the way
some of the organizations recruit.
"We pushed it more this
semester," Ashby said.
Abby Fernandez, president of
Alph Phi Omega, noticed that
many more students attended
meetings during Activity Period
last year. She added, however,
APO is still going to recruit
during Activity Period.
"We still have our rush tables,"
Fernandez said. "We arc trying
See ACTIVITY PERIOD
continued on page 4,
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Mexicali news
"Good things are happening in my
country," Alejandro, a friend from
Monterrey, Mexico, said when he arrived
here Sunday.
Alex had just been re-routed by a
roadblock engineered by PAN, Mexico's
conservative party that has been
challenging the dominant PRI in northern
elections. Alex supports PAN; his family
made a fortune in the furniture business
during the thirty-year Porfirio Diaz dictatorship. Though still part of Mexico's
industrial upper crust, the family has seen
its resources dwindle since the 1910
revolution and eventually folded the production side of the business. Alex can sec
in PAN new opportunities for Mexico's
industrialists.
"It's time to take power away from
PRI," Alex said, "and we are doing it
with dollars. Furthermore, we are allied
: with the church, and the church has much
· power over the Indians."
.
I asked my fr1cnd if his country's '
; economic problems were really due io
governmental mismanagement, or to a
crippling dependence on the whims of the
international financial community.
"Wouldn't a new government have to
. deal with the same kind of problems?" I
. wondered. "What strategy would reduce
the woeful debt?"
"That is simple," Alex responded. "We
will have to give the United States
something in return for an elimination of
the debt, but there are many ways to pay.
We have oil, silver and land."
"And your souls," I said, reminding
him that the Mexican Revolution had been
in part to throw out the exploiters from the
north.
")_'our plan, then," I offyred, "is to open
the doors again to good old fashioned
yankee imperialism?"
"Precisely," Alex said, "and we will
· make lots of money in the process.
Needless to say, the conversation raged
on, each of us becoming increasingly adamant. The Mexican championing the
· yankee cause. The yankee thinking of the
Mexican masses. Or, more logically, the
oligarch seeking higher profits; the idealist
dreaming out loud.
Alex presented a scenario. Mexico will
be divided into two countries, he said.
The north will be allied with the U.S., the
• south will be "communist." Instead of
: the north supplying the south for
inadequate compen~ation," the area would
• be a "giant Japan" right on the U.S.
• border complete with cheap labor and no
. cumbersome pollution laws to deter U.S.
ipdustriali$ts,.. ~
.
,
I doubt that Alex's views are atypical.

•
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Where is the hand-wringing about
corruption in El Salvador and other U.S.
client states? Before we are propagandized into supporting a right-wing
palace coup in Mexico, some questions
need to be addressed. The division of
Mexico is an extreme, last resort scenario,
but not without its own macabre logic.
The U.S. favored the division of Korea
and Vietnam in order to wage war on
0
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But there is another side to such an
alignment that was made manifest by
Alejandro's comments. Despite similar
financial interests and a shared impulse toward anti-communist reaction, the Mexican oligarchy respects the northern giant
not for its moral or cultural leadership, but
for its brute power, its dollar power. The
people are Mexicans and remember the
traditional arrogance of the U.S. vis a vis
their country. But they are clever enough
to use the U.S. muscle to their advantage.
Continuing with current tactics, the U.S.
may find itself isolated on yet another
front.
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been a wild hair for the rulers of Mexico
-- Aztec, Spanish and independent -- who
have centralized their governments in
Tenochtitlan. As the United States isola~es itself fro~ diplomatic cir~les worldwide, shows its true colors m Central
America, and counts its friends on fewer
fingers, some kind of buffer zone may be
seen as a strategic necessity. If the U.S.
is able to sidestep the traditional animosities between the two countries, and
open Mexico again for unchecked investments by aligning with opponents of PRI,
that military buffer zone might become a
reality.

.
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And how neatly such ideas complement
the interests of the monied class in the
U.S. The conversation makes me wonder
about connections between PAN and the
CIA. Has the U.S. establishment consciously decided to forsake the Mexican
government? Is such a course of action
already in the works? Witness the attempt
on the part of the Reagan administration to
discredit the Mexican system. Rampant
corruption and lack of resolve, the
administration claims, are impeding the
war on drugs, better dubbed political
campaign on drugs.
And the U.S. press, wedded as it is to
the power structure here, has given
prominent and sympathetic coverage to
PAN's frequent charges of electoral
corruption, nearly always failing to
include PRI's account of the situation.
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Le tte rs to the Editor----Even though we are the minority, we To the Editor:

Open letter to Dr. Miguel Nevarez: feel you must keep the night students in

We, the following, are all registered
nurses currently enrolled in N.Ed. 4607,
Leadership in Nursing. Because we all
work full-time day jobs, we are thankful
that these courses are offered in the
evening.
We have several concerns. Foremost is
the fact that the air conditioners are turned
off at 7 p.m. We are in class on Tuesday
evenings from 5 p.m. to anywhere
between 7:45 and 9:30 p.m. Could you
possibly do anything about this?

mind. After all, we pay the same tuition Network news programs are wonderous
rates every other student does.
things. In a scant half hour, we may rest
assured that we have been fully informed
Hilda Solis
on the days_bigg~st stories.

Judith Suarez
Manuela Flores
Cecilia Hinojosa

Yolanda L. Espinoza
Most of us are in class, also, on
Wednesday evenings. We know that Patricia Sasser
other nursing classes are held other
evenings of the week.
Sally Roach
We are disappointed that the library
hours have been cut. We are required to Maria Marti Ramirez
do much research for our courses.

~ THE WILD SIDE / FRED WHITE

This has been borne out in the last few
weeks by the stories that have been
broadcast on the arrests of Mr. Zhakarov
and Mr. Daniloff. Thanks to the First
Amendment, we have seen both sides of
. this dilemma. In that respect, we are indeed very lucky to live in America.
There is another aspect of American life
I would like to explore, though, one that
has been brought to light by these spy
cases. In a society such as ours, the
masses are sometimes likely to choose our
government on less than informed terms.
When this occurs, we find ourselves
stuck with a government that makes
puzzling and often contradictory moves.

All of which brings me to a question,
which is , what is it that makes these two
cases different? Mr. Daniloff says that
they are, as does Mr. Reagan. That still
does not answer my question, though.
Mr. Reagan says that they are different
because Mr. Zarakarov is an accused spy .
~nless I've _been duped by the media, so
. ,,
T_rust. Broken Hear~s. The whc_>le bu. I is Mr. Damloff. Since Mr. Reagan has
d~d ~y best to expl~n ~ove to him and he of~er~d no other explanation, I am forced
did his best to explam bfe on Vo to me.
to JOm Howard Jones in asking "Is there
really a difference?"
'
Apparently about 15,000 Earth years
ago, when they were still a lot like us _I tend to doubt it. Look at it this way:
Earthlings, some Voians got together and w1th the prospect of the most constructive
outlawed certain what we would call, sup~rpower summit in years on the near
human traits. Among them faith, hope, honzon, what sense does it make to
happiness, charity, pleasure and what endanger this by arresting Mr. Zhakarov?
they considered the basest of all emotions: The Kremlin, like the White House, has
love. They thought that without them the tc_> fe~l that they are on top of every
Voian people would eventually become s1tual!on they run across. Zhakarov's
stronger, saner, more rational, and so on. arre~t was probably seen by the Soviets as
But from what Skud told me of modern a ~1plo~at1c trick to assert authority.
Vo, the exact opposite became true.
Domg this puts the paranoid Kremlin in a
"So that is your peoples' secret."
postion where they have only two
"Maybe, maybe not. But it couldn't choices: retaliate or lose face. Therefore,
hurt to try it."
I do n_ot think I am wrong in assuming
"Thank you Earthling Fred ...for being that this whole mess is our fault.
a friend."
"Aw, don't mention it. But now I've
The panacea is obvious. To avoid a
got a favor to ask you."
"sp:y swap''. is to further damage
"Name it."
Soviet-Amencan re- lations. To concede
to such a swap would be to lose face in
"Could you drop me off at the CAS th e worl_d forum. Our decision (and it is
Building? I think I'm late to English."
ours) w!ll show where the emphasis of
And so Skudzar 458 from the planet Vo our _foreign policy lies.
dropped me off at the circle by the CAS
Ei ther way, further procrastination and
Building and blasted off into the wild, ~;st la~ses in logic ~ave ~ssured the U.S.
blue yonder. As I turned and began to
~ommg out of this senes with egg on
walk to the building, I could have sworn I their fac~s. So now you decide, "Is there
heard music -- Lou Reed -- coming from really a difference?"
the sky. I said, Hey Babe, Take a Walk
on the Wild Side.

· Continuing saga of Skudzar 458
•
••

.:

When we left our heroes last week,
"So that's what that smell is. Then how
Fred the Earthling and Skudzar 458 from do we get to New York?"
the Planet Vo were blazing across the
"We'll have to cross that." I pointed to
continental United States at about 12,000 a river of green-black muck oozing by in
times the speed of light in Skud-4's the near distance.
Intergalactic convertible, more or les~ in
"I've got a better idea. I'll use my
the general direction of New York City. Sul;>-atomic Particle Transporter to beam
Skud-4 had come to Earth in search of us across."
The Earthling Secret of Survival, that he "You mean like Star Trek?"
1oped would save the inhabitants of his
"~imil::ir."
planet who -- Oh h~ll, I don't w_ant to go
"Wow" Needless to say, I was im\hfough all that agam. If you misse~ Part pressed. :'Wait a minute. How come you
l last week, ~ ~omeon~ who read it. Or just didn't do that in the first place,
f~d last weeks issue. Im sure there are instead of nearly getting us killed in that
death-trap you call a car?"
sull plenty left.
1
KA-B~OOOM.
.
"Oh because this model only has a range
~xplosion, Fire, General destruci~on.
of about 30 miles. At full power we
Cou_g h_, cough. What ~appened.
probably would have only gotten as far as
Qo90oo~µ,;.~Y
head.
Raymondville."
11
..Where am I._ '?"
"Well I hope you're right, 'cause I sure
Are Y,ou all nght.
. .
. ?" as hell don't want to find myself
} .don t know. _Am I stl ll m one P•~~e_. marooned on some weird planet where all
As far as I_ can see. But ~~n agam, 115 the women look like lizards and nobody
hard to tell with you humans. ,
·
knows what beer is "
"Well n~thing feels broken; I think I'll . "Trust me." Sk~d-4 said as he hit the
be .~ll :.ight once my clo th es stop big red button on his what-ever-you-call-it
burnmg.
' •- · Transporter
·.
.·
''I'm sorry, I forgot to warn you about
re-:ntry.'
.
_
' ,When 1 came to, it felt like my bones
Not to mention your brakes. Or lack . had turned to yogurt and my brain had
of, I should say. By the way, where are .·. _been forced through a juice strainer.
we?"
Apparently Skud-4 bought his TransThe fire and smoke was starting to cle;u- porter at a Voian K-Mart.
and we could begin to make out the
"Whoa. What a ride."
landscape. It was frightening in its stark
"I think I'm gonna be sick" I started to
ugliness, and the rank, noxious atmostum
the color of Skud-4.
phere seared our throats, We were somewhere, but it sure wasn'(New York.
Unlike the New Jersey landscape, our
new surroundings were teeming, crawling
On the ground, all around the crater.that with life-forms and hideous creatures of
we rriade 011 impact, we found fragments every variety. Squirming, salivating,
of what looked like a broad wall. We set snake-like organisms slithering at our
about putting it back together in· the feet. Fluttering, feathered, fairy-beings
manner of a large jigsaw puzzle, and ·s oon · flapping at our elbows. Purple, pulsating
discovered that it bore characteristics and -- well, you get the idea. In other words,
symbols similar to oµr Earth's En,glisii_1 my \YOrst nightmare come true.
·
•
, · "I 't h
ht
id it only had a range
alphabet.
o_ug you sa
"We've been staring at this thing for
.. , d
- .11 .'; •, of3'0m1les!"
over two.h our~ no~, an _ we stl -~~n~t
"It does! It docs! I don't know what
d'"
decipher 11. We might as well blow,,it · h
off."
appene .
Two seconds taters we were almost
"Yeah, I guess you're right," Skud-4
sighed. "Damn it!"
flattened by a huge, yellow behemoth. As
I bent over to _p ick up a rock; to throw at it roared away into the eerie darkness I
it. "Wait a minute, It's _upside-dowp.. noticed something on its rear-end. It said:
· 'Welcome to the Garden State' Aw Hell, Times Square Cab Co.
we're in New Jersey!"
"Looks like we made it."
11

11

.

.

We wandered around New York City
for the rest of the night bar-hopping,
meeting people and just generally taking
in the sights. Skud-4 got a pink Mohawk
at an all-night punk barber and my
clothes were still smoldering, but people
hardly gave us a second look.
Except for this one girl. Of all the
women we saw that night in the Big City,
she was by far the most beautiful. She
had the kind of happy-sad pale blue eyes
that make your heart feel like its melting
right in your chest. And they were
looking right at me.
She was sitting with a friend two tables
away from us at this little Rock ' Roll club
on 44th St. Ordinarily I wouldn't have
done what I did, but I was feeling pretty
good, so I just went over and asked her
and her friend if they wanted to sit with
us. By some miracle they said yes.
Now there was nothing wrong with her
friend whatsoever. She had a great sense
of humor and fine personality. She had
very pretty hazel eyes, and even though
she only had two of them she was perfect
for Skud. I introduced her to him fully
expecting to see sparks, but ... nothing.
Then I introduced him to my drearngirl.
"Oooooohhhhh, he's so cuuuuute!"
"Uh-hum. Yeah, well its too bad he
can't stay, ain't that right Skuddy?" But it
was too late. They were already getting
down on the dance floor, and she never
looked at me again all night. All of a
sudden her friend started looking better
and better.
"Well, looks like its just you and me
kid," I said in my best Bogart.
"Don't count on it, Bub." It just wasn't
my night. It turned out she had a thing
for al' Skud too.
"Bartender, make it a triple."
Skudzar 458 and I talked on the way
home that night. The old machine had
gotten banged-up a bit so we were
cruising at a very earthly 980 miles per
hours.
"This has been the greatest night of my
life, Earthling Fred, so why do I feel so .
. .strange?"
"Skud my boy, that's what we here on
earth call Love."
"Love?"
The concept was totally, ahem, alien to
him.
"Yeah, you know, love. Starry eyes.

Gilberto Reyes Jr.
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'Lone Staf historian speaks Saturday

News Briefs

Historian T. R. Fehrenbach, "English Education: The Future
author of "Lone Star," will give a of Texas." He was born in San
public lecture Saturday at 12:30 Benito to a pioneer South Texas
p.m. in the University Theater in ,family. He was educated id
the CAS Building.
Texas an California and is a
The occasion is the annual fall magna cum laude graduate of
conference of the South Texas Princeton University. He served
chapters of the Texas Joint in the U.S. Army in World War
Council of Teachers of English, II and Korea and retired as a
and the fall workshop of the Rio lieutenant colonel.
Tlie historian is author of 18
Grande Valley Council of
nonfiction books . His book
Teachers of English.
"Lone Star" was the basis for a
series on tl1e Public Broadcasting

President meets students today
Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez,
university president, will speak
with students today during
Activity Period in a "Meet The
President" forum in the Ballroom. Refreshments will be
served.
Students will have the opportunity to discuss any university
and student matters with
Nevarez.
The forum will allow students

~ Application

to confront Nevarez on a one on
one basis without going througt
channels of administration.
·
Sonia del Angel, director oJ
student activities, said many
students go through their college
career never meeting thei1
university president. With thi~
meeting, Angel hopes, students
will take advantage of the forum
to express their concerns and to
meet the president.

deadline Oct. 5

: Applications for the National be enrolled as full time day
: Hispanic Scholarship Fund are students.
'. now available from the Financial
Although there are no grade
Aid office.
point average requirements, to be
:
Application is to be made competitive a student should be in
: directly to National Hispanic the 3.0 gpa area.
· Scholarship Fund Selection ComThere are no speaific majors
students should be in, but due to
mittee no later than Oct. 5.
The fund has existed since the number of corporate grants,
1975 and has provided scholar- )t is necessary to give a slight
ships to undergraduate and grad- advantage to students majoring in
uate students of Hispanic Ameri- physical science, engineering,
can background.
computer science, math, finance,
Scholarship applicants must be economics, business, accounting,
U.S. citizens, must have com- English and journalism.
pleted at least 15 hours of college
Applications should be
work prior to applying for the submitted directly to the Selection
scholarship, must be enrolled for Committee ~ National Hispanic
the fall 1986 term and must also Scholarship Fund, P.O. Box
be planning to attend the spring 748, San Francisco, California
1987 term. Students must also 94101.

Placement office sets
The Office of Placement,
Testing and Cooperative Education has set registration deadlines for an assortment of tests
administered by the testing office.
Registration and test dates
include the Dental Hygiene
Aptitude Test Sept. 20 for the
Oct. 18 test; Sept. 26 for the
American College Test (ACT) to

be given Oct. 25; and Oct. 24 for
the Pre-Professional Skills Test
(PPST} Nov. 22.
Placement officer Enedelia P.
Kidd said applicants for the
PPST mail in their own
applications and should plan for
them to arrive at Educational
Testing Service headquarters in
Berkeley, CA, by Oct. 24.

Book Exchange nets
Money collected for students in
this semester's book exchange
increased almost $1,700 when
compared to last fall. A total of
$10,422 was collected this fall.
The amount collected this
semester derived from the 906
books that were sold; last fall, the
number sold was 765. The actual
number of books taken in this
semester was 1,787.
According to Elvie Davis,
assistant dean of students and
adviser for PAUSA, who along
with other student organizations
sponsors the exchange, the rise is

dates

$10,422

not a result of more books being
handled this semester, but because the price of books has increased.
Students who participated in the
book exchange have until Sept.
26 to claim their money or their
unsold books. Money or books ~
not picked up are automatically
forfeited to PAUSA.
Student organizations sponsoring the exchange along with
PAUSA are Ladies of Camelot,
Alpha Phi Omega, Cheerleaders
and Intercollegiate Knights.
For more information call
381-2260 or 381-2517.

T. R. Fehrenbach

Costa Rica resident speaks
The Rev. Dick Junkin, Peace byteries in southern Mexico and
Associate for Central America for with Catholic base communities
the Presbyterian Church U.S.A., in Costa Rica.
will speak at the Media Theater
As a part of his work
today at 7 p.m.
assignment, Junkin will travel
Headquartered in Costa Rica throughout the United States
since 1983, Junkin and his family through the Presbyterian Peacewere related to the Latin Am- making network to interpret to the
erican Evangelical Center for North American c;ommunity the
Pastoral Studies, an ecumenical peace needs· and concerns in
grassroots organization involved Central America.
in the struggles of the peoples of
There is no admission charge to
Central America. They were involved in programs with the this presentation and the public is
Guatemalan Presbyterian Church, invited.
The Media Theater is located at
with theological education in
Nicaragua, with Mayan Pres- the south end of the LRC.

Student offices still empty
There are still thirteen offices
available to student organizations
seeking space in the University
Center. Deadline for turning in
forms is Sept. 25 at 5 p.m. in the
Student Development Office.
Criteria for tlie awarding of the
space will be based on the student
organization form, financial statement and information release
form, which are available in UC
205.
These forms are required of all

Student BARCA will present a lecture to promote student
awareness from 7-9 p.m. in the Media Theater. Topic: Peace
Concerns in Central America.
LOSSA (Latter-Day Saint Student Association) will hold instruction from 10:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m. in Math Bldg. 117.
United Methodist Campus Ministry will hold Bible study from
10:35 a.m. to 11 :50 a.m. in UC 305.
Alpha Kappa Psi Fraternity and◄he Placement Office will
sponsor a seminar during activity period in the LRC Media
Center. Topic: Developing Job Interviewing Techniques.
Pan American University Society for Medical Technology will
have a bake sale from 10:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m. in front of the LRC.

- FRI _ _ _ _ _ ____,
Alpha Kappa Psi will hold member recruitment from 8:00
a.m.-3:00 p.m. in Bushess Admin. lobby.

SAT------------Pre-Law Society will have LSAT workshop from 9 :30 a .m .-5:00
p.m. in Science Auditorium 2.

MON
lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship will hold a small group
meeting from 8:00-9:30 p.m. in Women's Dorm Third floor
lobby.
Baptist Student Union will hold Bible study from 11:45
a.m.-12:45 p.m. in Baptist Student Union.
Baptist Student Union will hold Teen Missions from 45:30 p.m .
at Baptist Student Center.

student organizations maintaining
active standing.
Organizations are also required
to file a report on five or more
major activities from last year.
Verification of activities will be
checked.
Organizations qualifying for
office space will be notified Oct.
1 by campus mail. October 1
deadline is also the deadline for
the 1986-87 Maintenance of
Good Standing for organizations
not filing for office space.

g:>a'l,ty land

Disbursement of financial aid
On Sept. 25, all students can
checks has been scheduled by the pick up their checks between 8:30
financial ,aid office for Sept. a.m,-noon or 1:00-4:00 p.m.
24-25 at SS Bldg., Room 115.
Evening students may pick up
Students with last names their checks also on Sept. 25 but
.th AL
. .. k
from 5:00-7:00 p.m.
.
t
t
- can pie ·up
Picture identification must be
s ar mg wi
their checks Sept. 24 between
,
8:30 a.m.-noon. Students with presented before checks are
last names M-Z niay pick up their, released. Questions about dischecks also qn the.same·day.-,but .. bursement or financial aid may be
from 1:00-4:00 p.m
.·..
.. · .
answered by calling the financial
aid office at 381-2501.

AK Psi ·gets · award
• Theta Rho chapter of Alpha
Kappa Psi wa~· presented their
;-tOth consecutive national
achievement award last weekend
at a regional conference held in
Beaumont.
For the tenth straight time,
Theta Rho has beaten the other 24
chapters it competes with in the
Southcentral region. The Southcentral region contains colleges
and universities in four different
&iates and includes some of the
larger well-known universities
such as the University of Texas,
Texas A&M, the University of
Oklahoma, and the University of
Arkansas.
The national achievement award

I.,

I

j

CUE IFQUR!'

The Most Complete Party Supply Store
10% off with this coupon
2114 N. 10
630-0754

is given annually to the top
chapters in their regions. Each
chapter is evaluated on five
sections: Professional Activities,
Scholarship, Membership, Finances, and General Administration, with a limit of 20,000
points for each division, or a limit
of 100,000 points for all
divisions. Theta Rho chapter had
a perfect score of 100,000 points.
President Edward Soto said of
the achievement, "I'm very proud
of our members who worked
extremely hard to continue the
-tradition. Their dedication and
hard work reflects upon the
professionalism of our organization."

SHOOT STRAIGHT
FOR .,

McAllen, Tx. 78501
Mon - Sat 9-6

1615 W. University, f;dinburg, Texas
COLDEST BEER IN TOWN

Computer Floppy Diskettes

Open Sunday-Friday 2 p.m. 12 a,m., Sat. 2 p.m.-1 a.m.

Pool Tables and Much More!!!

Perfect For Cumputer Literacy Class

381-0624

Double Sided/ Double Density
Unformatted.75 (incl. tax)
Formatted 1.25 Cincl. tax )

Right across from Pan Am Drive Inn

Wed. PAU night

90¢ beer with I.D.

Tues - Unescorted Ladies 80¢ beer 90¢ wine coolers

People's Computer Center
Inexpensive computer equipment!
1412 W. University

Across from U.C.

otPeh
.
something ..,
. smoother ·
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383-0897
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Barber
&

Hairstyling
Bobby Falcon Annabelle Garcia
Joe Falcon
Norma De Leon
Omar Falcon

520 E. University
Edinburg 383-9012
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AhoRTioN
PREGNANCY TnTiNG
BiRTII CONTROL SERViCES
PRohlEM PREGNANCY CouNuliNG
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SERVicn
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FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER

2220HAINE

428-6242

SUITE35

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS, EL PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FALLS

TUE

University of Houston Law Center will recruit from 8:00
a .m.-5:30 p.m. in front of the snack bar.
ROTC Bronc Cadet Corps. will hold cadet staff meeting from
10:30 a .m.-1-1:35 a.m. in UC 306.
lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship will present a book table
from 10 a .m.-1 p.m. outside the snack bar.
Catholic Campus Ministry will hold Mass from 10:30
a.m.-11 :30 a.m. in the c hape l.
Data Processing Management Association will have a bake
sale from 8 a.m.-3 p.m. outside the LRC.
lnterVarsity Christian Fellowship will hold a small group
meeting from 7-8:30 pm. in Men's Dorm third tloor study room.
lnterVarslty Christian Fellowship will hold a small group
m eeting from 8-9:30 p.m. in Women's Dorm basement. .
Baptist Student Union will hold celebration from 7-9 p.m. In
Baptist Student Center.
catholic Campus Ministry will meet from 7:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m .
a t Cam p us Ministry Cente r.
United Methodist Campus Ministry will ho ld a lunc heon from
10:35 a .m .-12: 30 o.m. at Campus Ministry Center.

Financial aid disbursement set

__"We're your helping hand"

What, Where,& When
THU _ _ _ _ _ _---.

System. Fehrenbach also has
published stories or articles in
many periodicals, both in the
U.S: and other countries.
· Fehrenbach is a member of the
Texas Historical Commission, a
Fell9w of the Texas State Historical Association, a member of
the Philosophical Society of
Texas, and a former member of
the Texas 2000 Commission.
Fehrenbach's visit was made
possible by a grant from the Pan
Am~rican University Foundation.

PROBLEMS?
I

1

Marriage and Fam•ily Therapy Services
Offers individual, marriage, and family psychotherapy

Gina Mendoza Sollner M.A.
psychotnerap1st

All services stricly confidential
Affordable fees
4307 N. 10th St.
Located in the Professional Plaza
Suite G-6
McAllen, Tx. 78504
phone 682-6707

PIiot's new Brougham Is
smoother and more comfortable than
any rolllng ball pen you've ever use1J.
A gutsy claim but true. Buy a new Pilot
•Brougham and prove it to yourself. Send us
the coupon, proof-of~pyrchase (a receipt
will do) and $4.95. Check or money order
only. You'll get a 'What's Smoother" tee '
shirt (an $11.00 value) and a FREE Pilot
Spotliter highlighting marker. Atotal wlue of $11.79
for only $4.95. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

r------------------------~

____________ I
I PllotTteShlrt~~~
I
I \Yalerbury, Cf 06104
I Yes, I want to prove it. Address - - - ~ - - - - - - - I
I I've enclosed a check cu, - - - - - - - - - - - - I
I for$, _ _ ___, State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip
•
I
I !~~ shirt(s) and (no.) College
.
I
I free Spotliter(s).
o MEDIUMo LARGE □ EXTRA-LARGE
I
L---•One proo1-0l1)Urthase is requi~ lor eadl tee shirt Olde[ IJoicl wllef1 prohibited.•---J

u ·niversity Bookstore
University at Fourth St.
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Spirits, sounds, students
set 7th UPB Luau mood
"We tried new types of music
this year and the students really
responded," said Doug Allbright,
UPB Band-Booking Agent.
The games included volleyball,
tug-of-war, and a best-dressed
contest.
"We decided to implement
prizes this year as incentives for
the games," said Special Event
Co-Chairperson Vivien Benbow.
The tactic proved successful as
UPB President Sandy Rodriguez
pointed out that participation in
the games was much greater than
in past years.
The "Dudes from Dallas" took
the trophy in the volleyball
tournament, and the "Cheerleaders" overcame stiff competition in the tug-of-war. Graduating senior Nora Lopez proved a
crowd favorite as she was
awarded a dinner for two at the
Tiki Restaurant in the bestdressed contest.

By Rose Marie Herbert
Staff Writer
Question: What do you get
when you talce a hot, sultry South
Texas night, add some ice cold
beer, a few righteous tunes, and
about 700 college students
dressed in loud ':.hirts and ready
to kick off the first serious party
of the year?
Answer: You get UPB's
Seventh Annual Hawaiian Luau.
Saturday night started off slow
as the event began at 8 p.m. with
only a few people, mostly parents
and young children wandering in
and out, munching on the free
food. By 9 p.m., however, it
became apparent that this year's
luau would prove as successful
as previous years.
; UPB members began the day at
8 a.m., putting the finishing
touches on the decorations which
included luminaria-lined sidewalks, palm fronds and balloons.
Refreshments consisted of two
boatloads of tropical fruits, chips,
dips, popcorn, nachos and vegetable trays. For thirsty dancers
there was fruit punch. For thirsty
dancers over 21 there was beer
and wine coolers. The alcohol
was sold by DM Premier Cafeteria, and ID's were checked
"extensively" in keeping with the
state's new drinking age law.

There were also a couple of
unscheduled events as several
students exuberantly jumped into
the water fountain to cool off.
They were chased down by
campus security guards who
eventually caught them and asked
them to leave. Later, the -car
engine of another unidentified.
student caught fire as he was
leaving. The blaze was promptly
put out but not before extensive
damage was done to_the car.

KRIX DJ's Smokin' Joe Kelly
and Ace Palledino began the
evening with the usual rock and
roll party fare such as David Lee
Roth, the Stones, the Beach
Boys, Van Halen and the
Outfield. However, the dance
floors really overflowed later in
the evening as they switched to
new wave dance tunes by such
artists as Bananarama and the Pet
Shop Boys.

However, the general
conccnsus among most stmknts
who attended the Luau was that it
is a good use of Student Service
Fees. Said senior Tyrone Scott
between trips to the dance floor,
"I think it's a great way to get all
the students together, freshmen,
sophomores. Overall, it's a good
thing for the university."

Members of the golf team
generally agreed. "It's pretty
good. I just wish the drinking
age was lower," said Todd
Brunel, a sophomore from
Winnepeg. David White deemed
the Luau "simply awesome-a beer
'fiesta'."
UPB members, who began
preparations for the event weeks
ago were well-pleased with the
results.
Added Benbow, "I think the
participation in the games is up
this year from previous years.
As a member of UPB far the past
three years, I've never seen as
much participation as in this
year's Luau. We've worked
really hard. Everyone's totally
exhausted."
"We put a lot of time into
planning this event," said Special
Events Chair Jovan Barbee.
"We've tried some new things
this year and we're real happy
with the turnout and with the
number of students who signed
up for events. What I like best is
knowing that we all worked
together as a group; worked hard
since eight this morning, and
everyone's having a good time.
It makes it all really worth while
to sec it all come together. IL's
like the light at the end of the
tunnel."
UPB President Sandy
Rodriguez feels that this bodes
well for future UPB-sponsored
events. "To tell you the truth, I
didn't expect it. There were a lot
of beginning freshmen who
participated in the games. NOt
only that, but we've also had a lot
of new people who have joined
UPB. They're full of ideas and
ready to work hard. I'm really
looking forward to the Carnival, I
think everyone will have a good
time."

Steel and Cotton-Clouds peek between the bleachers of the new track on the
east side of campus. Hot, humid weather hos foiled to discourage runners ond
Joggers from using the yeor-ofd focfllty. (Photo by Michael Huerto.)

New staff fills vacancies
A number of changes in
department chairs recently took
place in both the College of Arts
and Sciences and the School of
Business.
In the College of Arts and
Sciences four departments have
new chairmen. They are criminal justice, English, foreign
languages and mathematics and
•
computer science.
Linda O'Daniel is the new head
in the criminal justice department.
She succeeded Daniel K. Dearth
who stepped down from the
position this summer to con-

STARHELP teaches self- improvement
Helping people to help themselves is the basic idea of the
South Texas Arca Resource and
Health Educational Linkage Program, better known as STARHELP.
An offshoot of the Projec·t
Hope (Health Opportunities for
People Everywhere), ST ARHELP is a recruitment program,
whose main goal is to help fill the
need for professionals in the
Allied Health services along the
border.
"Wc try to identify the positions
that are begging for workers,
then we turn around and help
colleges set up programs to address those vacancies," said Dr.

Domingo Arechiga, program field
director of the southwest border
program. "We help recruit, retain
and to place students once-they
have graduated. By making sure
there are jobs available for them
when they graduate, we arc also
helping to alleviate the high unemployment rate."
Although funded through
grants from Project Hope,
Arechiga said that eventually
STARHELP will become a part
of the university. Presently,
STARHELP is in partnership
agreement with PAU and four
other Texas border colleges,
Laredo fonior College, Texas
Off. 631-4451
Res. 882·2218 ·

• Speclallzlng In Screen Printing
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Schools, Organizations
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Discount On
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Southmost College, and Texas
State Technical Institute.
"We have helped unite these
fmiroorder institutions in order
to avoid duplication of programs
and also to encourage sharing,"
Arechiga said. "We make sure
that a student attending the juajor ,
colleges is able to transfer fo a
degree program at PAU. ,, ,
The intention is for us to help
them (border institutions) as long
as the help is needed, after that, it
is up to them to take the program
and finance it completely."
At PAU, STARHELP has
helped to provide equipment for
the Physical Therapy Assistant
Program and to expand the number of health-related courses
offered here.
Among the courses offered are
dietetics, medical terminology,
nursing, physical therapy and
drug and alcohol abuse counseling.
To qualify for admission into
any of these programs, students
need to meet the university ad-

m1ss1ons requirements. They
must have a minimum ACT composite score of 15 or equivalent
or satisfactory completion of prerequisites or their equivalent from
an accredited college or umversity. They must also have satisfactory scores on the Nelson
Denny Reading exam or their
equivalent and an overall grade
point average of 2.0.
By recruiting students to study
in a field where there is a
demand, STARHELP hopes to
not only deal with the health care
needs of the Valley border towns,
but to lessen poverty and unemployment.
By doing so, STARHELP will
be fulfilling the goals of Project
HOPE. Project HOPE, a nonprofit organization, was founded
in 1958 by William B. Walsh.
The project seeks to teach modern
medical techniques to health professionals around the world.
HOPE medical programs vary
according to the needs of the
community.

Administration, all three departments underwent a change in
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HAIR MASTERS

Complete hair styling for women and
men
NOW OFFERING A 15% DISCOUNT ON ANY
SERVICE WITH THIS COUPON DURING
SEPTEMBER
For appointments call 383-9133
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
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Charles J. Ellard now heads the
accounting and economics department. He assumed the role in
May after Craig E. Reese stepped
down to concentrate on research.
Daniel Lee became the new
head of the management and CIS
department in early September.
He replaced Michael R. Crew as
department chair.
Jerry Prock is now the chair of
marketing, finance and general
business, after serving as acting
chair last year. He succeeded Bill
Platzer who relinquished the
position to into full-time teaching.

KEYS
about $80,000 of equipment each
I was left with no option but to · vear.
· To roll equipment back and
change the locks."
Mitchell said that glass doors forth from the LA to CAS will
were always left open when he wreck equipment, Mitchell said.
"It is an inconvenience, and for
used the building on weekends.
He frequently received reports this I apologize," the assistant
from Traffic and Security of dean said.
Mitchell said he docs not know
doors left open. He said that he
repeatedly issued memos when the new door will be
advising faculty of the security installed.
Freeman said that a new door
problem.
The assistant dean reported that would not be necessary if the
when all the keys were turned in spring mechanism could be reafter the lock change, close to 10 placed.
Mitchell said the door is old
illegal external door keys made
and rusting. A close examination
off campus were discovered.
The petition states that the of the door revealed minimal surburglary was not a result of face rust.
Chief Salazar said the new
faculty oversight. The position
is, rather, that the stolen keys security measures are "great."
were used to enter the building.
ACTIVITY PERIOD
Mitchell said it cannot be
to make the best of what we
determined if keys were used to
have."
enter the building.
Rodriguez also anticipates
He said the university loses
activities sponsored during Activity Period to be hampered as a
result of less participation from
16,278 to choose from-all subjects
students attending class that
Order Catalog Today Wllh Visa/MC or COD
period.
22
"Even if you sponsor someOr, rush $2.00 to: ReHarch ANlatance
thing during Activity Period, you
11322 ldahO Ave. '206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
are going to have that much less
Custom research also available- all levels
of a chance of people showing
up," Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez said that the scheduling of classes during Activity
10 Minute 011 & Lube Service
Period needed more research.
"Part of a well-rounded edu$1 Off With Student or Faculty I.D.
cation is the fact that you are
supposed to have extracurricular
activities," Rodriguez said. "I do
not think the administration really
looked at this whok h!t about
917 E. University
having classes duril,j A-::tlvity
Phone: 383· 1334
Period."

Pool and Tennis Courts
Adult & Family 1, 2, and 3 Bedroom Apts.
Within Walking Distance To Campus

• Lounge

leadership.
They were the
department of accounting and
economics, the department o1
management and computer
information systems (CIS), and
the department of marketing,
finance and general business.

-From Page One
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centrate on publishing and research.
William Davis is now heading
the English department. He took
office this September from then
acting chair Frederick von Ende.
Von Ende had served in the
position from January to September of this year.
Lino Garcia replaced the
retiring Eduardo Barrera as the
chair of the foreign languages
department.
Joe Chance is the new acting
head in the math and computer
science department. He assumed
the position on August 15 after
former Chair Richard Easton left
the university for Indiana State
University.
In the School of Business

Y€T??

-,_,p,,.,
Yes!

We start having fun

in October
I
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Athletes earn honors
Whataburger adds new names to plaque
Basketballer Michael Anderson showed when he played in 1984
and baseballer Neri Pena can look with metal plates holding his arm
forward to seeing their names together.
inscribed on a permanent plaque.
Pena, a fonner All-State from
These two athletes have just been
voted joint winners of Pan
American's Whataburger Athlete
of the Year award.
Anderson won the award hands .
down while Pena faced formidable competition before he was
picked for the 1985-86 academic
year.
Luckily for Anderson, statistics
do not mean a great deal. He
claims to be six feet tall and
weighs 155 pounds. In the battle
of giants he fought off taller
players to arouse the Broncs to a
20-8 record. The fighting basketball guard wound up above
everyone else with 16.9 points in
scoring and 3.1 in steals, putting
him in spot number 7 nationally
·
in the steals category.
Anderson succeeded Duane
Thornton, the top scorer the
season before, as Whataburger
Player of the Year.
Pena, the other half winner of
the. a~ard is no giant either,
stausucally speaking that is. But
his contributions were nothing
short of gigantic. As a second
baseman, the captain and hub of
the baseball team hit .302. His
hitting efforts helped the team
reach the NCAA Division I
playoffs and finish 42-19.

The baseball ballot was split
nine ways.
Nine different
Broncs had earned Whataburger
Player of the Week honors; none
however, had won the award
more than twice. Still, Valley
news media picked him over second placed pitcher Danny Kennedy, 7-1. Sam Hernandez and
Jerry Clements were the remaining two-time .winners.
In March, Pena hit 7 for 15,
including a horner and triple to
win Player of the Week unanimously. He then culminated
the regular season by batting 3
for 4 with a double, a horner and
a game-winning hit in extra innings when the Broncs took their
final series at St. Mary's to
record victories number 40 and
41.
The Broncs recorded a wild 9-5
loss to the University of Texas in
the NCAA playoffs at Austin.
Pena homered his final time at bat
as a collegian.

Neri Pena
Edinburg High achieved what
few college athletes had. He
played for teams that recorded
more than 200 victories. Because
of his early 1983 injury after 17
games, the NCAA granted him a
fifth year of eligibility. He
eventually lettered for Bronc
teams that captured 204 wins.

A donation of $3,000 was
forwarded by Ron Gomez,
district manager of Whataburger
in McAllen to support Bronc and
Lady Bronc Scholarships during
the year. Junior Pena and women's basketball star Becky Dube
of McAllen were the recipients of
the scholarship honors.

Pena replaced Bill Savarino of
McAllen who turned professional.
Both men's names wi11 be
engraved on a permanent plaque,
donated by Whataburg~r.
Anderson hails from Louisville,
Kentucky. His runaway victory
with the basketball honor was
mainly due to his nine times in 15
weeks being picked as Whataburger Player of the Week. The
six-foot fighter who was drafted
by the San Antonio Spurs had
earned All-Tournament honors at
the University of Texas at El
Paso.

New staff fills vacancies
BJ Michael Uhrbrock
Staff Writer

Several athletic coaches and a
new coordinator of housing and
recreation have been hired or
promoted to fill vacant positions
in the university.
John McDowell was named as
one of the assistant men's
basketball coaches. McDowell
played on the 1974-75 Bronc
team that won 18 straight games
and was nationally ranked. He
has coached the Lady Broncs,
for four straight seasons, served
as intramurals director, women's
coordinator and academic counselor. McDowell expects a
successful year, as four of last
year's starters return and three
new promising players join the
Broncs. "Last years experience
will definitely be a plus for us
this year commented McDowell."

Dave Brown was named the
other assistant men's basketball
icoach. Brown has several years
of experience as a player and
coach of basketball. He and head
coach Kevin Wall coached together at Fort Scott Community
College in Kansas, where they
compiled a 21-9 record, and at

Pratt Junior in Kansas, where Bronc women's tennis program
they compiles 19-10 and 17-5 last year. As a tennis player he
achieved All-Kansas Conference
records.
Becky De Los Santos returns as honors in academics and athhead coach of women's volley- letics. Cross feels confident
ball. She played for the Lady about this year's squad. "The
Bronc volleyball team and served general attitude of the team is
as head coach for four seasons better, the players are more
previously. Becky is optimistic dedicated and conditioned, and
about the upcornming season. they are young and hungry" said
"Even though this year's squad is Cross.
smaller and less cxpericence, they
Dan Holden has been named
make up for it in aggressiveness" as women's tennis coach.
said De Los Santos.
Holden was a Head Pro at the
Tony McDaniel takes over as John Newcombe Tennis Ranch in
head coach of women's bas- New Braunfels. "I expect them to
ketball. As a basketball player in .play better this season. They are
high school, he averaged 18 more experience and arc in better
points per game. He played for condition this year" said Holden.
the Bronc basketball team, where
Santiago Villanueva was hired
as a junior he topped play-making as the new Coordinator of
with 110 assists. He was also Housing and Recreation. Villathe recipient of the Lou Hassel nueva has a degree in education
award in 1984. With five seniors from Pan Am. He has worked as
returning and some prornissing a communications instructor for
recuits coming in, McDaniel ex- three years at TSTI and as a
pects this year's squad to do assistant director of the residence
"pretty well."
halls at Trinity University.
Dave Cross was named as
interim head coach of men's
tennis to replace coach Bryce
Young who has been selected by
the University of Virginia for
advanced graduate study in the
Sports Psychology program.
Cross helped renew the Lady

Support
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QUESTION #2.

HOW CAN THE BU.DGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?

Pena certainly did not have it
come easy. He worked hard to .
overcome much misfortune to
achieve the Player of the Year
award. Three years ago he brok
an arm and underwent two long,
painful operations. His uncompromising dedication to the game

;

Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday_rafes on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.

b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do
iustfine.

CLASSIFIEDS

c)
FOR SALE

Save 40% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.

1982 Datsun King Cab diesel
pick-up. Slightly wrecked-motor
excellent condition. $1,900.
$3,400. book value. 347- 5334
after 6 p.m.

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality

1980 Datsun 310 GL Stereo,
air $1,450. or best offer.
347-5334.

e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them

•
service.

pick up the tab whenever possible.

1970 VW Fiber glass Dune
Buggy. Excellent motor. $800
or best offer. 347-5334 after 6
p.rn.

1977 Toyota Corolla - stereo,
sun roof. $950. 347-5334.

1979 VW Pop-up Camper
Van - Porshe motor. $500 or
best offer.
347-5334 after 6
p.m.

Case Back-hoe excellent condition $4,500. 347-5334.

If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a Ion~ w~y. Tha~'s why ~ou should
know that AT&r Lon Distance Service 1s the r1 ht choice for you.
~ AT&r o ers so many err1 ic va ues. or examp e, you
/
can save over 50% off AT&r's day rate on calls during
weekends
· until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
///~ ~
\ to 8 am, .
Sunday through Friday.
C::,./4'F-~ l/ .
··
Call betwe~n 5 pm and 11 pm,
~~ ·
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40%
off our day rate.
.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&r gives you
jmmedia:te credit.if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&r for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&r can help save you money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you wo~'t ~ve toTiang arouna with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, a ~ 22

/., ./, ,. f

V

FOR RENT
2

Bedrooms, laundromat,
pool, tennis, nearby jogging trail,
just 6 mi./10 min. from PAU, far
north McAllen. Parkland Apartments. 631-0017.
Beautifully furnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath near PAU, 1601 W.
McIntyre. Adults 383-7806, 381
-9553. See Rosie at Apt. 3.

.

,.,.

~:Qa.:c~r
~~

SERVICES
Language-assisted

,.

typing

for better grades! Retired English
teacher. 383-2066.
Classified rate is $2 for the first IO
111oros and .10 per word thereafter. There
is a iO word minimum. Deadline is
Friday Noon prior to publication on
Tht.r.day.
Bring ad copy to The Pan American,
,imilia Hall I 00. Classified ads must be
?aid in advance.
f or display advertising rates call
181 -2545 or 381 -2541.

AT&T

© 1986AT&T

The right choice.
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SPORTS---------Runners take top places at meet
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Tennis players make showings
in Valley tournament action
becoming more visible· with more
area events."

By Eloy Saenz

Sports Director

Coach Cross and Bobby
Galligan from McAllen finished
third.
A few team members have been
selected to participate in the
Dominos Team Tennis held in
Brownsville this Saturday. The
tournament will have the top
doubles and singles Bronc players against the top teaching professionals from Brownsville.

The tennis team has been getting
some good exposure for two
weeks with two of its members
winning the doubles title in two
different Valley tournaments.
The doubles team of Udo Graf
and Michael Collins defeated
teammates Abraham Padron and
Brad Melville 6-0, 2-6, 6-1. The
team won the title in the
championship final of the
: Harlingen Fall Round Robin Do. ubles Tournament in Harlingen.
In the Lee Inhofe Invitational
Round Robin Doubles Tournament at the South Padre Island
Hilton Resort on Sept. 5-7,

'This is a fantastic
opportunity for the
Pan American
University tennis team
.to be more visible in
the eyes of the Rio
Grande Valley.'
--Dave Cross
Padron and Melville came in
second by winnning 47 games in
the Men's Pro-Am division.
Graf and Collins came out on top
with 54 wins.
"Overall, the tournament was a
success in two areas. First, some
of our doubles teams are starting
to jell together," said Coach Dave
Cross.
"Secondly, we're

The tennis team has a new
assistant this year. Dan Holden
from Nashville, Tennessee was a
Head Pro at the John Newcombe
Tennis Ranch in New Braunfels
before coming here.

The men's and women's crosscountry team placed first and
second respectively in their own
division that favored the University of Texas at San Antonio
and Texas A&I.
Eleazar Lucio, executive vice-president of the Texas Commerce
Bank in McAllen started the race
at the Edinburg High School
field.
Senior Bronc Richard Yracheta
came in second with a 20:27 time
in the four mile race that was won
by UTSA's Alfie Morgan with a
20:24 time.
"I was surprised to be up there
in the pack," Yracheta said.
During the last 200 meters
Yracheta caught up to two other
runners and found himself in

fourth place and then opened his
stride to th,e end.
"I said to myself... What am I
doing here? ... "Well since I'm up
here might as well go for it,"
Y racheta said.
Morgan and Yracheta were
followed by Bronc sophomores
Abelardo Peraida with 20:28;
Robert Barron with 20:23 and
Ramon Garza with a 20:34 time.
The fifth Bronc runner to help
secure a first place win was
junior Francis Nabity who
finished the race with a 20:46
time.
The top five placings from each
school were added together to
come out with the point totals.
The Broncs took 23 points while
the Texas A&I Javalinas finished

second with 43 and the Roadrunners from UTSA took third
with 66.
In the women's division
UTSA's Jody Dunston, sophomore, finished first way ahead
of teammate Paula Weise who
took second.

CROSS COUNTRY
Dunsto's time for the two mile
race was 11 :20 while Wiese had
an 11 :32 time. Third place was a
tie with two UTSA women
finishing at 11 :39 with Andrea
Ratkovic from A&I finishing fifth
with an 11:40 time.
The Lady Broncs' top five were
sophomore Susana Ibarra. sixth

with a time of 11:44; sophomore
Nancy Mireles, eighth with
11 :48; freshman Shana Hale. a
close ninth with 11 :49; freshman
Thelma Morales 12th with 12:14;
and freshman Julie Kilburn, 13th
with a time of 12:19.
The Lady Broncs finished
second with 48 points while the
first place team of UTSA t~taled
17 points. Texas A&I fimshed
last with 75 points.
"The performance of the
women reflected the hard work,
but UTSA has a good, veteran
team," Harter said .
The cross-country teams will be
on the road to meet Texas A&I
again but this time in Kingsville
Friday at 6 p.m.

The women's team comes with
more experience this year compared with last year's all freshman squad.
"I believe a lot in getting down
to the basics ... running, stroke
refinement, hitting and coordination," Holden said. "Right now
we want to get the idea of what
we want in singles and doubles
line up."
Monica Silenzi, Jill Jackard and
Rosie de Ia Fuente are injured but
not seriously and are expected to
be ready for the spring.
Both the men's and the
women's teams will be getting
down to a lot of conditioning and
repetitions and more intense
match play and challenge matches, according to Cross.
"This is a fantastic opportunity
for the Pan American University
tennis team to be more visible in
the eyes of the Rio Grande
Valley," Cross said.

Women's Volleyball Schedule
Sept. 23

TexasA&I

Kingsville

7p.m.

Sept. 26

Stephen F. Austin

Nacogdoches

7p.m.

Oct. 10-11

Bobcat Classic

San Marcos

TBA

Southest Tex. Tourn.
Oct. 17-18

Univ. of Texas-SA

San Antonio

7p.m

Oct. 23

Southwest Texas St.

San Marcos

7p.m

Oct. 28

Tri-Match at Trinity,

San Antonio

TBA

Incarnate Word
Oct. 31

Univ. ofTexas-SA

San Antonio

TBA

Nov. 6

Southwest Louisiana

Lafayette

Nov. 7-8

Green Wave Classic

New Orleans

7p.m
TBf..

Tulane University
10%

Discount

with Uhis aid.
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EDINBURG
1520 W. Univ.
380-6651

Edinburg

383-9035

WllTEfLOUI

PATOS
Back to School
Special

Two Beef Patos, Spanish
Rice, Ranchero Beans, and
a 12oz. Coke®.

Only $2.59
For faster service call
in an order 383-0725

across from Pan Am.'
Eal at El Palo Valleywide.
6 locations--McAllen,
Mission, Edinburg,
Harlingen, Brownsville
and Weslaco.

Silvestre

380-1140

Gas & Diesel Repair

383-6653

~--------------....

Mon. - Sat.
Tune-up
Electrical-work

All at a low price

422 1/2 E. University

Russell's Garage

Brakes

1. Quality Photo Developing
2. One Day Service Mon. - Thur.
3. Drive Thru Convenience

ALMA'S
'His
-nHers'

Horacio

Air Conditioning Service

..v,oEO RENTALS & PHOTO PROCESSING"

(Film sizes: 110, 126, 35mm)

Chase that Wabblt--Francis Nabity (center PAU shirt) and their division in the four-mile race.
(Photo by Eloy Miguel Saenz.)
Richard Yracheta (right) stay in the front of the pack at Pan
Am's cross-country meet last Friday.
The men's team won

Next to Pizza Hut

Overhaul
Diesel or Gas
Carburator

Monte Crlrto Rd.

!!l
~

-·

0

i.,

Schunlor

z:-

P.A.U
Hwy.

.,._
~

RusseH Rd.

,u,

~

'

8:00 - 6:00
Sunday

For Information
or appointments
FREE Pick-up
and Delivery

MR.ALBERTS
DISCOUNT HAIR CENTER
Pernis 13.00
Haircut 5.00
Womens Regular Haircut 3.50
Mens Regular Haircut 3.00
Open Mon. - Sat. 8 a. m - 6p. m
Sun. 1p.m - 4p.m
1021 East University

383 - 9472 OR 381 - 0660

RESEARCH ASSISTANT POSITION IN BIOLOGY,
PSYCHWGY AND SOCIOWGY

CADET OF THE
WEEK

Cadet Master Sergeant
Mark Castlllo, a native of
,.. San Antonio, currently
serve:~ In ROTC as the
Cadet Commander of the
Bronc Cadet Corps
Rangers. Cadet Castfllo first
became Involved with the
Ranger program In Fall of
1983. His progress has been
such that he now trains
and commands the
quasi-special forces group
In all phases of specialized
·Infantry type activities.
Cadet Castlllo Is majoring
In math and minoring In
military science.
After
college, Cacfet CastJl/o
plans on Joining the
Regular Army as an
Airborne,
air-assault,
Ranger qualified Infantry
officer.
If you have any questions
, regarding the Ranger Program or any ROTC activity
call the Dept. of Mllltary
Science at 381-3600, or
drop by our temporary
office at the University
Center, Room 108.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

BIOWGY
TOXICOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY OF
METHACRYWNITRILE

Graduate and Undergraduate position
Description of Work: The Research project involves investigations in the toxicology of a widely used industrial
chemical methacrylonitrile. The experiments in this project include oral administration of radioactive methacrylonitrile to rats and determination of fate of this chemical and its molecular interactions with macromolecules.

~ualificatio~s: I) Earned ~achelor's degree in biology or any health related field; 2) should have completed courses
m b1olchem1stry or organic chemistry; 3) working knowledge of preparation and use of chemical solution; 4)
knowledge of radioisotopes; 5) experience in animal handling, especially rats.
PSYCHOLOGY
PHYSICAL DISABILITY, REHABILITATION,

AND THE FAMILY: Two undergraduates. Junior or
sophomore studying with background in behavioral sciences. Contact Dr. Bill Arnold, NIHR Field Initiated Research
Project, (LA 348) at 381-3528.
SOCIOLOGY
HEALTH STATUS NEEDS AND SERVICES UTILIZATION OF THE ELDERLY

Project Description:
Comprehensive assessment of health status, health needs and health services utilization of Hispanic, non-Hispanic
white and Black elderly utilizing data from the National and Hispanic Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys.
A representative sample of issues includes: prevelance of diagnosed and undiagnosed chronic illnesses, evaluation
of unmet rural health needs, sociocultural factors in services utilization, and treatment regimen compliance among
the elderly.
Qua] ifications:
Full-time undergraduate majors in Sociology with sophomore standing or higher having an interest in gerontology
and/or medical sociology. Preference given to candidates with 2.75 GPA or better and interest in pursuing graduate
studies upon completion of baccalaureate. Prefer candidates who have had or are currently enrolled in research
methods and/or social statistics courses.
Please contact either Dr. Rumaldo Z. Juarez (LA 344) at 381-3321 or Dr. Manuel M. Lopez,, (LA 337) at 381-3339.
For positions in all areas, undergraduates receive $4.16 per hour for up to 15 hours per week during the academic
year and full time for two summer months. Graduate support includes $5.92 per hour plus tuition. All applicants
must be full -time PAU students, and either American citizens or residents. For further information contact faculty
member listed above or Gloria Gilpatrick, Minority Biomedical Research Support Program, LA 358, 381-3546.
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Faculty Senate
severs relations
with superiors
A resolution passed by the Faculty Senate last week has ended
discussion between the senate
and administration on all matters
except the state of the relationship
between the two groups.
The resolution passed the senate 16-0 with two abstentions.
It was clarified that the motion
only pertains to faculty senators
while interacting with administrators on Faculty Senate business; it does not apply to faculty
members acting as department
chairs or as members of committees.
In addition to the resolution, an
ad hoc committee has been appointed to oversee what progress
is being made in the relationship
with administration.
The issue of Faculty Senate
Administration relations was first
discussed this year al the Sept. 10
senate meeting where Sen. Al
Nelson made a motion to end
discussion of all matters between
the two groups until the communication problems could be
cleared up. However, that resolution failed by a 5-10 vote.
Namely, the faculty senate is
upset over the granting of tenure
to the newly appointed dean of
education, Dr. Ernest O'Neil
who has been with the university
for a little over a month.
O'Neil was hired by the board
of regents at their July meeting.
At the board's August meeting
librarian Stanley Shabowich was
denied tenure. At that time, regent Margaret McAllen said the
university had to be careful to
whom tenure was granted since it
is a lifetime committment
Normally, a professor seeking
tenure is placed on a seven-year
tenure-track during which time
university officials closely observe him before granting tenure.
However, a professor with
previous teaching experience
from another university may apply that time to the seven-year
tenure-track probationary period.
At the Sept. 17 meeting Sen.
Jim Gormly offered a friendly
amendment to Nelson's original
resolution. Gorrnly's amendment
changed the language of the original and further explained the senate's position.
As finally passed, the resolution reads:

The current state of relations
bt tween administrators and faculty is unacceptable. Repeated
efforts to set forth problems and
advance legitimate complaints
about administrative behavior
have been met with arrogant dis-

regard. Among the concerns are
repeated violations and inconsistent applications of University policies and procedures,
pervasive disregard for faculty
needs and rights, and frequent
mismanagement and miscommunication.
From this moment forward,
the Faculty Senate will discuss
one issue with the admillis!riitio;:
and one issue only--the state of
this relationship. Only when the
Faculty Senate is satisfied that
marked progress has been made,
will we enter into discussions of
other matters.
Originally, a much harsher
motion was made by Sen.
Samuel Freeman. His resolution Head-on Colllslon--Norma Diaz, senior, gives Edinburg
read: "The Faculty Senate urges police information regarding a two-car accident she
the faculty of Pan American Uniwitnessed Wednesday morning at the intersection of
versity to cease and desist from
University Drive and Sugar Road. Dina Chavez, a student
any and all activities within the
here,
was in one of the vehicles. The identity of the other
university beyond meeting
classes and advising students, for
example, refusing to work registration or in any committee
meetings, until the administration
assures and demonstrates to the
faculty that it will abide by the
formally approved and officially
operative policies and procedures
of the university."
Faculty members have been courage sexual harassment of
Freeman's resolution failed by
a 3- 10 vote with three ab- issued a memo cautioning them employees or students."
about their relationships with
She said those persons who
stentions.
In another effort to improve students and staff since several were found guilty of sexual
internal communication within the sexual harassment complaints harassment were dealt with sevuniversity, Sen. Will Davis made have been filed within the last erely, but did not comment on the
form of discipline. She added the
a motion, which passed unan- year.
university has a policy adopted
imously, that the Faculty Senate
According to Carol Rausch,
by the PAU Board of Regents in
initiate a process for faculty administrative assistant to the
evaluation of academic admin- president and Equal Employment December 1984 that deals specifically with this issue.
.
istrators above the department Opportunity officer, several
The Policy and Procedures
chair level.
complaints were filed last year by
Manual defines sexual harThe existing "Administrator students and staff.
assment as unwelcome sexual
Evaluation Questionnaire" will be
Rausch would not comment on ad_y ances, requests for sexual
adapted for the evaluation.
In making his proposal Davis the nature of the complaints ·favors, an . other verbal or
cited information from the recent except to say they were very · physical conduct of a sexual
and all deajt with nature.
"Institutional Self-Study" which confidential
sexual harassment.
,,
The policy adds that sexual
he said showed dissatisfaction
"The university does not harassment includes the explicit
with organizational communtolerate this form of behavior," or implicit threat that submission
ication process.
The self-study survey showed Rausch said. "We don't en- to such conduct will affect the
that only 18 percent of the faculty
responding agreed with the statement that communication channels between the administration
and the faculty are satisfactory.
In another motion, Freeman
called for the senate to neither
endorse nor accept any cuts in
Students got a chance to bring one large area that would be
faculty salaries for the full aca- their concerns about limited available at odd hours.
demic year, summer teaching, or building access, classes during
Nevarez said the request "soucourse overloads, unless and Activity Period and other univer- nds reasonable," and that he
before cuts of proportionate or sity issues before University would look into the possibility.
greater size in administrative sal- President Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez He thanked the students for
aries are adopted and announced.
Thursday at UPB's Meet the expressing their concerns in
Freeman's motion passed unan- . President.
writing.
imously.
J.D. Guevara, a senior marA petition signed by 150 business students alerted the presi- keting major, told the president
dent to the problem of in- business students will find it
sufficient student access to main difficult to meet recruiters this
computer terminals. Janet Bilke, semester because of classes
a senior pre-accounting major scheduled during Activity Period.
who presented the document, Guevara said the university
said the computer rooms in the works hard to attract recruiters
and financial help. It helps small BA Building and the M ath and that students should be able
business owners put together Building close at noon on Friday. to attend interviews.
Nevarez said that department
business plans to obtain loans, Four additional computers with
and host workshops on a variety access to the university's main heads were instructed to schedule
of topics designed to help the frame are available in the LRC, only classes with multiple-section
small business owner succeed.
but two of those are not working, listings during Activity Period.
Bilke said.
This way students could choose
CEED/ SBDC helped arrange
The petition suggested moving whether to attend class at that
the
Minority
Business
Development workshop held last variously placed terminals into , hour, he said.
Wednesday at the Amigo Del
Valle Center in San Juan. The
workshop was sponsored by
CEED/SBDC, the Small
Business Administration, and the
Minority Business Development
"If the U .S. and the Soviet Central America, lived in San
Center. Topics covered were
Union were able, in upcoming Jose, Costa Rica for three years.
"Working Capital," "Business talks, to overcome differences
He traveled extensively in the
Plan Development," and
and become friends, s ign a region, visiting Nicaragua 20
"Bookkeeping Techniques."
non-aggression pact and destroy times, Guatemala ten, El
Dr. Patrick replaces former
their nuclear arsenals, t.li.e Central Salvador five times, and
director and accounting pro- American conflict would con- Honduras three or four times.
fessor, Elizabeth Dietz, who
tinue," a missionary from Costa
He said conflict will continue
resigned to join Miller, Dietz, and
Rica told a group of 50 at the
Associates, a McAllen CPA firm.
Media Theater Thursday evening. "for the foreseeable future, until
Dr. Patrick has been d irector of
The Rev. Dick Junkin, peace something is done about the
CEED for one year. He holds a
associate of the Presbyterian system that has done violence to
doctorate in agricultural ecoChurch U.S.A., said that the these people for so long."
A "modern world colonial
nomics, has spent eight years perspective which describes
Central American conflict in perspective" is more useful for
working in community development in Central America. and was terms of a struggle between the understanding the "Central Am"free world" and the communist erican reality," Junkin said.
formerly a community developworld
does injustice to the facts.
Ingredients of the colonial
ment specialist with the Texas A
Junkin, a guest of Border system include: foreign econo& M Research and Extension
Association for Refugees from mic investment in a weaker nation
Center in Weslaco.

Business centers
pool resources
Dr. Michael J. Patrick, current
director of the Center of Entrepreneurship and Economic Development, has been named as
director for the Small Business
Development Center a:MV'dt.
The appointment of one director
for both of the centers represents
a move to consolidate CEED and
SBDC centers' functions and
university's resources.
"By bringing the two centers
together, we will draw upon the
faculty and university resources
more efficiently" Patrick said.
The facilities will rem ain
seperate identities for funding
purposes, but they will share
staff. The centers currently employ one full-time professional,
five graduate students, and a
secretary.
CEED is responsible for
promoting economic development
through research , workshops,
conferences, and financing.
Currently. CEED is researching
the prospect of locating food
processing facilities in the Valley,
updating the Valley 2000 report,
and helping businesses obtain
financing.
The SBDC acts more like a
couselor, in assisting small
businesses who need technical

driver, a young woman, was not known as of press time.
Although not seriously injured, the two were taken to
Edinburg General Hospital for medical attention. (Photo by
Eloy Saenz.)

Harassment complaints spawn
advisory memo to all faculty
person's employment or grades.
The memo cautions faculty that
even though their intentions may
be honorable, behavior and
conversation can be misinterpreted and they may find a
complaint filed against them.
"Such complaints must be dealt
with or the university and those
involved can be held professionally and personally liable,"
the memo states.
Rausch said if a student or
employee has a complaint involving sexual harassment, they
should bring it to the attention of
the department chair, Judy
Vinson, dean of students, and
herself.
She said when a complaint is
filed by a student, the student is

encouraged to speak with the
dean of students. The student is
then asked to put the complaint in
writing after which the person in
question is informed of the
charges.
To date no one has filed legal
charges against the university.
"We try to deal with each case
individually ... and we give the
person a chance to respond,"
Rausch said. "We try to deal with
it on campus to the satisfaction of
everyone involved.
Including Rausch, the memo
was signed by Ronald Applbaum, vice president for academic affairs; Judy Vinson, dean
of students; Kevin Morse, faculty
senate chairman; James Aldridge,
PAUP president and Susan
Hancock, TACT president.

Students confront Nevarez
with petition, concerns
"In the schedule, at least one
course was singly-scheduled,"
Nevarez said.
Guevara and several cornrnunications students affirmed that
there were other cases of singly-•
scheduled courses during the IT,
10.30 a.m. time slot.
UPB President Sandra
Rodriguez said the programming
board is having trouble atTanging
meeting times because of the TT
classes.

"We're already unde.r an
extreme strain because of being a
commuter campus," Rodriguez
said. "I can just imagine what the
rest of the campus is going
through."
Guevara suggested scheduling
no upper-division classes during
Activity Period.
Nevarez reminded the group
that PAU is one of the few

univers1t1es that still has an
activity period.
In other areas, the president
said that legislative budget cuts
and Select Committee on Higher
Education findings are the two
primary external issues affecting
the university. He said implementation of the recent selfstudy, with concentration on
evaluating teaching effectiveness,
is the main internal issue confronting the university.
Nevarez said students should
take a "more active role" in
current political changes that will
affect their future. He said last
week when he saw 200 to 300
students burning candles in front
of a UT Austin Library to protest
cutbacks in hours, he was
"pleasantly surprised."
"I'm not suggesting you do a
walkout right now, but make
your concerns known to us,"
Nevarez said.

Free World perspective fails
by a stronger nation; a foreign
economic, military, political and
religious system; and domc.stic,
elite economic, military and
religious forces, Junkin ouiiined.
"The result of this kind of
system is something I call
structural violence," Junkin said.

stolen elections , coups, c,-r
violence against individuals, in
Junkin's scheme.
He said the over tl1e last 30
vears in Guatemala there have
been 100,000 political assassinations and since 1965, 38,000
ha,·e "disappeared."

He said that illiteracy,
malnr,i.:rishrnent and infant mortality ,-.re examples of violence
imposed on people because of the
nature of the system in which
they live.
"People are likely to try to do
something about it," the minister
said. "We arc likely to see political violence."
Political violence can inclwfo

"It is possible to cite chapter
and verse the ways the U.S. has
contributed to the existing order"
(in Central America), Junkin
said.
He said that unless U.S.
citizens understand the role of
their own country in t11e Central
American situation, they will
make "grave errors" in their
analyses of tl1e conflict.
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Deathtrap set
for luxury furs
As the Princess of Wales has
evidently decided and exempliefies on
her own account, the bell has tolled
for the luxury fur industry, a
contemptible business constiuting a
major moral stigma upon the face of
Western civilization. While the trade
endures, this society is not really
entitled to any sense of collective
self-respect. All that has prevented
universal condemnation is, first, that
most ]?e_ople are too busy earning their,
own hvmgs to reflect upon what is
involved and, secondly, the rapacity
and specious dishonesty of those
controlling the_ so-called industry.
In defense ot the so-called leghold
trap, decribed more than 30 years ago
by a committee as "a diabolical
instrument, capable of inflicting indescribable suffering;" there is
nothing any longer to advance.
Invented during the first half of the
19th century, its effect has been
unsurpassed carnage and agony
among fur-bearing ani~als.
More than a century later, however,
the number of fur-bearing animals
trapped in these torture-machines for
import to this country and elsewhere,
has greatly increased. A conservative
estimate of the total annual figure for
Canada and U.S. is 20 million -- far
more than the number of Jews
murdered by the Nazis.
To meditate upon what an animal
endures while gripped alive in a
leghold trap is to be filled with
horror, and with shame for the human
species as a whole. The pain alone,
of course, is terrible. The animal is
held for 24 hours, 48 hours or even
longer, by spring-locked metal jaws
crushing a broken leg. In addition,
't here is the tom1ent of hunger; and the
worse torment of thirst. The blood
attracts flies and not infrequently
predators. The shock, constraint and
panic terror, acting upon the instincts
of a wild animal, are most distressing
to contemplate.

A proportion of trapped animals bite
off their own legs in order to escape
-- sever flesh, sinew and bone. The
pain involved does not differ from
that which would be felt bv a human
being. Such animals are known to
trappers as 'wringers.' To forestall
wringing-off, some traps are not
pegged down, but attached to a grapnel o~ a wire. As long as the animal
~an _hmp ah?ut, dragging the grapnel
It will not bite off its paw. It cannot
go far and the trapper will find it.
The fur industry exists not for any
human need, such as hunger or
ph~acology, but solely for luxury,
vamty and adornment. There is not
even any valid argument for
protection against cold.

Letters to the Editor----Nevarez answers

The past two centuries have seen
Dear Ms. Solis:
the destruction of many evils; black
Please let me acknowledge receipt of
slavery, child labor in factories
the
letter dated September 9, 1986
public execution, flogging, restriction
from
you and several other students in
of the vote to males, the use of the
·
the
Nursing
Education course 4607.
leghold trap in England and Wales
My
office
has looked into the
(1959) and Scotland (1973). The
situation regarding the air conditioning
destruction of the obsolete and disin the Nursing Education Building. As
~redited fur industry, which consists, you are aware, due to the state budget
m essence, of the cruelest imaginable crisis and the Governor's mandate, the
exploitation of warm-blooded sentUniversity is attempting to save money
.ment mammals for no better reason
'
by saving on utilities. In the evenings,
than vanity and adornment, lies in the after 7 p.m., only three classroom
logic of social and moral progress.
buildings are being utilized, the College
of Arts and Sciences, Business
The true contest, of course -- as
Administration
and Science Building.
always -- is for people's hearts and
There
is
more
than adequate classrnin~s. When the majority of people
room
space
available
in these three
realize the truth and no longer want to
buildings to house all our night
buy of wear fur, the evil will end.
classes.
The process -- with smoking -- will
It is my understanding that the
be gradual, but we shall probably see nursing class in question is scheduled
a great change by the end of this
from 4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. It is also my
century. In the words of Pope John
understanding that in the event that the
Paul, speaking in 1984, "It is
class goes over for an extended time,
necessary and urgent ...to abandon
the class has been and will be given the
inconsiderate forms of domination,
opportunity to relocate in another
capture and custody with respect to all building.
creatures." In no sphere is the
I am aware that this-may be inconvenient, ho)-VeVer, it is not ·cost
necessity and urgency greater than
effective _to keep an entire building air
that of the fur industry.
conditioned for one or two classes that
could be housed in an already air
conditioned and opened building.
It is regrettable that during these
times of budget cuts and fiscal reductions we cannot enjoy the same
conveniences that we have enjoyed
before. We have attempted to minimize the impact of these cuts on our
students and our programs as much as
possible.
Your understanding and co-operation is appreciated.

I SAY·, I SAY, I SAY /
BENG LEONG LIM

Of dreams
and dreamers
Life is the stuff that dreams are made
of. Did not Shakespeare pen somt. thing to that equivalence before he
. died? Or is it that I have not eaten
breakfast yet? One way or the other it
; is still hard to see the sy.nonymity
; between dreaming and dying. What
' makes that juxtaposition even more
; odd is that dreaming and dying don't
mix. To put that in today's don't- this. and- that climate, it amounts to something like don't die and dream. Or is it
the other way around? No matter.
: The truth is that not only do dead
: people tell no tales, but they don't
: dream either. That sounds reasonable.
: It talces an alive and kicking person to
: dream, just as it would take a thief to
: steal. Sorry, but not even a con: solation p~ze for guessing that part
. correct.
We all dream don't we? No one
: would want to say no to that or else he
: / she is immediately pronounced dead.
: Here is a choice the vanpire next door
: in "Fright Night" never had. That is
quite all right because Mr. Vampire
, looked better dead than alive. But seriously, we have a decision to make.
No, it is not between death and
· dreaming--if it was, Leonardo de Vinci
would still be around today~-but

rather, the option of the possibility of
being immortalized as a dreamer or
type- casted a pseudo-human. I know
this sounds more than the stuff that
dreams are made of. Nevertheless,
that must surely be dramatization at its
best and I think it serves a noble cause.
The purpose the above comparison
serves is this: dreamers find their way
into history books but not without an
avalanche of social str:ain 1lte dreamer
is looked upon as a· leper--a social
misfit doomed to an existence all its
own.
The problem, as I see it, is one of
denial. Most of us have become quite
adept at playing this game of disaffirmation. We dream and yet we call
ourselves pragmatic crea- tures. It is
an age of pragmatism, they say. The
study of economics is always given
precedence over poetry because the
former is a science concerned with tl1e
"production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services." And
poetry, at best, is only a blind
indulgence on what untrained minds
have put onto paper; at worst, poetry
spealcs only to dreamerss. One discipline bears concrete fruits, the other.
uncommitted sentimentalists.
File me under the latter category.

- - - - - - - Deadline for letters
to the editor is Friday
- - - - - - - at Noon in EH 100. - - - -- -

.

Ricardo Martinez
Robert Krueeer

Computer foibles
To the Editor:

Could individuals within administration have a personal interest in the
purchase of an IBM computer? We
leave this question to you. Not only
are funds being sacrificed in this
farcical mountain of red tape, but our
educations are suffering. The DEC!0
computer is older than most of the
students that use it. Computer Science
majors are not the only students who
suffer from its continued use. No new
software has been written for the
Decl0 for several years, and the
quality and capabilities of computers
and soft- ware especially designed for
use in a university setting. Software
ranging from intelligent word processors to the newest scientific and
math- ematical applications. IBM can
boast no such library. IBM makes
computers for use in business environments, don't forget IBM stands
for International Business Machines.
As students who are paying the
salaries of the almighty admin- istrative
class, we should rise up and demand
some justification for this dereliction of
duty. Together the students and professors can force the administrative
class to realize the fact that they exist to
serve the students and faculty.
Names withheld on request.

Due to the gross irresponsibility of
the PAU administration, the purchase
of a replacement for the DeclO computer has been delayed once again for
an indefinite amount of time. For over
one year now, PAU staff members
have been busy finalizing the purchase
of two new state of the art VAX computers. Last week the computer illiterate administration decided IBM
should get a chance to sell PAU a not To the Editor:
so state of the art computer.
I was at the L.R.C. Saturday, Sept.
It is clear the administration has not
6
done their homework. at least if they ; needless to say, I was shocked and
believe they can save money by disgusted at how unkept this beautiful
purchasing an IBM computer. The building is. (Coke cans under the coumaintenance and operation of an IBM ches, potat~ chip bags everywhere,
computer comparable to a VAX re- couches stamed, burned and written
quires at least twice as many man on, etc.)
hours. Huge amounts of money will
We are paying increasing tuitions
have to be spent retraining computer every year; aren't we entitled to clean
center personnel to use an IBM build ings? Perhaps there isn't enough
system. The DeclO and VAX com- mo!1ey to pay janitors, but do we need
put~rs are both made by Digital maids _to pick up after us? Can't we
Equipment Corp. and have many basic read signs? (~ating allowed only in
similarities; thus the -amount of re- ~e 0 u!1ge not 1:11 the lobby.) Being an
training necessary would be reduced. mSt1tut1on for higher learning I thought
Huge amounts of data, vital to the we had educated, well-mannered stuoperation of Pan American University, dents.
are currently being maintained on the
Mexican-Americans are always being
DEClO computer. If an IBM com- put down as dirty and lazy, and that
puter svstem were purchased. this data !eally bums me up. But if our L.R.C.
would have to be manually converted ~s an ex~ple of where many Mexat greaf cost by PAU personnel. If ican-Amencans congregate, I can see
V AXS. ~ere ~urchases, software why people have that impression of
from Digital Equipment Corp. could be us.
used to convert data fr?m the ~cl0 " Cl~:111 ~p af~er yourselves. This is
computer to the VAXS at a mimmal your umversity.
st•·--------------------..!:D~.M~.~G~u~z~m::a_::.n
rc...o_

Bad reflection

!

Miguel A. Nevarez,
President

C Onservat1ve

The new law in North Carolina gives
the local district attorney ul- timate
power in deciding what and what is
not decent, making his very opinion
the law. One local D.A. advised store
owners not to rent the Alan Alda-Meryl
Streep movie "The Seduction of Joe
Tynan" because he did not like the
title. We must ask ourselves if we
want the religious right wing loose to
inflict their twisted ideology on a free
thinking America. George Orwell
wrote about this type of government in
his book "1984", it looks as though he
only missed it by two years.
Students concerned over censorship,

't

h
reat

This letter is written to inform the
students that their basic rights, which
are established in the Constitution, are
being threatened by Reagan's ultraconservative regime led by North
Carolina Senator Jesse Helms and his
friends, Jerry Falwell, Edwin Meese
and Joseph Chambers, whom are representing the extreme religious right
wing. This powerful group is rapidly
turning a once progressive Southern
state into "a kind of Ayatollah
Khomeini moral-police state," says
one North Carolina university professor.
Some of you are saying "so what,
that's North Carolina," but if you
knew that the public sector has been so
censored that a person cannot even buy
the New York Times or The Washington Post, and where faculty members of the University of North Carolina have become so fearful of being
arrested on a felony charge for teaching materials that the above group feels
to be obscene, such things as human
reproduction, you too would become
outraged.
This situation was learned through
an excellent article in Rolling Stone's
September issue entitled "University
Under Fire," by James B. Meig. His
article shows what can happen when
an elite religious group decides what a
majority should read, write, and see.
We urge students to take an interest of
what is happening, right now it is only
happening in North Carolina, but five
other southern states are beginning to
follow their lead. It is the intention of
this religious group to model the whole
United States after North Carolina.
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Movie Review

News Briefs
Check disbursement continues
Students who did not pick up
their financial aid checks Wednesday can still do so today.
Checks can be picked up at SS
Bldg. Room between 8:30 a.m.noon or 1-4 p.m.
Evening students may pick up
their checks today but from 5-7
p .m.
Those students who fail to pick
their checks today can do so next
week and the following.
Next week, disbursement will
be at the SS Bldg. 186 Monday
and Thursday from 1-4 p.m. and
Tuesday and Wednesday from
.3:30 a.m.-noon.
The following week, checks
can be picked up Monday from

8:30 a.m.-noon and Tuesday
from 1-4 p.m.
Students must present a
picture ID card and sign an
acknowledgment or promissory
note to pick up their funds. No
one will be allowed to pick up
funds for anyone else.
A check release slip will be
given to the student by financial
aid staff, and that slip will then be
taken to the Payment and
Collections Office, Administration Building 137 to be issued
their checks.
Questions about the release of
checks or financial aid in general
will be answered at the Financial
Aid Office or by calling 3812501.

Graduation filing date Oct. 7
Deadline to apply for spring
graduation for both bachelor and
master's degrees has been set for
Oct.7 by the Registrar's office.
Applications received after the
deadline will be processed for the
next elj~ble graduation date.
All applications should be
turned into the Office of Admissions and Records. After
filling out the application for
degree, students must pay a
required graduation fee of $15 to
the Office of Paying and Collections in the Administration
Building, Room 137.

When the application is
approved by the student's department head and dean, the
student will receive a copy of the
approved application. If all
graduation requirements are not
completed by the date originally
indicated, a $5 fee will be
required to transfer the application to a later graduation date.
Students who can not
complete all the requirements by
the specified date must notify the
Office of Admissions.
The prerequisite for-applying
for graduation is an approved
degree plan.

Mexicans kick off music series
The music department will
present the first concert in the
Visiting Artist Series on Friday .
in the Fine Arts Auditorium at 8
p.m.
The featured artists will be
violinist Salvador Prospero Maldonado and pianist Rodolfo
Ponce. The program will include
sonatas for violin and piano by
Hermilio Hernandez, Manuel M.
Ponce, and Edvard Grieg.
Maldonado, a native of Morelia, Michoacan, has been a
member of several orchestras
including the National Symphony
of Mexico. In addition, he has
studied in Italy where he played

in various chamber groups and
was a soloist with the Verona
Cdnservatory Chamber Orchestra.
Ponce is a fonner Director of
the School of Mexico City at the
University of Guanajuato. Currently he teaches at the Conservatory of Music in Morelia,
Michoacan. Ponce, who is a descendant of Mexican composer
Manuel M. Ponce, has recorded
and perfonned throughout Mexico and the United States and
appeared on Mexican television.
General admission to the
concert is $3. For students and
senior citizens admission is $2.

by Randy Klutts
Movie Critic
Where does a director go after
creating "Scanners" and "Videodrome," some of the most
graphic futuristic thrillers ever
seen?
In Canadian filmmaker David
Cronenberg's case, it's backwards--to remake "The Fly," a
1958 horror classic starring
Vincent Price.
Both movies deal with the same
basic idea. A scientist working
with a matter teleportation device
experiments on himself and then
something goes wro
ng: a common housefly accl.den taII Y ge ts
into the works and the two, man
and
fly• creature.
are genetically merged
into one
But that is where the reseml
b adnce b etween th e two films
en s.
The rest of "Th A " .
Cr
b
e Y is p~re
onen erg. Instead of teasmg

the audience with suspense
Cronenberg chooses to present
the horror of the scientist's grotesque transfonnation head-on.
He spares the audience nothing,
but not just for the effect of a
cheap gross-out (although it can
be enjoyed on that level if you
prefer).

~

1

·
· ~
-help me.

please
help
me._ _
______
__
__
The scientist, Seth Brundle, is
played by Jeff Goldblum, who
delivers one of his best screen
performances. Unlike most
movie portrayals of scientists
Goldblum's Brundle is no
misantrophic oddball. He is
h
d .
warm, umane an smcere,
which makes his transformation
into the creature he calls Brun-

three-fourths of the semester
hours required for the major with
a minimwn GPA of 2.25; and
completion of at least one-half of
the semester hours required for
the minor with a minimum GPA
of2.25.
In addition to the above, each
prospective student teacher must
also_ satisfy the following: compleuon of all ~eneral education
courses; a mmimum "C" in
English 1301 and 1302· successful passing of the' PPST
unless exempted; and additional
requiremen~ as ~ified by the
department m which the major is
being sought.
All applications must be submitted on or before Oct. 17.

Dorm occupancy rates for the
1986 fall semester is "slightly
higher than last year's rate" according to Santiago Villanueva,
coordinator of housing and recreation. There were increases in
both the women's and men's residence halls.
In the women's dorms 162
rooms are presently being used,
out of the 192 which are available. Percentage-wise, this totals
84 percent. The men's dorm has
a total of 127 rooms being used
out of the 192 which are available. This means 71 percent of
the men's rooms are occupied.
The majority of the students
who live in the dorms share
rooms. The only exception to

this rule are the athletes, mainly
the basketball players. Eleven
members of the basketball team
have been given individual
rooms. The main reason for this
is the bed, which are too small
for the players. In order for the
players to sleep comfortab!y, the
beds have to be extended
lengthwise.
,rHopefully, next year t.1-ie university will have acquired beds to
accommodate
the
players,"
Villanueva said.
..
Villanueva is also hoping the
university will be able to set up
different type of recreational
programs for the dorm students.
Recent budget cuts have forced

United Methodist Campus Ministry will hold Bible study from
10:35 a.m.-11 :50 a .m. in UC 305.
lntervarsity Christian Fellowship will have prayer meeting
from 10:35 a.m .-11 :25 a.m. in the chapel.
UPB will hold an executive council meeting from 1:30 p.m.-2 :30
p.m . in UC 320.
Lamda Alpha Epsilon will hold a bake sale from 8:30 a.m.-2
p.m . in front of the LRC.
Baptist Student Union will hold Bible studies from 10:45
a .m .-11 :45 a .m. in the Baptist Student Center.
Baptist Student Union will sponsor Children's Missions from 4
p.m.-5 :30 p.m . in the Baptist Student Center.
ASPA (American Society for Personnel Administrators) will
meet during f,ctivity Period in the BA building room 226.

SAT_ _ _ _ _ ___:,
Pan American Marketing Association will hold a breakfast
at 10 a .m. at Western Sizzlin in Edinburg.

SUN _ _ _ _ _ _

-1

Alpha Kappa Psi will have a membership drive from 3-5 p.m.
in UC 305.

TUE _ _ _ _ _ _~
Baptist Student Union will hold Bible study from 11 :45
a .m .-12:45 pm. in the Baptist Student Union.
Ladies of Camelot will sponsor a recruitment picnic from 11
am -2 p.m. in the UC c ircle.
PAU Accounting Society will hold a car wash from 10 a .m .-4
p.m at McDonald's Restaurant on N. 10th in McAllen.

Unless, of course, they decide
to make a sequel.

Bu t t he m ake-up used in "The
Fly" will probably receive the
most attention. It's gut-wrenchingly raw and graphic. It leaves
h
sue gross-out classics as "The
Exorcist" and George A. Romera's "Dead" trilogy far behind.

"The Ay" is now playing at the
Cine II in Pharr.

Nicaragua panel
set for Tuesday
Nicaragua will be the topic of a
slide show and panel discussion
Tuesday at Activity Period in the
LA auditorium.
Sponsored by student BARCA,
the panel will feature members of
the university community that
have traveled recently to that
Central American country.
Participating, will be Dr. Samuel Freeman and Dr. Gary
Mounce of the political science
faculty, Rev. David Diaz of the
campus ministry center, Dr. Al
Nelson of the sociology faculty
and John Speer of Student
BARCA and the Pan American
editorial staff.

the university to close the University Center on weekends and
at noon on Fridays.
Villanueva, in coordination
with some students who live in
the dorms, is trying to set up
ac-tivities for the other dorm
students to engage in. These
activities range from student
mixers to student workshops.
The weekend closing of the
University Center has not seemed
to have any effect on the basketball team members.
"The basketball players have
other forms of entertainment,"
said Charles "Junior" Ray, a basketball team member. "We rarely
went to the University Center."
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Despite all the attention to
horrific detail, "The Fly" is
surprisingly not scary in the way
most horror movies are or try to
be. There are no spine-tingling
or heavy-shock scenes. Instead it
builds tension, layer by layer. on
a series of small shocks and a
bleak atmosphere of gloom until
it becomes unbearable--which, in
the end, is far worse.
The whole experience of
watching "The Fly" is so intense
you may leave the theatre in a
mild state of shock, almost
numb, certain this is the last
horror movie you'll ever want to
sec.

Air Conditioning Service

381-0624

What,Where,& When

dlefly every bit as heartbreaking
as it is horrifying.
Much of this combination of
heartbreak and horror is seen
through the eyes of Brundle's
girlfriend, wonderfully played by
Geena Davis, who in addition to
witnessing Brundle's 1: 1 '.!tamorphosis from man to fly, must also
deal with the fact that she is
carrying his/its child.
"The Ay" is made believable by
some stunning special effects.
Brundlefly's wall-crawling antics and feats of super strength are
as real as anything you'd ever
want to see. M any o f the scenes
were filmed on a special circular
set that rotated like a giant drum
on an axis.

Dorm occupancy increase
falls.short of capOcity

"We're your helping hand"

Student teacher forms available
Applications for student teaching in the spring of 1987 are now
being accepted. Prospective student teachers can pick up those
application forms in the Ed 139.
An up-to-date unofficial transcript and a copy of the prospective student teacher's degree
pl'.1fl ~ust accompany each apphcat10n. For elementary student
teachers, appropriate transcripts
and degree plans should be on
'ile. Secondary student teachers
need to submit degree plans to the
Student Teaching Office.
~ther requirements for prolSpecllve student teachers include:
admittance into the Teacher Edu~ation Program; completion of at
~east 90 semester hours of college
work; the acquiring of at least

'Fly' entertaining remake of classic
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Luaclaeoa Specia
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MON.-FRI. 11:30- 2:30

Patty Rodriguez

SERVING DINNER
MON.•TBURS. 5:00■ 10:30
FRl.•SAT. 5:00-11:00
SAT. & SUN. 12:00-3:00
& 5:00-10:00
• Banquet Facilitie&

• Lounge
• Private Party
• Traditional
Tatami Room
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McAllen
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r Reservations Call: 682■ 1115
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2920 N. 10"' -
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Cadet Staff Sergeant Patty Rodriguez is a student in the
Department of Management and CIS. In addition to her studies,
Cadet Rodriguez commands the ROTC Bronc Cadet Corps Color
Guard, which presents the colors at home basketball games, and
at community events and participates in judging high school drill
meets.
After receiving her commission in May 1988, Cadet Rodriguez
plans on serving in the regular Army as an Air Defense Artillery
Officer. in Europe. She looks forward to learning to effectively
use the weapons of her Army branch, such as the Hawk, and
Chaparral missile systems.
Cadet Rodriguez is looking for individuals interested
in performing with the Color Guard. If you have any
questions about the Color Guard or any ROTC activity
call 381-3600 or drop by the Dept. of _Military Scien~e
at our temporary office at Room 108 1n the Un1vers1ty
Center.
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Tennis Broncs defeat pros
in Domino's Team kick-off tourney
The four tennis Broncs and
Lady Broncs that went up against
the Brownsville International
Tennis Association won their
matches at the Domino's Team
Tennis Tournament at the Hanna
High School tennis courts in
Brownsville Saturday.
The team players won 30
games while the Brownsville
professionals won 10. The scoring was patterned after the World
Team Tennis. The team with
most games won at the end won
the event.

In the mixed doubles category,
Broncs Michael Collins and Rosa
Cantu defeated the brother and
sister team of Nancy and Rick

Bruce, 6-4. Nancy is head coach
at Los Fresnos High School and
Rick is a former Texas A&I
standout.
The women's doubles brought
Monica Silenzi and Cantu to
victory over Porter High School
coach and former Cook County
Jr. College Standout Johnnie
Williams and former Lady Bronc
Cassie Goodell. 6-3.

Barry, 6-0. Barry is one of the

Silenzi defeated Pauly Martinez
from Brownsville 6-3 in the
women's singles match.

The following day the team
conducted another clinic that
brought in 32 adult and junior
players from throughout the
Valley:
'
"The number of people at the
clinics showed that there is
growing interest in tennis in the
Rio Grande Valley," Cross said.

top men's singles play_er.
The four Broncs and Coach
Dave Cross conducted a clinic for
about 90 players from local high
schools and the surrounding_
areas.
"We had a tremendous tum out
for both the clinic and the
matches," Cross said.

Udo Graf and Collins won the
men's division, defeating Ray
Jasso and Brian Wild, 6-0.
Graf also won the men's
singles division by defeating Bill
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Cross-country results

.

Runners roast A&I Javelinas
The men's and women's
cross-country teams outran the
Texas A&I Javelinas last Friday
in Kingsville.

"I'm glad that racing against
A&I is over with," Coach Reid
Harter said. "I'm glad we came
in on the winning side."
Harter coached the Javelinas
before coming to Pan American.
Richard Yracheta led the Bronc
pack in second place in 20
minutes, 45 seconds with Francis
Nabity coming in third, 20:48.
Texas A&I's David Garcia took
first place by only three seconds
in the three mile race.
Yracheta also placed second in
20:27 at the Pan American
Invitational meet on Sept. 12 at

Raymond Garza took seventh,
20:54, and Lalo Pereida finished
eighth, 20:59, to list the top five
Broncs.

"The top five men and women
have pretty well established
themselves in that position up to
this point," said Coach Harter.

The Lady Broncs took four of
the top five spots in the two-mile
race with Susana Ibarra outrunning the rest of the group for
first place, 11:45. Ibarra placed
sixth in the last Invitational.

Both teams have been invited to
the University of Texas Invitational in Austin on Oct. 3 where
the men will run five miles and
the women five thousand meters.
Both teams will be running about
one mile longer than they ran last
week.

Second place went to Nancy
Mireles with a time of 11 :53.
Shanna Hale came in third,

National
College
Marketing
Company
seeks individual or
campus group to
work part time
assisting students
in applying for
credit cards.
Flexible hours,
excellent $, full
training .Meet
students and have
FUN. Call Vicki at
1-800-592-2121.

12:01. Andrea Ratkovic, who
was the only Texas A&I
women's runner to place in the
top five, took fourth, 12:05.
Thelma Morales finished the race
a close fifth, 12:05, behind
Ratkovic.

the Edinburg High School Field.
Robert Barron placed fourth,
20:51, followed by Texas A&I's
Simon Guerrero and Augie
Flores who both finished in
20:53.

Off. 831-4451
Res. 882-2218

• Spec:lallzlng In Screen Printing
• T.slllrta, Sportaweer, Jeeketa.
Buaball Cape & Furod RalMra

• Buaine...e, Cfuba, TNma,
SchOola, Orgenlntlona

Discount On
Orders Of
24 Or More

OVERRRRRR--Senior Melissa Garcia, Harlingen, looks on as her unidentified
teammate returns the ball to the other side. The volleyball team traveled to Kingsville to
play the Texas A&I Lady Javelinas. The first two games went to A&I, 15-11 and 15-12,
respectively. The Lady Broncs took the third game 15-5 while the Lady Javelinas won the
match by winning the fourth, 15-12. On Sept. 6, the Lady Broncs beat A&I by winning the
first two games, losing the third 15-8 and defeating them in the last game. (Photo by
Delcia ltzel.)
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• AboRTioN
• PREGNANCY TEsTiNG
• BiRTlt CoNTRol SERvicn
• PRoblEM PREGNANCY C~u~SEliNG

Welcomed

• Prompt Samee • Quality WOl1<

• w_. Aee"J)t ANY Siled Ofder

•••wu1••
AH
SERvicn
STRicTly

10 Minute 011 & Lube Service
$1 Off With Stud'ent or Faculty I.D.

C0111fidE111TiAl

FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER

3000 NORTH 10TH, SUITE B • McALLEN. TEXAS 78501
(ACROSS FROM LACK'S DESIGN CENTER)

2220 HAINE

-

4 2 8-62 4 2

SUITE 35

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS, EL PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WfCHITA FALLS

917 E. University
Phone: 383-1334

10% Discouni winh ihls ad.

f;i:;r.:::z;J,t,,1/ililf

EDINBURG
1520 W. Uqj¥.
380-6651

llfll!==~

''VIDEO RENTALS & PHOTO PROCESSING"

1. Quality Photo Developing
2. One Day Service Mon. - Thur.
3. Drive Thru Convenience

All at a low price

Next to Pizza Hut

(Film sizes: 11 0, 126, 35mm)

~TOS
Back to School
Special

Two Beef Patos, Spanish
Rice, Ranchero Beans, and
a 12oz. Coke®.

Only $2.59

$1 Off a $6 Haircut With Student I.D.
No Appointment Necessary

Guarantee
Mon -Fri 9-8

WIii Give You The Same
Professional Ouallty
Haircut, Just The Way
You Want It, Everytlme.
Or Your Haircut Is

Sat. 9-7

For faster service call
In an order 383-0725,

2103 N. 10th

across from Pan Am.

McAllen

682-3818

FREEi

Eat at El Pato Valleywide.
6 locations--McAllen,

Mission, Edinburg,
Harlingen, Brownsville
and Weslaco.

CLASSIFIEDS
Services

GOLDEN
DRAGON
CHINESE RESTAURANT
OPEN TILL 4 A.M.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT SPECIALS
$ 3.95

Typing Service: Research papers, reports, Etc. Proofreading
and editing, Call 585-2838, evenings.

For Rent
Unfurnished apartment, 2
bedroom, 1 one-half bath, swim
pool, 1 block to PAU, carports,
central air/heat, wash/dry connections. $300. 781-3489

2

Bedrooms, laundromat,
pool, tennis, nearby jogging trail,
just 6 miJ I0 min. from PAU, far
north McAllen. Parkland Apartments. 631-0017.
for display advcnising rates call
181-2545 or 381-2541.

A-La Carte Orders Also Available

DAILY LUNCHEON BUFFET- DINNER BUFFET (FRI. - SAT.)
EVENING DINNER SPECIALS (SUN. - THURS.)

2006 N. TAMARACK

MCALLEN

682-2624

We're looking for
•
mimes, jugglers,
• •
• •
mus1c1ans, mag1c1ans
and bands, or other
entertainers.

